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INTRODUCTION

Throughout the 1980s and early
‘90s, increasing numbers of Com-

munity Economic Development Or-
ganizations (CEDOs) have sprung up
across Canada. The recession of 1982
struck deep, and functioned to acceler-
ate and broaden people’s questioning
of the economy, how it is structured,
and how communities can organize to
control their own destinies.

Some federal and provincial govern-
ment agencies also began to lend sup-
port to community-based economic
development. All the public financial
burdens associated with rising unem-
ployment, plant closures, and social
costs acted to increase interest and in-
itiatives in economic development al-
ternatives.

For example, over 200 Community
Futures  Committees are now active
across the country. Their investment
planning promotes businesses which
create local jobs. Related to this federal
program are over 100 business devel-
opment centres delivering credit and
technical assistance to small busi-
nesses, many of them recent start-ups.

There are probably over 200 devel-
opment corporations based in native
communities as well as a wide variety
of other aboriginal development or-
ganizations involved in training, lend-
ing, and investment activity. The
Canadian Aboriginal Economic De-
velopment Strategy has injected addi-
tional resources into this  area  since
1989.

In the poor neigbourhoods of urban
Canada, community development
corporations are struggling to organ-
ize and intervene in the economy in
ways that favour the interests of the
poverty-stricken.

Nonprofit organizations are experi-
menting with a wide range of soci-eco-
nomic enterprises that link their need
for  revenue with the  needs of their
constituencies.

Some local governments are looking
into new kinds of partnership that can

Strategic Planning envisages the future . . .

. . . examines present opportunities & constraints . . .

. . . & then shows how you’ll get from
where you are to where you want to be.

Introduction
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mobilize energy and resources to stem
plant shutdowns and revitalize decay-
ing neighbourhoods.

In addition, numerous organiza-
tions at  all levels want to use their
limited time, talent, and resources
more strategically. Results are impor-
tant and not easy to achieve. There is a
growing awareness that results (and
sometimes, survival itself) require
strategic thinking and focused, consid-
ered effort. Strategic planning is a proc-
ess and set of tools that promote more
systematic and relevant organiza-
tional decision-making and action.

PURPOSE OF THIS BOOK

Many books about strategic plan-
ning are already available. This one is
intended as a guide for organizations
wishing to team up the principles and
practices of strategic planning with
those of community economic devel-
opment  (CED),  in order to advance
community empowerment and  self-
reliance. Although the text directly ad-
dresses First Nation CEDOs, it can assist
any organization that wants to mobilize
and apply its resources more effectively.

To demonstrate this approach to
planning, the  experiences of  several
CED practitioners in Canada are cited
in the text. Many of the examples de-
rive from native development  prac-
tice. The planning done by the Nisga’a
people is the subject of a running com-
mentary. Likewise, frequent reference is
made to the planning experiences and
decisions of two native development or-
ganizations, Kitsaki Development Cor-
poration (Saskatchewan) and Dana
NayeVentures(Yukon).Toillustrate the
whole process in a livelier fashion, a
hypothetical First Nation, “Whaler’s
Cove,” has also been created. Its inhabi-
tants appear in each chapter, demon-
strating how strategic planning looks
from a whaler’s perspective.

The text can primarily assist two
sorts of audience. Readers may use it
to guide the completion of a strategic
plan. In this case, a lot of information

about the community, organization,
and region should be gathered before
or during the planning process. The
strategic plan of an urban develop-
ment corporation, Eastside Commu-
nity Investments (Indianapolis,
Indiana, U.S.A.), has been repro-
duced in Appendix 6 as an example
for readers.

Secondly, the  book  is  intended  to
assist trainers who are delivering
workshops or post-secondary credit
programs on planning and economic
development. Further information
about how and where CED trainers are
applying this approach to strategic
planning can be obtained from West-
coast Development Group.

The Nisga’a: People of the River

We are the people of the Nass
Valley in northwestern British

Columbia. About 6,000 in number,
2,500 of us live in four villages along
the banks of the Nass River. We are
known for our cultural  pride  and
richness; our struggle headed up by
the Nisga’a Tribal Council to reach
a recognition and settlement of our
claim to 24,862 square km.; and by
the ability of our leadership to ele-
vate the Nisga’a voice into the
echoing hallways of the powerful in
this land called Canada.

Our struggle has been to reas-
sert authority over the resources
of our lands so that we and our
children’s children might sustain
ourselves with dignity. The
struggle has focused on the po-
litical arena and in the courts.
Now, in 1992 we are still at the
negotiating table and prospects
for a settlement appear hopeful.

Nevertheless, we see the wealth
of our land continuing to roar by
us on tractor trailers day by day.
We experience the pain of those
who leave our homeland be-
cause opportunities have not yet
been created that  will  sustain
them. But we have made some
starts.

Our economic development ef-
forts are beginning to yield some
fruit, especially in the last year as
we have begun to take a more stra-
tegic approach.

It has taken time. Until 1985 we had
no approach to economic develop-
ment at all that involved the commu-
nities working together.  Progress
has been slow and faltering. But
learning has taken place. Indeed, if
we knew then what we know now
about how to position ourselves in
the economy we might be further
along.

The main thing that we’ve had to
learn is to be strategic. We are still
learning. Hopefully sharing bits and

pieces of our story and learnings
will be helpful to others as a way of
illustrating the main points in this
book. ❏

Prince
Rupert

Kincolith

Greenville

Canyon City

New Aiyansh
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C H A P T E R 1 Getting Ready to Plan Strategically

The term strategy comes from a
Greek word meaning “the art of

the general.” Military commanders
make day-to-day decisions with a
larger plan in mind; this larger plan, or
strategy, explains how their forces will
achieve some ultimate goal. Nowa-
days, civilians use the word to describe
any orderly, thoughtful approach to a
problem in order to achieve a specific
result. Strategic planning (or as some
say, strategic thinking) is a decision-
making process that focuses an organi-
zation’s attention on the most
important issues and on how best to
resolve them with scarce resources.

Fundamentally, strategic planning
envisages a desired future, and realis-
tically assesses present opportunities
and constraints; then, through clear-
headed decision-making, it indicates
how you can move from where you are
to where you want to be.

Such planning involves making
choices about:

❏ the mission (purpose) of the or-
ganization and the primary goals it
will pursue.

❏ the strategy (or strategies) it will
employ to accomplish the mission.

❏ how the goals will be reached.

WHY BOTHER?

Strategic planning assumes people’s
decisions can affect what happens to
them in the future. People and com-
munities, in other words, can make a
difference.

This is an important assumption. It
challenges the fatalistic view that com-
munities have no power, no resources,
and can do nothing to help them-
selves. By contrast, strategic planning
implies hope. It promotes a deliberate
effort to shape solutions to the issues
and difficulties which communities
and organizations encounter.

Getting Ready
to Plan Strategically

Are there Alternatives to Strategic Planning? You Bet!
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The Nisga’a: The Early Years—1985 to mid-1990

During the first few years our Tribal Council eco-
nomic development officer (EDO) spent quite a lot

of time doing two things. He gathered the basic infor-
mation we needed to get a handle on the “Nisga’a
economy.” He also helped complete funding applica-
tions for businesses being undertaken by Nisga’a com-
munities and citizens.

People thought the main job of the EDO should be to help
get new businesses started. Most people thought eco-
nomic development was the same as business and there-
fore the most important thing was to get businesses going.
Almost any kind of business was better than no business.
Well, we have suffered some of the disappointments that
come from such a narrow view. Economic development
is indeed more than small business development.

Anyway, we did learn some other things from the re-
search done in those early years. We came to under-
stand how money flows into our communities . . . and
how it flows out! We also got a better idea of the range
of opportunities in several sectors—forestry, fisheries,
mining, agriculture, tourism, and services. As we
learned these things, we began to recognize some of
our weaknesses. We lacked investment capital. Our
programs for training our people were ad hoc and
unrelated to any vision of our future role in the economy.
Lastly, until land claims were settled, we had no way to
access the valley’s natural resources for our own devel-
opment.

This understanding led to some new priorities. We
needed to do something about our capital problem. We
realized that joint ventures could help us with that, as
well as address our lack of management experience
and access to natural resources. We also decided to do
a study so we could better understand the skills, aspi-
rations, and training needs of Nisga’a citizens.

Meanwhile, at the community level, people had begun
to hear about development corporations. Within a few
years every Nass community had one. But little activity
resulted. It seems development corporations in and of
themselves have no magical powers.

So we went on to another phase of activity. With the
Haida and Tsimshian people we established an aborigi-
nal capital corporation (TRICORP) to meet our need to
gain access to debt financing. We started to look around
at possible joint venture opportunities. We started to get
a handle on how, in the longer term, we might develop
our people’s skills more effectively. The EDO at the

Tribal Council level continued to provide advisory serv-
ices as best as he could, and the Tribal Council decided
to set  up  a regional development corporation. The
Nisga’a Economic Enterprises Corporation (NEEC)
was incorporated in 1989 and a board appointed.

But, as always, other issues started to come up.

❏ What are the respective roles of the Band Councils
and the Tribal Council?

❏ Is there a need for development corporations at both
the Band and the Tribal Council levels? If so, what
should the relationship be between these two lev-
els? Is there a danger of ending up with four of
everything?

❏ Are we organized to seize opportunities as they arise?

These issues were complex and time-consuming. Many
were very political to boot. We decided we needed
some help to sort out these items and hired a consultant
to work under the direction of our EDO.

By mid-1990 the work was finished. What came out was
1) a broad overview of possible goals, 2) a look at how
we might define the responsibilities of the various bod-
ies involved in economic development, 3) a review of
opportunities in each sector of the economy, and 4) an
outline of the steps to take to get our act together. The
central conclusion of the report was the need to invest
in our capacity to manage the economic development
process.

Now we had to decide which of these recommendations
we would accept and which we wouldn’t. We had an
outline, but we did not have a plan. We also were finding
it hard to keep the attention of the Nisga’a politicians. Land
claims negotiations were heating up and demanding
much of their time and energy. Meanwhile, our resources
kept rolling out of the valley.

It was clearly time to give direction to a serious, sus-
tained regional economic development effort. NEEC’s
president commented that “in light of the local record
and experience elsewhere, it is mandatory to co-ordi-
nate regional activities at all levels—including the politi-
cal—so duplication and misdirection is reduced.
Although the Bands’ jurisdictions have to be respected,
all their development efforts would be doomed to failure
if we do not get properly organized at the tribal level.”

We were beginning to get a glimpse of why it was so
important to understand the word strategic. ❏

C H A P T E R 1
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There are several other specific rea-
sons why organizations engage in stra-
tegic planning.*

To Improve Performance

Studies have consistently shown
that visioning, planning, and goal-set-
ting can have a positive effect on or-
ganizational performance. CEDOs are
challenged to direct resources in ways
which minimize investment risk and
maximize possible benefits to their
members. This is difficult to do with-
out formal planning. Even with busi-
nesses (which are generally less
complex to run than a successful de-
velopment organization), studies
show that those with strategic plans
outperform counterparts that run “by
the seat of their pants.”

To Build Teamwork and Expertise

Successful strategic planning is not
done by some backroom consultant.
Most organizations build planning

teams which include key staff and
board members and perhaps others.
People not on the team are called upon
to help with the critical decisions.

When done well, the planning proc-
ess itself offers several benefits: im-
proved knowledge of the organization
and what it must contend with; better
communications across the organiza-
tion; improved managerial skills; and
increased commitment to accomplish-
ing the organization’s mission and
goals.

To Solve Major
Organizational Problems

Organizations can and do go into
paralysis. Productive planning can
help an organization focus on the most
critical problems, choices, and oppor-
tunities. Sometimes development or-
ganizations face  a  web  of  problems
that are difficult to unravel one by one.
Strategic planning is a way to resolve
an interrelated set of problems in a
deliberate, co-ordinated manner.

To Stimulate Forward Thinking
and Clarify Future Direction

Leadership and staff can become so
involved with day-to-day issues that
the organization loses all sense of mis-
sion and direction. Strategic planning
can force new thinking, reveal new op-
portunities and threats, and lead to a
clarification of and re-commitment to
the organization’s mission. For wan-
dering  organizations, strategic  plan-
ning can provide  the rudder which
members need to restore their sense of
direction.

To Survive with Less

The last decade has brought in-
creased financial pressure and compe-
tition for resources. The decisions to be
made by directors and managers may
require increasing revenue, cutting ex-
penses, a complete restructuring, go-
ing into debt—or dissolving. Many
organizations use strategic planning to
think such tough choices through.

To INFLUENCE rather than
BE Influenced

With today’s pressures on develop-
ment organizations, leaders often feel
less like  “movers and  shakers”  and
more like “the moved and the shaken."
To have a future, an organization to
some extent has to create one, influenc-
ing events to suit the path which the
organization has chosen to take.

To Meet Others’ Requirements

Some funders require organizations
to have a plan in place as a condition
of financial support. A strategic plan
can be a good communication and
marketing tool with such groups.
However, it should not merely be
drawn up as sop to those with money.
Rather, if undertaken, the strategic
planning process should be rooted in
the organization’s own agenda.

What Good Can
Strategic Planning Do?

Getting Ready to Plan Strategically
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THERE ARE LIMITATIONS

Limitations to strategic planning
also need to be noted, however:

Good Planning takes Time and Money

Organizations should not engage in
strategic planning just because some-
one said it was a good idea. It costs
time and money. It can also go off the
rails. Sometimes people get lost in the
details of the planning process and for-
get about strategic thinking. Before un-
dertaking a planning effort it is wise to
ask, “Will the benefits outweigh the
costs?” If this can’t be answered posi-
tively, think twice.

Effective Muddling may be Preferable

If the organization has proven that it
can quickly and effectively respond to
new opportunities and threats, strategic
planning may not be required. Be

warned, however: there is an art even
to muddling. If done poorly, this prac-
tice can kill an organization.

Crises may take Priority

Organizations in a severe crisis (a
cash crunch, or an incompetent, de-
structive, executive director, for exam-
ple) need to deal with these priorities
before they attempt a strategic plan.
Not to do so could sabotage any plan-
ning effort that is attempted.

Commitment is Indispensable

Planning should create commit-
ment. Don’t bother if you think imple-
mentation is highly unlikely. The
leaders of the organization must be
committed to following the plan that
evolves. If they are not, the planning
exercise can consume a lot of time and
effort to no avail. This, in turn, can
breed organizational frustration and

the poor performance which rein-
forces a community’s experience of
powerlessness and hopelessness.  To
truly serve  a  community’s interests,
economic development must be a
process that empowers.

In summary, why bother with stra-
tegic planning? Why bother planning
for the future? When you do a good job
of strategic planning, it

❏ provides a clear understanding of
what you need to do, and acts as a
guide for other decision-making.

❏ allows you to focus limited re-
sources on the actions that will
benefit you the most.

❏ ensures a good knowledge of the
world around you and the things
that can affect your plans.

❏ provides a means for communicat-
ing your plans to others.

C H A P T E R 1
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WHAT ARE THE MAIN STEPS
IN STRATEGIC PLANNING?

Strategic planning is made up of the
following steps (see chart below):

1. The community expresses its vision
of the future. Visioning is holistic,
that is, it envisages what is desired
in political, economic, social, as
well as cultural terms. This process
helps clarify key community val-
ues and development principles.

2. The community helps identify the
internal and external obstacles
which keep the vision from becom-
ing a reality. Community members
also point out the strengths that can

serve as a basis for overcoming
these constraints.

3. With a vision  and assessment of
constraints drawn up, the commu-
nity planning team can draft an in-
itial mission statement. This
statement sets out what part of the
vision a CEDO will undertake. In
other words, it sets out the purpose
and main functions of the CEDO in
the effort to make the vision a real-
ity.

4. Situation analysis identifies and as-
sesses the key strengths and weak-
nesses of the CEDO, as well as
external opportunities and threats
that could influence  the  CEDO’s

performance of the drafted mis-
sion. This analysis of the CEDO’s
environment also serves as a back-
ground to all further steps.

5. Various ways to carry out the mis-
sion are  examined. One of these
strategic options, or some combina-
tion of options, is then selected as
the basis for further planning.

6. The mission statement  is  refined
and completed, especially its ex-
planation of how the organization
is to carry out its function.

7. Strategic goals are established for
the organization’s actions over the
next 5 years.

8. Each strategic goal is broken down
into a series of  specific objectives
—the first step in “operational
planning.”

9. Action plans and budgets are com-
pleted and implementation begins.

10. The CEDO’s performance is regu-
larly monitored. Its progress and
changes in its environment are sub-
ject to annual  assessment. Given
the results of these evaluations, re-
visions to goals and objectives will
be considered, “steering” the  or-
ganization towards its mission and
the community vision.

PLANNING TO PLAN:
5 STEPS OF PREPARATION

To make strategic planning effective,
think through in advance how you
will organize your planning. There are
several steps to this.

1. Explicitly decide whether to de-
velop a strategic plan.

It takes a lot of resources to plan
strategically. The decision to do so
should be made only after considering
the benefits and costs of the process.

What payoffs does your CEDO an-
ticipate from the planning effort?
Write them down. The list of reasons
for strategic planning (see page 5) may
stimulate your thinking.

THE STRATEGIC PLANNING PROCESS

Getting Ready to Plan Strategically
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On the other hand, what concerns
does your CEDO have? Are you uncer-
tain about how to organize the plan-
ning process? Are you worried that
board members will not put in the time
necessary to make it work? Write
down all the concerns. Think of ways
to address each concern as part of your
organization’s preparation to commit
itself to strategic planning.

Finally, decide whether now is the
time to go full steam ahead, or to pro-
ceed with caution. You may opt to wait
for a better time to begin the process.

2. Get commitment to the process.

To start a planning process without
the commitment of the executive di-
rector, the board,  key staff,  and (in
some cases) local politicians, is like as-

suming a cart is going to pull a horse
up the hill. It makes no sense.

If commitment is lacking, a work-
shop may be in order. Get your key
players together with a resource per-
son who has used the strategic plan-
ning process successfully. Frank
discussion of the benefits and concerns
can help. Make sure everybody under-
stands the basic planning steps as well.
Sometimes people will not commit to
something when they can’t see where
it is heading.

3. Determine if outside help is
needed.

There are many resources that may
be of assistance in addition to this
book. Appendix 8 lists a number of
other reputable books and articles.

Many consultants, universities, First
Nation development organizations,
and management training organiza-
tions offer courses and seminars about
strategic planning. Westcoast Devel-
opment Group wrote this book to sup-
port a 2-day planning workshop.

Consultants and advisors can help
keep your planning focused and on
track. They can help manage the
agenda, freeing up all key people to be
full participants. If there is no money
to pay for consultants, you may be able
to get help from some experienced vol-
unteers. There are several ways in
which outsiders can help. They might

❏ assist in designing the planning
process.

❏ orient or train participants.

❏ lead your organization through the
whole process.

❏ provide advice or assistance if you
get stuck.

❏ coach you from the sidelines.

❏ provide technical advice with re-
gard to finances, program, etc.

An awareness of your own organiza-
tion’s strengths and weaknesses will
help you decide whether you need
outside assistance and in which areas.

Table 1: WHO DOES WHAT?

Planning to Plan

Senior staf f and key board
members (may involve outside
technical assistance). Results in
formation of a planning team.

Vision and Constraints
Planning team and board
members. Broad community
participation is recommended.

Mission Formulation
Planning team and board. Review
by broader membership is
recommended.

Situation Analysis
Planning team with staff and
technical support.

Strategy Options &
Mission Completion

Planning team. Review by
membership desirable. Board
approval required.

Goal Setting
Planning team. Approval by board.
Communicate results to
membership.

Objective Setting
Senior staff and/or program staff.
Planning committee review. Board
approval.

Action Planning Staff

Implementation Staff

Monitoring &
Evaluation

Board and staff
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4. Outline a planning process that fits
your organization.

Your organization does not have un-
limited time and resources to devote to
planning. The process therefore must
be tailored to address the most critical
issues and choices before you. It must
also be realistic about your level of
planning experience and the time
available.

5. Form a planning team.

A good planning team is very im-
portant. Choose people who are likely
to work well together. It can be useful
to have a variety of perspectives repre-
sented, so long as they can act (or learn
to act) as a team. Designate who is to
be responsible for the overall planning
process from within the organization.
Those that could be involved include:

❏ the entire board or Council

❏ representatives of the board or
Council

❏ the executive director or chief ex-
ecutive officer (CEO)

❏ key staff

❏ other staff

❏ people outside the organization
(people with expertise in CED, cli-
ents or funders)

❏ consultants or other resource people

You should also decide how you are
going to involve others in the planning
process. For  example,  involving the
broader membership of a First Nation
in the visioning and constraint identi-
fication process is recommended. It
will strengthen the overall results of
the planning process.

REFERENCES

* This, and the subsequent section about “planning
to plan” are adapted from Bryan W. Barry, Strate-
gic Planning Workbook for Nonprofit Organiza-
tions (Amherst H. Wilder Foundation, 1987).

The Nisga’a: Preparing to take a Strategic Approach

The Nisga’a Tribal Council EDO had four challenges to address if a
strategic approach was to be developed:

❏ How to get the leadership’s attention in order to elevate the priority of
economic development.

❏ How to structure a training process that would build local organizational
capacity.

❏ How to get the Nisga’a Economic Enterprises Corporation to undertake
the strategic planning and policy development so necessary to trans-
forming a paper corporation into a real, living institution.

❏ How to organize the financial resources necessary to support the
strategic planning and training process.

Working with an outside CED training firm, an approach was designed that
integrated training with the strategic planning process (see Appendix 1 for
a full description). We then targeted key participants: politicians (at least
for some key workshops); Band level EDOs, development corporation
board members and councillors; and Tribal Council and NEEC board
members. In order to qualify for training dollars from CEIC, we added some
trainees that were selected by each of the four Nass Valley communities.

2 goals were set for the overall approach:

❏ To build knowledge and skills related to the pursuit of CED in the Nisga’a
territory.

❏ To develop the strategic plan for NEEC, the regional corporation.

To get things rolling we knew we had to get support from the leadership.
In February of 1991, a 2-day event brought together Band Councillors, NTC
representatives, and aspiring entrepreneurs for an illuminating introduction
to the “hot seat” of economic decision-making at the Band and Tribal level.

Using outside trainer/facilitators and a highly interactive process, the
importance and complexity of issues in economic development became
apparent. Business persons gained “a better appreciation of the pressure-
cooker situations faced by politicians.” Politicians, for their part, returned
from the session determined to increase the priority of economic develop-
ment on the very busy Nisga’a agenda. The Nisga’a EDO felt this “buy in”
by the leadership was of pivotal importance, “priming community leader-
ship for the training program and strategic planning process”.

Over the next 12 months a series of work sessions introduced participants
to some key areas of CED knowledge and then applied these lessons to
the concrete task of developing a strategic plan for NEEC. The highlights
of this process will be cited in the course of this book. As the book moves
to topics we have yet to complete, we will share our thinking as to how plan
to continue the process. ❏

Getting Ready to Plan Strategically
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C H A P T E R 2 Hatching the Plot: The Vision

The vision gives the community’s
development an overall philoso-

phy and direction. Visioning is a proc-
ess as well as a product. Consider the
following:

Most people have experienced edu-
cation as a way to learn about reality
“as it is,” not as it could or should be.
As a result, learning how to imagine
and create change is difficult. This is
still more pronounced in societies that
encourage people to think only in in-
dividual terms. There are not many
models around that tell us how to build
people’s dreams and values into the
learning process, especially when that
process is a collective undertaking.

The most important result of a vi-
sioning process is that it fosters and
shapes the community commitment to
the long haul.

Change is not easy. Common values,
hopes, and desires, when  made ex-
plicit, create the basis for a shared be-
lief in the community’s future. From
this can spring the commitment and
energy required to sustain a develop-
ment process. Fundamentally, the vi-
sion is a rallying cry; it binds people
into a conspiracy to succeed.

WHAT IS IN A VISION?

The vision expresses what members
of a community want their community
to be like in the future. It imagines the
way of life of future generations (at
least twenty years from the present),
were the community to achieve every-
thing it wanted.

Remember that a vision is not a plan.
It is some  people’s  projection  of an
image of their community’s future, a
portrait of their desired quality of life.
For First Nations taking a holistic ap-
proach to development planning, the
vision should at minimum reflect the
community’s idea of the future politi-
cal, economic, social, and cul-
tural/spiritual conditions it desires.

Hatching the Plot:
The Vision

STRATEGIC PLANNING PROCESS

The VISION rallies people into
a conspiracy to succeed.
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From the process and the product of
visioning it should be possible to dis-
till values and principles that can serve
as a central reference point throughout
the strategic planning process. The re-
sults of subsequent stages of planning
will always be assessed for their con-
sistency with the overall vision.

HOW IS THE VISION DEVELOPED?

Visioning should not be done in the
back room by bureaucrats or by a hired
consultant. Community participation
can be very important to creating a
vision and should be encouraged. It
permits the community to exercise
some control over the planning proc-
ess and to feel that their own values

and priorities are being expressed,
rather than somebody else’s.

Sometimes, strong leaders who are
in touch with the aspirations of their
people can act as a starting point. They
can inspire people with a picture of
what the community could become.
To build general commitment to such
changes, however, they at least must
be received, discussed, and affirmed
by the community membership.

More often, the vision is developed
in a community process. Community
members express in words, pictures,
or by other means the future to which
they aspire. They come to a consensus
over conflicting elements and then de-
scribe the vision in a way that all can
understand.

In this process, differ-
ences of opinion will arise
about the future desired.
This is an opportunity to
identify the impact differ-
ent  visions will have on
people’s lives and come to
a consensus if possible.
Dealing with differences at
this point can avoid later
conflict.

Above all, people must
enter the visioning proc-

ess without feeling in any way con-
strained. This does not mean encour-
aging mass hallucination. Rather, a
vision should reflect a desired end
state that is consistent with the values
and overall priorities of the group or
community. Imagination and creativ-
ity take priority.

Later on, people can use the check-
lists on the four pages following to
check their vision of the community. Is
it complete? Do the draft statements
clearly depict how people want things
to look and work? In other words, par-
ticipants should use the checklists to
fine-tune their work—not as a recipe.
Appendix 2 has some suggestions for
conducting a visioning exercise.

It takes more than personal hopes & dreams
to get a community up & running.

A shared vision generates community energy
& commitment to a process of change.

The Vision is a portrait—not a plan.

Community or membership participation is
crucial in the making of the vision.

Hatching the Plot: The Vision
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❏ 1. What is the First Nation government responsible for?

❏ legislative and executive decisions?

❏ economic decisions and management?

❏ program management and services?

❏ resolving disputes and enforcing government decisions?

❏ 2. Is there a special or particular role set out for the elders in terms of governing?

❏ 3. Are any traditional/cultural forms of organization, government, or decision-mak-
ing incorporated into the institutions?

❏ 4. What other government organizations (aboriginal and other) does the First
Nation government work with? How are authority, resources, and accountability
shared in each of these relationships?

CHECKLIST: POLITICAL & ORGANIZATIONAL VISION

C H A P T E R 2
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❏ 1. What goods are being produced? imported? exported?

❏ 2. What services are available in the community? Who is providing them?

❏ 3. What roles are community members playing in the community economy? the
regional economy? the national and international economy?

❏ 4. How many people are living in the community?

❏ 5. What businesses exist and who owns them?

❏ 6. What kind of businesses are not permitted, if any?

❏ 7. What is the quality of local housing, roads, lighting, and other “infrastructure”?

❏ 8. How strong is the traditional economy? What food and materials do people still
get directly from the land?

❏ 9. Which natural resources are being used? Which are protected?

❏ 10. How is the economic life of the community organized and managed?

❏ 11. What economic relationships exist with other communities and development
institutions?

❏ 12. Which types of business do individuals own/run? In which does the community
have a lot of authority?

CHECKLIST: ECONOMIC VISION

Hatching the Plot: The Vision
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❏ 1. What is the general quality of relationships between people within the community?

❏ between different generations?

❏ within families?

❏ between citizens and their government?

❏ 2. What is the level of education?

❏ 3. How are people active recreationally? What recreation organizations exist (e.g.
hockey and baseball leagues, arts and crafts circles, etc.)?

❏ 4. How serious are alcohol and drug use, conflict, violence, and crime?

❏ 5. What is the level of individual and family self-reliance?

❏ 6. How are citizens involved in traditional pursuits?

❏ 7. How many people are living on the reserve and how many off? Are people moving
to or from the community?

❏ 8. How do people feel? How strong are their self-esteem and sense of self-worth?

❏ 9. What services exist in the community to support social development (e.g.
daycare, schools, etc.)?

CHECKLIST: SOCIAL VISION

C H A P T E R 2
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❏ 1. How much is the traditional language spoken?

❏ 2. How active are people in traditional and modern arts and crafts?

❏ 3. What is the range of religious practice? What role does traditional spirituality and
culture play in community life?

❏ 4. How important to First Nation citizens are traditional activities on the land?

❏ 5. How do people relate to 21st century technology?

❏ 6. What roles do elders play in the community?

❏ 7. Are there roles that are exclusively male or female?

CHECKLIST: CULTURAL VISION

Hatching the Plot: The Vision
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Visioning is a “holistic” process—it should encompass the community’s hopes and dreams in political and organizational, cultural, and
social terms, as well as from an economic perspective. That helps to ensure that your community’s economy doesn’t go one way, while

everything else goes another. But remember: one organization need not be responsible for accomplishing ALL of the vision.

THE COMMUNITY VISION
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PRELIMINARY DEFINITION
OF CONSTRAINTS

Having drawn up a vision, have the
planning group (with community as-
sistance) identify in a preliminary way
the constraints and obstacles that pres-
ently exist. This task helps people face
reality early in the planning process.

Firstly, the list should include inter-
nal constraints and  obstacles. These
are factors that relate directly to the
community’s political, economic, so-
cial, and cultural life. Secondly, iden-
tify the major external factors that
could block progress towards the vi-
sion. Doing so helps everybody take
more seriously the influence which
the surrounding world has on the
community’s condition.

Lastly, list strengths and assets that
the community can build on. Recogniz-
ing yourstrengthswillbuildconfidence;
they provide useful starting points from
which to chart your course.

This sort of honest appraisal of the
things restraining the community has
another spin-off. It helps to determine
the roles to assign the organization(s)
responsible for realizing the vision.

The Nisga’a: Envisioning our Future

We have a vision of ourselves inhabiting our homeland, Nisga’a people
and communities nourished and sustained by the wealth of the Nass

Valley and in turn exercising our rights and responsibilities to care for and
protect the land.

We have a vision of our children’s children describing the homeland in the
Nisga’a language, celebrating our relationship to the land through our
cultural traditions and art. We have a vision of our children’s children
confidently using the most modern technology to manage the land and
communicate with those we relate and trade with in the larger society.

We have a vision of active, educated, and healthy individuals whose
self-esteem and worth as Nisga’a citizens is rooted their understanding of
their past and their capacity to care and share with each other and the
broader human family. We envision ourselves becoming people who are
able to embrace the difficulties and challenges of life with openness. We
have a vision of ourselves as a healing people, where abusive relationships
to self and others are a rarity.

We have a vision of a people
who are able and willing to
live anywhere as Nisga’a, but
prefer to live within the Nass
Valley as Nisga’a citizens.

We have a vision of our-
selves as owners of the land,
heirs to the responsibility of
managing our resources for
the benefit of current and fu-
ture generations. We view
ourselves as owners and
participants in businesses,
individually and collectively.
Within the forestry, fisheries,
transportation, services,
manufacturing, and mining
sectors, we see ourselves re-
lating to the larger economy in
ways that build a Nisga’a eco-
nomic base that is realistic,
sustainable,  and consistent
with our values and priorities.

We have a vision of Nisga’a as a people that contribute to the collective
well-being of each other through institutions—political, economic, financial,
cultural, and social—that we control and which are accountable to the
Nisga’a membership. At the same time we see ourselves establishing and
maintaining relationships with other native and non-native institutions, in
Canada and elsewhere, that are linked to the Nisga’a interest in being a
self-reliant, self-determining people. ❏

Sometimes it helps to do your visioning in pictures. As these examples show, participants
don’t have to be artists—just people who are frank & honest about their community.

Hatching the Plot: The Vision
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C H A P T E R 3 The Mission: The Organization’s Focus

The vision looks far into the commu-
nity’s future and describes the po-

litical, economic, social, and cultural
facets  of that community’s life.  The
vision clarifies the values and princi-
ples that are central to what the com-
munity wants to become.

Mission statements, by contrast, are
written for the organizations (or de-
partments of an organization) which
are to do the work necessary to realize
various aspects of the vision. The mis-
sion authorizes a specific community
organization to perform a specific role
in a manner consistent with  the vi-
sion’s values and principles. This as-
sumes of course that the organization
answers to some body that speaks for
the community, and that this body has
given the organization the mandate to
operate within a given arena.

For many native organizations this
higher body is the Band or Tribal
Council, which is itself composed of
members of the community. In other
instances, the mandate originates out-
side the community. Community Fu-
tures Committees get their authority
from a government branch concerned
with economic development.

In either case, it is essential to win the
approval of legitimate community
representatives for the role the organi-
zation is to play. They need not actu-
ally write the mission themselves. But
they should help define the vision and
should support the organization’s
general intentions. An organization
whose mission is inconsistent with the
core values and philosophy of the First
Nation government or its own mem-
bership is unlikely to  guide anyone
anywhere. It will most likely encoun-
ter stiff resistance—and fail.

From the  mission an  organization
takes its cues about what it is meant to
do, how it is meant to do it, and why.
This succinct statement will be the ba-
sis upon which the organization de-
cides how to use time, talent, and

The Mission:
The Organization’s Focus

STRATEGIC PLANNING PROCESS

Strategic Planning is not about wishing.

It’s about making & keeping a
promise to future generations.
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dollars. It will guide the future action
and growth of the organization.

Whether yours is a development
corporation or a service organization,
long-established or a “spring
chicken,” you have to know your busi-
ness in order to be effective. Defining
the mission—and reviewing it in light
of changing circumstances—is vital to
strategic action as an organization. By
doing this you:

❏ define the scope of the action which
the organization will undertake on
behalf of the community.

❏ specify what can be expected of the
organization, and avoid duplicat-
ing the services of other organiza-
tions.

❏ inform the  staff,  the  community,
and other organizations about the
purpose of your organization.

Strategic planning does  not
generate a wish list. It assesses
the lay of the land and then posi-
tions an organization so as best to
serve the interests of members
and constituents. The missionde-
fines the specific role which the
organization is to play in relation
to community interests.

One organization or depart-
ment need  not be  responsible
for  realizing the community’s
entire vision. One organization
may be devoted to education or
health, another to economic de-
velopment, and still  others to
cultural matters or to resource
management. In this book we
concentrate on organizations
that are authorized to deal with
economic development.

WHAT DOES A MISSION
STATEMENT SAY?

The mission is developed by the
leadership of the organization and
then usually ratified by the commu-
nity. The mission names the main
function, product, or service the or-
ganization is to provide, and to whom
it will be provided. The mission then
goes on to outline how the organiza-
tion will fulfil this role. All in 100
words or less!

When putting together a mission
statement for an organization, be sure to
answer three primary questions, better
known as the what, the who, and the how:

1. What function does this organiza-
tion perform?

2. For whom does the organization
perform this function?

3. How does this organization go
about performing this function?

On  the next page are the mission
statements of five community eco-
nomic development organizations.
Read these examples as if you were a
member of the board of each organiza-
tion. How readily can you answer the
three primary questions in each case?

Whaler’s Cove: The Mission

“The Mission of Whaler’s Cove Development Corporation, Inc.
is to build a foundation for the economic self-reliance of our

people by investing in the regional whaling industry & by
protecting the whale resource.”

WHALE

Whaler’s Cove First Nation
envisions a Whale of an Economy

The Mission: The Organization’s Focus
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The mission of the Dorcet Lake Development Corporation (DLDC) is to identify and invest in key business
opportunities in order to become a stakeholder/owner within each sector of the northern region’s economy.

Establishing the DLDC as an owner will establish a long-term economic base for the Dorcet Lake First Nation.

Investment decisions will be made based on 3 priorities: generation of profits for DLDC, creation of management
development opportunities, and creation of permanent jobs accessible to Dorcet Lake Band members.

As the major strategy for realizing its mission, DLDC will utilize a joint venture approach to insert DLDC into each
sector of the regional economy.

The mission of the Keenan Falls Development Corporation is to build economic self-reliance for members of
the Keenan Falls First Nation as a means of supporting our aspirations to become a self-governing

community; to strengthen the sense of purpose and pride among our people; to lessen our dependency on social
assistance; and to promote respect for the land. The KFDC will build businesses directly, and through
entrepreneurs, in order to broaden our economic base, provide better quality products and services to the
community at better prices, and create jobs for Keenan Falls First Nation members.

Here is one that relates to an urban environment:

Eastside Community Investments is a community-based development corporation serving the near eastside
of Indianapolis, Indiana. ECI’s purpose is to create jobs, improve the quality of housing, upgrade commercial

areas, and generate lasting improvements for the community.

It is the mission of ECI to help enable residents to revitalize their neighbourhood, encourage residents to
participate in self-help ventures, serve as a catalyst to direct capital to development of the community, and to
create partnerships with public and private institutions which will make possible a higher quality of life for
community residents.

The mission of Reddana Ventures, an Indian-owned and -controlled institution, is to become a dynamic,
self-sufficient financial institution that assists the communities of the Greater Lakes Tribal Council (GLTC)

in becoming more economically self-reliant.

The primary focus of Reddana Ventures is the provision of development financing—primarily commercial loans,
bonding, loan guarantees, and a micro-enterprise lending program—and quality business counselling and
training to native entrepreneurs and businesses in the GLTC region.

This mission will be carried out in a manner which values the preservation of the natural environment; which
respects traditional cultural and social values; and which emphasizes the development of people as the key
resource for building successful businesses.

The mission of HRD Developments is to develop the human resources of Mechako Narrows First Nation to
a level that will maximize the capacity of the membership to participate in the local and regional job market.

Through human resource planning, life skills and literacy programming, advocacy, training and job placement
services, HRD Developments will co-ordinate and broker the best educational and training services available to
the Mechako Narrows membership.

C H A P T E R 3
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ANSWERING THE WHAT QUESTION

A major issue when writing a mis-
sion statement is to decide how specifi-
cally to define the function which the
organization is to perform. If the
“what” is answered too broadly, costly
failures can result. If it is answered too
narrowly, the organization may miss
important opportunities.

There is the old story of the entrepre-
neur who expanded his buggy whip
manufacturing company just when
the first automobiles were hitting the
streets. He saw his mission to be the
production of buggy whips. He failed
to understand that his work was part
of a larger industry, that of transporta-
tion. His fixation with producing big-
ger and better buggy whips (a product
focus), rather than with helping meet
the travel needs of his customers, cost
him his career.

How well do the five mission state-
ments on the previous page answer
the “what” question? DLDC concerns
itself with investments which create
direct, profitable DLDC ownership in
each sector of the economy. Reddana
Ventures makes development finance,
and business counselling and training
services its focus. HRD Developments
concentrates on human resource de-
velopment. ECI expresses its mission
in somewhat broader terms. Although
it is not as clear as it might be, it does
state the primary areas of con-
cern—jobs, housing, and commercial
upgrading. If you review ECI’s strate-
gic plan, however (see Appendix 6),
you will see that a precise definition of
goals and objectives makes up for the
haziness of the mission statement.

Now look again at Keenan Falls De-
velopment Corporation. Given its mis-
sion statement, a board member
would be hard-pressed to explain suc-
cinctly the functions KFDC was to per-
form. We would suggest that this is
one organization that is not at all clear
about “what business it is in.”

This is precisely the problem faced
by far too many CEDOs. Everything is

so generally stated that nobody is cer-
tain about the central purpose of the
organization. When this is the case,
problems start to multiply. Goals are
fuzzy. The organization becomes
caught up in projects or programs and
forgets to keep an ultimate purpose in
mind. It is hard for an organization to be
accountable when no one is sure what
they are doing. Eventually, the legiti-
macy of the organization and its leader-
ship may be called into question.

Some rules of thumb will help you
define your mission statement. Firstly,

know where you are heading. The mis-
sion should derive from a vision of
where the community wants to be
twenty years or more from now. But it
also has to take current realities into
account. So, secondly, know what you
are facing. Research the environment
in which the organization is to operate.
This task is sometimes called “envi-
ronmental scanning” (see the left hand
side of the strategic planning chart on
page 18).

Knowing what is happening—in-
side and outside the commu-
nity—shapes the strategies and tactics
that will be employed to reach the vi-

sion. The visioning process, you recall,
had people identify in a preliminary
way the significant barriers between
the community and its vision. Reflect
on that assessment as you draft a mis-
sion statement. After completing a
more rigorous analysis of your situ-
ation  (Chapter 4)  and  the economic
initiatives it favours (Chapter 5), you
will return to finalize the mission state-
ment.

This constant tension between  vi-
sion and the reality of present circum-
stances is important to maintain

throughout the strategic planning
process. In short, while a vision is
needed to inspire and motivate peo-
ple, analysis of the current reality en-
sures that you know where you are
really starting from.

Remember, strategic planning is not
for daydreamers. It takes people who
are determined to work to make their
dreams happen. This rule applies
whether you are founding a new or-
ganization, or adapting an old one to
new circumstances.

The story of Dana Naye Ventures
helps to illustrate this point.

Writing the mission is like going to a smorgasbord.

Take on too much, and you will weigh your organization down.
Take on too little, and you miss out.

The Mission: The Organization’s Focus
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ANSWERING THE WHO QUESTION

When defining the mission, don’t
forget to identify who is intended to
receive the organization’s product or
service. It may be less obvious—but a
good deal more controversial—than it
initially appears.

Sometimes the organization is pro-
viding services to a group of individu-
als. They could be the entire
population of a particular region or
specific target groups such as women,
youth, employment-seeking adults, or
entrepreneurs. The clients could also

be institutions and businesses which
are to receive some kind of support.

The case of Dana Naye Ventures (see
box above) demonstrates the impor-
tance of the “who” question. DNV had
to decide whether to confine its serv-
ices to private and community-owned
businesses, or to assist community
boards and decision-makers as well.
The latter option would entail expand-
ing DNV’s range of services.

Whom do the five organizations
listed on page 20 intend to serve?

❏ Dorcet Lake’s mission specifies its
role as that of an investor. By build-

ing an economic base which can
meet the financial needs of the Dor-
cet Lake First Nation, the corpora-
tion  is serving the First Nation’s
government and, indirectly, its
membership.

❏ Reddana Ventures’ mission targets
native entrepreneurs and businesses
in need of business counselling,
training, or development finance in
theregion of theGreaterLakesTribal
Council.

The other three examples only spec-
ify the population of a particular locale
or region.

The Yukon’s Dana Naye Ventures: Clarifying the Mission

Dana Naye Ventures (DNV) is a Yukon organization
with a mission almost identical to that of our mythi-

cal Reddana Ventures: lending and technical assistance
to business. In the mid ‘80s, DNV was faced with de-
mands to expand its mandate. First Nations in the Yukon
wanted Dana Naye to become responsible for training
and support for community-based development corpo-
rations scattered across the territory.

Real tension in the organization resulted. Some felt DNV
should expand its horizons. Others felt a greater man-
date at that time would put the organization under more
strain than it could handle. The chair of the board felt the
pressure from the communities to provide a broader
range of service. The chief executive officer of DNV felt
the present mission was all that could be handled given
current organizational resources.

Motivated in part by the tension created by conflicting
views and demands, DNV decided to hold a strategic
planning workshop. It was to kick off a review of the
organization’s direction over the next five years.

The workshop lasted two and a half days. The mission
was reviewed. Had discussion stopped there, none of
the conflicts would have been resolved. In fact, positions
might of hardened and resentments deepened. Instead,
the board and staff carried out a situation analysis. They
examined their internal situation and the external factors
they faced—and the discussion took on a different tone.

Several key facts came out of the group’s analysis of
their situation:

❏ Current staff resources were coping well, but addi-
tional staff would be required to expand the loan fund
and lending activity to reach self-sufficiency.

❏ Current staff had skills related to financing and small
business counselling. They did not have the skills for
board training and CED planning.

❏ There was virtually no strategy or time to provide
aftercare support to DNV’s borrowers. This goal had
not yet received attention under the current mission.

❏ DNV had $4 million in capital. It needed to double its
capital if it was to be viable in the long term.

❏ Other sources of training and technical support were
identified which, if encouraged, could offer consistent
service to community-based corporations.

After hours of hard work, DNV decided to reaffirm its
existing mission. It also began to revise its strategic
goals for the next five years to ensure that every effort
would be devoted to creating a viable financial institution
with quality service support. Those on the board who
had been pressuring for an expansion of the mission
understood and agreed with the decision. They were
able to explain why additional services requested by
community constituents would not be possible.

As of 1992, DNV has almost reached its major goal of
$8 million in capital. Incidentally, it recently developed a
service that provides some technical assistance and train-
ing services to EDOs and community corporations. ❏

C H A P T E R 3
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ANSWERING THE HOW QUESTION

The third question to be addressed
by the mission statement concerns
how the organization will get its prod-
ucts or services into action to the best
effect. In reply, the organization’s key
strategy should be expressed, not all
the details. (This task will require some
analysis of the organization’s sur-
roundings, a topic discussed in Chap-
ter 4.)

How do our five examples stack up
against this question?

❏ Dorcet Lake is investing through
joint ventures to build the First Na-
tion’s economic base.

❏ Reddana Ventures is using a combi-
nation of loans, bonding, loan guar-
antees, micro-enterprise lending,
and business counselling and train-
ing to contribute to community self-
reliance.

❏ HRD Developments will co-ordi-
nate and broker services related to
human resource planning, life
skills and literacy programming,
advocacy, training, and job place-
ment.

❏ ECI will work to revitalize its
neighbourhood by organizing resi-
dents to participate in self-help
ventures. It will serve as a catalyst
to direct capital to community de-
velopment. It will also promote
partnerships with public and pri-
vate institutions directed at neigh-
borhood improvement.

❏ Keenan Falls is confused in this
case too, unfortunately.

A METHOD FOR DEVELOPING
A MISSION STATEMENT

One of the most important—and
most difficult—parts of strategic plan-
ning for any organization is the devel-
opment of the mission statement. We
recommend a 2-stage process.

A first draft establishes what the or-
ganization will do, and for whom. This

is based primarily on the community
vision, its expectations of the organiza-
tion, and the preliminary assessment
of constraints. Then, before the “how”
question is completed, more detailed
analysis of the region’s economic envi-
ronment and development options is
undertaken.

The first draft is usually written by
the planning committee of board
members and staff. They suggest a lot
of possible answers to the three pri-
mary questions and from their ideas
select key phrases to use in the draft.
Committee members revise the state-
ment to their satisfaction, and then
submit it for review to their member-
ship or governing body.

Appendix 3 explains a method for
getting extensive assistance from com-
munity members in the drafting of a
mission statement for  a  community
development corporation. (The
Nisga’a experience  in this  regard is
also very useful.) This method as-
sumes that the corporation has already
been discussed in a general way
around the community; now it’s time
for people to “get down to brass
tacks.” The method described will
help create an inventory of the com-
munity’s values, principles, and con-
cepts. It will also help people to write
a preliminary draft,  and can  clarify
some of the homework needed to com-
plete the statement.

As we said at the beginning, the final
draft must also take into account the
analysis of the regional environment
within which the CEDO is to act. This
analysis will determine the general ap-
proach the organization should take to
its task, in answer to the “how” ques-
tion. Once the final draft is com-
plete, invite your initial group to
another meeting so they may re-
view the results.

Finally, after some careful polishing
for style and grammar, your mission
should be ready for use in the public
arena.

The Nisga’a: Formulating
the Mission Statement

In the second workshop we
started work on the mission

statement.

Participants from the communi-
ties had already done some
work  since the  first workshop
(see Appendix 1) on analyzing
the strengths, weaknesses, op-
portunities, and constraints in
each of the communities. They
had begun to get a clearer
sense of community priorities
and capacity. We  also had a
better sense of some of the
problems of the NEEC, which
had accomplished very little in
its first two years.

With the initial scan of our envi-
ronment in mind and some input
from a trainer about the different
types of development corpora-
tion, we broke into three groups
to write a mission statement fol-
lowing the ground rules found in
this book. Boy, did we discover
how complicated it is to write a
mission statement! Even though
each group was working from
the same information, we came
out with three very different mis-
sion statements.

1. One saw the NEEC as be-
coming a key owner and
player in the regional econ-
omy, an advisor and trainer
of entrepreneurs, and a
provider of technical assis-
tance to Band corporations.

2. The second saw NEEC be-
ing an advisor, provider of
technical assistance, and
trainer for private and com-
munity-owned businesses.

3. The third saw the NEEC be-
ing a research and informa-
tion provider. ☞

The Mission: The Organization’s Focus
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Well, these different statements generated quite a de-
bate. As can be seen from the questions that came up,
the implications of the mission can be far-reaching and
long-term. Ultimately they involve some important politi-
cal decisions.

❏ How can an economic base be built if we only get
involved with relatively small businesses, primarily
owned by individuals?

❏ How do we know NEEC will not end up stealing
opportunities that rightfully belong to the Bands to
pursue?

❏ How can individuals and Bands, given the current
limitations of experience and organization, take ad-
vantage of the larger opportunities that exist?

By the time the workshop ended there were two alter-
native missions. One saw the NEEC building an eco-
nomic base by becoming an owner and key player in the
regional economy. The other wanted the NEEC as an
advisor and provider of technical assistance to Band and
individual businesses. It was clear that considerable
thought still had to be given to the mission. Something
else we realized was that nobody was really clear what
business NEEC was supposed to be in. No wonder it
had been so ineffective!

Between workshops, discussion and more thinking took
place at the community level. When we gathered again,

we knew a consensus on the
NEEC mission was needed to rec-
ommend to the Tribal Council Ex-
ecutive Board. Surprisingly, it did
not take long. People reviewed the
vision and also did some power-
mapping of the region. We actually
drew a map of the region and
started to identify who the key po-
litical and economic actors were in
different sectors of the economy.
Things became clear pretty fast. If
economic development was to
help the Nisga’a nation move to-
wards its vision of being landlord of
its own homeland, we had to be
organized. It we failed to get fo-
cused and systematic we could not
contend successfully in the eco-
nomic arena. Here is what finally
was agreed on:

The mission of Nisga’a Eco-
nomic Enterprises (NEEC) is

to identify, organize, negotiate, and invest in
profitable business ventures and strategic
projects as a means of generating wealth and
building a strong economic base for the
Nisga’a Nation. In order of priority, NEEC in-
vestment activity will seek to generate profits,
access opportunities to develop Nisga’a man-
agers, and create training and job opportuni-
ties. Geographically, the first priority will be
investments within the Nisga’a homeland. In-
vestments outside the Nisga’a homeland are
possible, but are a second priority.

NEEC will also organize and ensure the effec-
tive implementation of skills training and
technical/management training to maximize
the benefits to Nisga’a people of NEEC ven-
tures and the carrying out of an overall
Nisga’a economic strategy.

That’s not all that we accomplished. We also prepared
policy recommendations to address several issues of
central importance that had come out of our discussions:
a protocol governing community vs. tribal-level invest-
ments; hiring; ownership structure; board selection; and
the staffing and budget needs of NEEC were all dealt
with. (See Appendix 4 to review some of the work we
did in these areas.) ❏

The Nisga’a wish to be landlords and stewards of their ancestral homeland, and
directed the NEEC to help build an economy which can sustain that vision.

(Above: Community Hall, New Aiyansh)
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C H A P T E R 4 Accounting for Reality: Analyzing the Situation

Strategic planning  involves mak-
ing key choices about what to do

and in  which  direction to proceed.
This can increase the likelihood of get-
ting where you want to go. It recog-
nizes that one organization cannot do
everything and that some strategies
are more likely to be successful. In
order to make the right choices, an
organization must have good infor-
mation about the realities of the world
in which it will operate. It has to know
what is occurring in and around it,
and what is likely to occur in the near
future.

Assessing the internal conditions of
the community and the external fac-
tors affecting community interests is
a process called situation analysis. For
new organizations, situation analysis
involves a deliberate effort to

❏ gather information.

❏ summarize key facts in an easily
understood format.

❏ identify major issues or changes in
the environment.

❏ identify gaps in service that need
filling, opportunities to seize, or
problems to overcome.

This process of keeping  in  touch
with what’s happening is a regular
part of the job of any effective organi-
zation. The strategic planning process
for mature organizations conse-
quently requires less data gathering.
With experience, people can identify
key facts and issues much more read-
ily than they could before. This habit-
ual awareness helps the organization
get the most from its limited re-
sources. It  influences  all  aspects of
planning and decision-making. The
organization isn’t just planning strate-
gically, it’s thinking strategically.

The specific information required by
an organization depends on the job it
has been asked to do, and the setting
in which it is supposed to do it.

Accounting for Reality:
Analyzing the Situation

STRATEGIC PLANNING PROCESS

Some surprises are pleasant, but others
can be lethal. Know your situation.
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Maybe you think your community
is so remote, or your intentions are so
unusual, that there’s no data around
to gather. Think again! Incredible
amounts of detailed information and
statistics about every topic and region
imaginable are available from a vari-
ety of sources. It is important not to
get buried in the details. Instead, try
to sort out key facts.

If you are unsure which facts de-
serve your attention, apply a rule of
thumb. You want to know the internal
strengths and weaknesses which will
help or hinder the organization as it
encounters external opportunities and
threats. In other words, you are after
Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportuni-
ties, and Threats, or SWOT for short.
A rough and ready assessment of a
situation is sometimes called just
that—"SWOT analysis."

In 1984, for example, Kitsaki Devel-
opment Corporation (La Ronge, Sas-
katchewan) decided to become a key
player in every major sector of the
northern economy. The corporation
then devoted all its time, talent, and
dollars to fulfill this mission. When
Kitsaki analyzed its environment, it
looked for opportunities to become a

successful  owner, or  “stakeholder,”
in tourism, mining, transportation,
service businesses, and forestry. By
1992, using a joint venture strategy, it
had developed thirteen ventures and
an annual revenue base of $16.5 mil-
lion/year.

Yukon’s Dana Naye Ventures, by
contrast, discovered a major gap in
small business financing and counsel-
ling in its environment. Dana Naye’s
mission, the board concluded, would
be to fill that gap. Later, as discussed
in the previous chapter, the organiza-
tion came under pressure to expand
its mission to include services to new
constituents. It took a hard-nosed
situation analysis to keep Dana Naye
focused on its original mission.

The situation analysis is always im-
portant, but never more so than in the
planning and launch of a new organi-
zation. How else can leaders and
planners choose the role which the
organization can play most effec-
tively? Nevertheless, the environ-
ment is certain to change over time.
Smart organizations, like Kitsaki and
Dana Naye, constantly monitor what is
going on around them and revise their
mission accordingly.

KNOWING OUR CAPACITY:
THE INTERNAL ASSESSMENT

First of all,  an organization  must
know what it has to work with. This
involves an analysis of the community
itself, the existing organization, and
other organizations in the community.

❏ What strengths and weaknesses
are there in the organization’s
physical, financial, and human re-
sources?

❏ What experience, reputation, and
assets has it to build on?

❏ Which community needs fall
within the organization’s field of
interest?

❏ What experience (education,
work, and life) do community
members have to build on?

❏ What other community assets and
resources are available?

❏ What specific program or project
ideas and interests does the com-
munity have?

Basic to this analysis is solid, up-to-
date information on the population
and natural resources of the commu-
nity: ages, education, and experience
of community members; household
income and expenditures; natural re-
source inventories; and businesses
currently in operation. Find out how
these things are expected to change in
the near future (the “trends”) as well.

Gathering this data may not be a big
problem. Much of the information
should be familiar  to the  planning
group. Hold a session to document
what is known about the capacity of
the current organization or the spon-
soring groups. Locate information
gaps which can be filled through fur-
ther research.

The checklists on pages 27-30 can
help planners organize and interpret
the  information. After recording on
flipchart or blackboard the responses to
these questions, direct groups to pick
out the most significant strengths and
weaknesses.

Whaler’s Cove: Situation Analysis

Check out your organization & surroundings for strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, & threats

C H A P T E R 4
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INTERNAL ASSESSMENT CHECKLISTS

Political and Organizational Analysis Yes No Partly Comments

1. Have you assessed the strengths and weaknesses
of the First Nation government (or CEDO) with
respect to:

clarity of mission and goals?

leadership depth and skills?

staff competency?

clear decision-making structure and procedures?

management of external relationships?

program and task performance?

training and development of staff and leadership?

communication and relationship with FN citizens?

use of systems and tools that support overall
organizational functioning?

interpersonal relations between staff, or between
staff and Council?

2. Have you assessed how traditional structures
affect your political environment?

3. Do other organizations (e.g. a community
development  corporation)  have clear mandates
and lines of accountability?

4. Have you assessed the extent to which programs
and services have devolved to the FN?

5. Have you assessed the state of self-government
negotiations, if any?

6. Have you assessed the rate of turnover among
Chief, Council, and staff?

Accounting for Reality: Analyzing the Situation
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INTERNAL ASSESSMENT CHECKLISTS

Economic Analysis Yes No Partly Comments

1. Have you assessed the community’s current
income and expenditure pattern?

2. Have you assessed the profitability and stability of
the businesses currently in operation?

3. Have you determined which of the community’s
physical assets are fully utilized? Which are not?

4. Is there an organization with a mandate to
under take economic development and
management?

If so, has it

a clear mandate?

strategic goals?

well-defined planning and decision-making
routines?

financial resources to work with?

adequate staff competency and strength?

a good working relat ionship with the FN
government?

5. Are there any internal sources of capital for
investment purposes?

6. Have you assessed the strengths and weaknesses
of the citizens in terms of knowledge, interests, and
skills?

C H A P T E R 4
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INTERNAL ASSESSMENT CHECKLISTS

Social Analysis Yes No Partly Comments

1. Have you assessed the First Nation’s citizens with
respect to:

education?

marketable skills?

reliance on the land for food?

health?

alcohol and substance abuse?

self-esteem?

income?

cultural and religious practice?

suicides?

respect for & trust of their First Nation government?

housing, water, sewer?

single parent families?

2. Have you determined the availability of services,
programs, and organizations which support the
building of a healthy individuals and families?

3. Have you assessed the extent to which First Nation
citizens participate in community affairs?

4. Have you assessed the strength of the relationship
between the younger and older generations?

5. Have you determined the current level of
unemployment and seasonal employment?

Accounting for Reality: Analyzing the Situation
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ASSESSING THE EXTERNAL
ENVIRONMENT

If a new organization is under con-
sideration, inform the situation analy-
sis with as much information as
possible about the opportunities and
threats lurking in its surroundings. A

great deal of economic information is
available through government offices
and other agencies. Community Fu-
tures committees, economic develop-
ment offices of the provincial and
municipal governments, and trade
associations have both raw statistics
and summaries and analyses of re-
gional economic  sectors. Studies  of

trends and future opportunities have
been done for many areas. The plan-
ners have to gather this information,
review it, and summarize the essen-
tial points.

The checklists on the following
pages will help you isolate the most
important parts of the data you have
collected.

INTERNAL ASSESSMENT CHECKLISTS

Cultural Analysis Yes No Partly Comments

1. Have you assessed the strength of such traditions as:

aboriginal language?

cultural traditions (songs, dance, potlatch, etc.)?

sharing between community members?

aboriginal arts and crafts?

aboriginal ceremonies and celebrations?

2. Have you assessed the community’s cultural
conflicts and stresses (if any)?

3. Have you assessed the strength of traditional ways
of making a living?

4. Have you assessed the role of tradition in the
community’s planning and decision-making (e.g.
the importance of the elders)?

5. Have you assessed the importance of native
spirituality to the First Nation’s citizens? the
importance of other religious influences?

C H A P T E R 4
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EXTERNAL ASSESSMENT CHECKLISTS

Political & Organizational Analysis Yes No Partly Comments

1. Have you assessed the relationship between the
First Nation and the following:

other First Nation governments and political
organizations?

federal, provincial, and municipal governments
and agencies?

the constitutional development process in Canada
and the process of the Assembly of First Nations?

the private sector or corporate interests in the local
and regional economy?

2. Have you assessed the political and economic
issues that may affect the First Nation government
and related organizations in the next 5 years?

3. Has the First Nation government developed  a
network of advisors and access to outside
technical assistance?

4. Have you assessed the regional influence of the
First Nation or Tribe with regard to self-government
and land claims?

Accounting for Reality: Analyzing the Situation
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EXTERNAL ASSESSMENT CHECKLISTS

Economic Analysis Yes No Partly Comments

1. Have you pinpointed the key sectors of economic
activity locally and regionally?

2. Within each sector, have you found out

who the major actors are (and who owns them)?

how power and influence is exercised and by whom?

which trends are apparent in each sector?

the volume of business done in each major sector?

the best economic opportunities in each sector?

3. Have you found out which legislation, licenses,
policies, regulations, etc.

affect access to natural resources in the region?

might help you gain access to natural resources
and economic opportunities?

Social Analysis

1. Have you determined the external factors (e.g. Bill
C-31, TV, drugs) which have a great influence on
the community’s social health?

2. Have you researched emigration from the region
(how many, who, and why?)

3. Have you researched immigration to the region
(who is returning, or wants to, why and why not?)

Cultural Analysis

1. Have you determined which elements of the
surrounding culture affect the community culture
positively and/or negatively?

C H A P T E R 4
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It’s pretty clear
why we chose

to joint venture
at Kitsaki. We
had a huge,
filthy-rich hunk
of world, every
resource known
to man (every
mineral re-
source anyway—including diamonds) and the Band had
very little by way of money. They had me as the dedi-
cated talent and we had the mandate to go and create
an economic base for the Band.

The Band has 5,000 people. It runs a budget of $21
million per annum. That’s what it costs to provide serv-
ices in Band government. In order to create an economic
base that would sustain that government (that is, pay for
all the goods and services it consumes), we have to
come up with enough gross revenues to produce at least
$210 million per annum. That’s a fairly formidable un-
dertaking.

We figured that we had five years to get things rolling,
given the cost of the necessary talent. It was a real
narrow window of opportunity to go through. We could
afford 2-3 staff people, so I organized it in the most
efficient way I know, which is the venture capital route.

Looking at the targets we had gone after in forestry,
mining and tourism, our commitment was to make the
La Ronge Band a significant player in every major sector
in the economy. So we couldn’t afford to screw around.
We had to find the centre of gravity in every major sector
of the economy.

For th is we
needed intelli-
gence. Inte l l i-
gence is research
that has a will or
intention behind
it. You have a pur-
pose for it and you
intend to use it
and apply it. At

Kitsaki, we had to know our situation inside and out. In
my time, there was hardly a deal that went down in
northern Saskatchewan we didn’t know about. As Sun-
tzu, an ancient Chinese author once said, “A man with-
out spies is a man without eyes.”

There are a lot of First Nations that are in a resource-rich
environment in this country. And what have they been
doing? Bemoaning the fact that the resources are leav-
ing or that somebody is scheming to get them out.
Particularly now, there are opportunities to change that
reality, what with Indian interests being taken more
seriously and, in many parts of the country, the land
claims conditioning how companies view the “Indian
interest.”

But this will make no difference unless you realize that
major resource companies have been specking out the
area for years. They have been holding talks with the
provincial and federal governments, pursuant to taking
advantage of this resource.

Those talks have not included you because they don’t
regard you guys as credible, interested actors or poten-
tial employers. Because of this, most folks are taken
completely off guard when it’s announced that there’s a
mine or a pulp mill on the way. ☞

“ Bill Hatton is the former CEO of Kitsaki Development Corporation,
owned by La Ronge First Nation in Northern Saskatchewan. He

has also been the President of the National Indian Finance Corpo-
ration and Director of the Federated Saskatchewan Indian Nations
Economic Development Commission. The excerpts below are taken
from a talk given in March, 1992. He describes how Kitsaki Devel-
opment Corporation set its agenda in the mid-1980s and clearly
illustrates the importance of “gathering intelligence,” or what we
call, less dramatically, “situation analysis.”

A man without spies is a man without eyes.

Accounting for Reality: Analyzing the Situation
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GETTING TO WHAT’S IMPORTANT

Gathering  data and  summarizing
information around the format of
these checklists will provide a good
deal of useful information for more
detailed planning.  However, it  can
also confuse people with an excess of
information. In order to move to-
wards making strategic decisions, be
sure to see the forest and not just a lot
of trees. Bring the key facts together in
a way that lets people see the big pic-
ture and focuses attention on the stra-
tegic issues.

It is wise to have a staff person or
consultant undertake  the  initial  re-
search to collect and summarize data.
Thereafter, a team approach can be
very rewarding. You can split your
planners into groups, for  instance,
and assign to each group either the
political, economic, social, or cultural
data. Alternatively, the whole plan-
ning team can focus on one topic dur-
ing a series of meetings.

For each issue, key facts should be
identified, issues defined, and SWOT
factors elaborated using the checklists
as a guide. The process can be initi-
ated with “brainstorming.” Let peo-
ple say what they think are the most

important facts, or the most signifi-
cant gaps or opportunities. Record all
their suggestions without comment on
big sheets of paper, then tape the sheets
to thewall.Discussthelisteditemsuntil
you have a consensus about which are
the most important.

The summaries of each of the four
main areas should be presented and
recorded on a general “map” of the
environment. The map doesn’t have
to be fancy. A combination of sym-
bols, pictures, and key words
scrawled on a sheet of flipchart paper
will do. Put the CEDO in the middle
of the map and identify the key
strengths and weaknesses which af-
fect its efforts to complete its mission.
Then identify the crucial external fac-
tors to be contended with. If geo-
graphical location is really important,
you may want to record information
using an actual base map of the re-
gion. The rest of the information is
then recorded on transparent over-
lays where appropriate.

We suggest that groups complete
this process by building a summary
table of strengths, weaknesses,  op-
portunities, and threats. This can then
be used as a tool in other steps of the
planning process.

Organize & summarize the information you collect, so you are not overwhelmed by detail.

(continued from previous page)

But listen to this. Last week, in
Ottawa, the forestry ministers
from all over the country sat
down in Ottawa to map out the
next ten years of reality in for-
estry. Without regard to what
anybody’s land claim looked
like, without regard to informing
those folks that should be in-
volved in the process. We just
caught the tail end of it in Sas-
katchewan. But it’s part of gov-
ernmental approval—it
governs the organization and
the disposition of forestry re-
sources on a long-term basis.
Unless you understand those
rhythms, you don’t get to play.
And those rhythms in govern-
ment are driven by resource ex-
traction companies that are
thinking 20 and 30 years
ahead, that are internationally
driven and conditioned.

Knowing what is going on
means entering the realm of un-
derstanding. The fact that a
pulp mill happens here, or a
mine happens there, is not a
happy accident. It’s really not a
surprise to anybody except the
folks locally. So on the basis of
some research and intelli-
gence, analyzing your situ-
ation, you can figure out what’s
going to happen in your region
of the country. And then you
can do some upstream work
with the resource companies
and with the government to
make them understand you’re
interested in being an eco-
nomic actor, that you have eco-
nomic interests here.

And besides, if you don’t
know this stuff how will you
succeed in building the eco-
nomic base that will sustain
your community?” ❏
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The Nisga’a: Situation Analysis

Environmental scanning doesn’t
“start” and “stop.” It is continuous.

We found that a lot of work from years
gone by could be applied to the stra-
tegic planning process, and is still im-
portant today.

❏ In 1987 we completed a study
which detailed training priorities as
well as characteristics of the
Nisga’a population. The study con-
cluded that “the highest level of
need is in the organizational man-
agement and in the professional
and technical categories of natural
resource management.”  This  re-
search enabled us to take a more
strategic approach to the leverag-
ing and  management  of  training
programs. The Nisga’a Tribal
Council now has a full-time training co-ordinator. A
sustained effort is being made to train people for the
regional job market.

❏ A study finished in May 1990 identified economic
opportunities and the need for systematic investment
in our capacity to manage economic development.

❏ We had already assessed the strengths and weak-
nesses of many economic development projects un-
dertaken at the community level.

❏ Throughout the past five years a huge volume of
research has been done to prepare for and support
our land claims negotiations. Much of this work pro-
vides useful background information for economic
development planning. We knew who was doing
what in our region and who controlled what, at least
in general terms.

The workshop process started to bring all of this back-
ground research into a strategic focus. Our task was
now  to use  this information, and “intelligence”  from
networking and research, to make decisions that are
consistent with the vision and mission. We could start
making real recommendations and real decisions about
what is happening in and around our homeland. We
were also able to start clarifying our goals and objectives
for NEEC over the next few years.

At present, however, we still have some internal work to
do. A formal mandate from the Nisga’a Executive Board

of NEEC, specifying the mission and the key policies, is
still lacking (see Appendix 4).

We have also found some constraints in the set-up of
the board itself. Several members wear too many hats
and are too busy to carry the rapidly developing agenda
of NEEC. The board is being restructured and we expect
some new board members will be appointed soon.

Nonetheless, we have a lot of people who know what is
going on at the grassroots, and we enjoy good support
from councillors who make up the Nisga’a governing body.

In the meantime, we have used what we have learned
and structured our first deal in the forestry sector. Al-
though the contract is short term, it will yield $750,000
in profits in 2 years and several jobs for Nisga’a mem-
bers. This money will help capitalize NEEC, another
major problem we have had.

Having thoroughly “power-mapped” our external situ-
ation in the workshops (see next page), we also went
ahead and selected a joint venture partner that could be
a long-term ally in Nisga’a forestry plans.

In preparation for our overall 5-year strategic plan we
are now analyzing our situation in more detail. In a
sense, we are filling in the blanks on the checklists found
on pages 31-32.

I guess we have had a pretty good handle on our
situation for some time. But hindsight is 20:20. If we had
been clearer five years ago about economic develop-
ment and what was involved in proper planning, we

The Nisga’a knew their situation better than they thought they did. But it took
strategic planning to put earlier research in the proper perspective.

Accounting for Reality: Analyzing the Situation
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THE NISGA’A: MAPPING THE EXTERNAL FACTORS
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C H A P T E R 5 Strategic Options: Tailoring Your Approach

Like the visioning process, the situ-
ation analysis is likely to stimu-

late a lot of ideas and demands for
action. A CEDO may well find itself
called upon to build the local econ-
omy in a wide variety of ways. Some
may recommend that it develop hu-
man resources, while others insist
that it promote small businesses, or
that it launch and manage enterprises
itself.

The planning team could face some
tough decisions. Which tasks deserve
top priority? (e.g. If human resource
development received priority,
would business investment be  hin-
dered?) How many tasks can one or-
ganization realistically take on? (e.g.
Should it handle joint ventures as well
as human resource planning and life
skills?) What organizational structure
will best support the job to be done?

To the practitioner of community
economic development, however,
these questions are indicative of an-
other, greater issue: How can the or-
ganization best contribute to the
community’s economic self-determi-
nation? That is the issue to be
broached at this stage of the strategic
planning process. Its resolution will
enable the planning team to return to
the draft mission statement and in-
vest it with greater precision and ef-
fectiveness.

CED rejects the notion that jobs and
business profits are in themselves
good measures of a community’s eco-
nomic health. Far more instructive is
the capacity of locally-controlled or-
ganizations to influence business de-
velopment and make it serve the
principles, values, and interests of lo-
cal people.

In any set of circumstances, there
are many ways for a community to
build this capacity. Each of these stra-
tegic options requires organizations
with distinct functions, resources,
staff, structure, and relationships

Strategic Options:
Tailoring Your Approach

STRATEGIC PLANNING PROCESS

How is your CEDO to do its job?

Having sized up the situation,
reconsider the mission.
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with other organizations. From
twenty years of CED experience, four
main strategic options emerge. They
are not cast in stone. Rather, they are
like clothing patterns to which plan-
ning teams can refer as they tailor an
approach which is realistic and work-
able in their community and region.

The “right” option for your com-
munity and organization may not be
obvious. Planners may choose to base
their decision on more than one of the
main options, creatively mixing ele-
ments of each. Ultimately, the deci-
sion will be a “fit” between the draft
mission statement, the team’s analy-
sis of the internal and external reali-
ties the community contends  with,
and the maximum possible benefits
for the community.

In summary, working through the
issues involved in tailoring a strategic
option requires that you:

❏ clarify what do you really want
your     organization     to
achieve.

❏ understand the key forces
and trends in your organi-
zation’s environment.

❏ be ready to customize your
own approach from the
most promising options.

❏ having chosen, confront
your assumptions about the
choice you made and its im-
plications.

From these discussions one
community may decide to con-
centrate on helping individuals
participate in the regional
economy. Its strategy may be to
deliver life skills programs; to
send the real go-getters on to
upgrading and job training;
and to work with employers to
increase job opportunities. An-
other community may decide
that direct ownership of busi-
nesses is the best way to be-
come a player in the local and
regional economy. It may then
establish a development corpo-

ration to serve as the vehicle to this
end.

Working  through the  choice  of  a
strategic option also helps people to
recognize that they cannot do every-
thing. No organization has bottom-
less pockets. Each has limited time,
talent, and resources with which to
work. To be effective in working to-
wards the community vision, an or-
ganization must focus its effort.
Determining a strategic option indi-
cates which things the organization
will not do, and instead must be done
at a later time or by somebody else.

For example, a development corpo-
ration may specialize in venture de-
velopment and leave the life
skills/training agenda to a First Na-
tion department responsible for con-
tinuing education. Dana Naye
Ventures (see page 22), despite pres-
sure to take on more functions, lim-
ited its efforts to its original mission
of lending and technical assistance.

WHAT INGREDIENTS ARE
ESSENTIAL TO CED?

Building a strategy usually involves
choosing from an array of common
options and then making more spe-
cific decisions within these bounda-
ries.

When fashioning a community eco-
nomic development strategy, five in-
gredients are essential. All five need
not be the responsibility of the same
organization; but all must be accessi-
ble to the community, so they can be
blended together into an effective de-
velopment system.*

Planning and Research

The capacity to undertake basic re-
search and planning includes:

❏ the ability to research and under-
stand the regional economy (in-
cluding each sector’s key players)

and the regulatory environ-
ment.

❏ choosing goals and setting
objectives which are rele-
vant to the mission, and re-
alistic given the regional
economic situation.

❏ research to support the or-
ganization’s mission. For
example, if building an eco-
nomic base is the mission,
there must be planning and
research capacity relevant
to venture development:
opportunity identification,
business planning, and ven-
ture hunting and screening.

Over the longer term, plan-
ning and research must also in-
clude the research skills to seek
out new markets and to create
new products.

Debt

Debt refers to money that is
available to loan to businesses,
whether individually- or com-
munity-owned. Once lent to

STRATEGIC
OPTION(S)

Select the approach to economic development which
is realistic, which upholds the mission, and which will

yield the greatest benefits to the community.

THE “FIT”
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the business,  this  money must be
paid back with interest, usually on a
monthly basis.

Equity

Equity refers to money for invest-
ment. It is sometimes called “risk capi-
tal.” It is a vital ingredient in business
deals. Without some equity  on the
table, few other investors are likely to
risk doing business with you.

Human Development

Human development is a continu-
ous concern and need. It includes
training  the board and staff  of the
development organization. More
broadly, it includes developing the ca-
pacity of community members to serve
as employees and managers of busi-
nesses generated by the development
process.

Infrastructure

Infrastructure like roads, electricity,
telephone, and water and sewer sys-
tems are required to  establish busi-
nesses. Without community-based
systems to rely upon, enterprises must
shoulder the cost of independent sys-
tems, which are far more expensive to
establish and operate. These added
costs are deterrents to the establishment
of new ventures in a community.

Other forms of support for develop-
ment can  also be considered infra-
structure. From a business standpoint
this might be the called the commu-
nity’s “climate for enterprise”: the at-
titudes of the public and local
government towards new busi-
nesses, the presence of programs
and organizations to assist business,
and the availability of skilled labour
and capital.

As you review the major strategic
options  which follow, you will see

how each emphasizes the five ingre-
dients differently.

WHAT ARE THE MAJOR
STRATEGIC OPTIONS ?

The table on the next page outlines
four major strategic options in terms
of their typical missions, central roles,
key goals, major functions, and senior
CEO skill requirements. Depending
on the resources available, elements
of the four can be mixed together in a
variety of ways in any particular or-
ganization. Each organization must
decide which is best for it, given its
own situation.

All four options, or models, are in
operation in Canada. There are also
several organizations that are trying
to combine two or more approaches.
Of the five ingredients essential to
community economic development,
every one  of the models presented
below has a research and planning
capacity. Each then goes on to con-
centrate on one of the other four in-
gredients.

The Growth/Equitymodel has a ma-
jor emphasis, as its name implies, on
building equity, or wealth-generating
assets. It is concerned with estab-
lishing an ownership stake in the
economy  in order to  build an  eco-
nomic base.

The Loan/Technical Assistancemodel
is focused on debt financing and also
on training and support to small busi-
ness persons.

The Employment Development model
has a major emphasis on human re-
source development, training, job crea-
tion, and job placement.

Finally, the Planning and Advisory
Service model is primarily concerned
with providing planning, advisory,
and technical assistance services to a
defined membership. Many Tribal
Councils and First Nation economic
development officers take on this
more limited function.

Building an economic base requires a comprehensive approach with 5 key ingredients.

Strategic Options: Tailoring Your Approach
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All these models have the ability to
generate and leverage value. When
co-ordinated within a single organi-
zation (a rarity in Canada) or between
several linked organizations, each
with its own specialty, one can say
there is the basis for a comprehensive
approach to community economic
development.

GROWTH/EQUITY MODEL

This model is primarily concerned
with the growth of the local economic
base through building First Nation-con-
trolled wealth and equity. The key goal
istomovetheFirstNationintoaposition
of becoming an actor in the local and
regional economy. This desire translates
into a focus on acquiring ownership of
wealth-generating assets and reinvesting
profits to acquire greater ownership.

The priorities which normally
guide all decision-making under this
approach are, in order of importance:

1. Profit

2. Influencing Management

3. Jobs and Training

Within this model several more
specific choices are possible:

❏ Who is the owner? Typically, the
First Nation government estab-
lishes a development corporation
to hold the ownership interest on
behalf of the community. Devel-
opment corporations that are well
managed can generate a superior
distribution of benefits (profits,
management influence, jobs, and
training) than a government with
a much broader agenda.

Co-ops are a possibility, although
they tend to specialize in a single
business.

Community-based entrepreneurs
are another ownership option that
can generate benefits. In small
communities, however, entrepre-
neurs are usually limited to a
small scale of activity. There is also
a greater  tendency to distribute
profits, rather than reinvest them.

❏ What share of ownership?
Wholly-owned ventures confine
all the profits and all the risk to one
owner. Shared ownership, most
often referred to as a “joint ven-
ture,” means theownerhas to share
profits. But it also means that some-
one else shares the risk and contrib-
utes resources  and management
experience that could improve the
chance of success.

GROWTH/EQUITY MODEL

Strategic Options: Tailoring Your Approach
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❏ What kinds of investment? An or-
ganization can focus on one par-
ticular industry, or  diversify  its
investments. Another approach
could be to concentrate on buying
into existing businesses (some-
times called  a “succession strat-
egy”) or to specialize in new
developments.

❏ Where to invest? You also have to
decide whether to limit invest-
ment to your own community, or
to define a target region.

Kitsaki Development Corporation
is a good example of this model. Us-
ing joint ventures, KDC is now a
stakeholder in the economy of north-
ern Saskatchewan. By 1992 it had a
solid profit and had created hundreds
of training positions and about 450
permanent jobs. They are well down
the long road to building an economic
base capable of supporting the La
Ronge First Nation Government.

Many other communities are pur-
suing similar strategies: Cham-
pagne/Aishihik in Yukon; the
Tahltans in British Columbia; Da-
kota-Ojibway in Manitoba; and Big
Trout Lake in Ontario, to name a few.
There are few examples of this model
in non-native communities. New
Dawn, a community development
corporation in Sydney, Nova Scotia,
and Halifax’s Human Resource De-
velopment Agency are two important
exceptions.

There are also many First Nations
that have development corporations
that own one or two businesses. They
share some characteristics of this
model but often lack clarity as to
where they are going. In other cases,
the opportunities are simply not
there.

LOAN/TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE
MODEL

The primary concern of this model
is the provision of credit. The most
common form of credit is loans and

loan guarantees. This type of money
requires the business receiving the
loan to  pay  it back, almost always
with interest.

In some cases the organization sup-
plying the credit also provides techni-
cal assistance to the applicant. A wide
range of assistance may be offered:
basic advice on the preparation of the
business plan, pre-business training,
assistance in putting together other
aspects of  the financ-
ing, start-up support
and advice, and after-
care services, includ-
ing training and
business counselling.

Several native-con-
trolled organizations
have emerged over the
last five or six years
that provide credit and
varying degrees of
technical assistance.
They are referred to as
aboriginal capital cor-
porations (ACCs).
There are also well
over one hundred
Business Develop-
ment Centres that
have been associated
with the Community
Futures Program, all of
which follow this
model.

The primary client for
this approach tends to
be individual business
people or would-be en-
trepreneurs. In First Nation commu-
nities, ACCs also lend to community-
owned business and development
corporations.

This type of development organiza-
tion usually cannot survive if it serv-
ices one small community, or even
several. Rarely will there ever be
enough  local  demand to  create the
pool of capital that, through interest
charges, could pay all the costs of op-
erating the loan fund. Populations are
just too small.

Dana Naye Ventures, for example,
services all the communities and First
Nation people in Yukon! Given the
costs of doing business in the north,
DNV estimates that it requires an $8-
10 million capital pool in order to be
secure and financial self-sufficient.
Similarly, the Nish’Nabe’Eski Devel-
opmentFundinnorthwesternOntariois
trying to service forty-four separate
communities.

Some revolving loan funds  have
been established in small communi-
ties. Business lending is not usually
their strongest suit, however. An ex-
ception is the growing interest in mi-
cro-enterprise lending.   This is the
provision of small amounts of credit
(up to $2,000) to very small businesses
that cannot get the attention of larger,
established creditors. The Wik-
wemikong Band on Manotoulin Is-
land, one on Canada’s largest First
Nations, has been operating this type

LOAN/TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE MODEL
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of program for the last couple of years
as part of its economic development
strategy.

EMPLOYMENT DEVELOPMENT
MODEL

This model is primarily concerned
with helping community members
become better employees or business
people. It can house and integrate a
range of training and services: human
resource planning; life skills, job-
readiness, and technical training; up-
grading; and job placement and
outreach.

Employment development often
extends to include small business/en-
trepreneurial training or to job crea-
tion through workers’ co-ops.
Sometimes this is combined with an
“incubator” which offers extra assis-
tance to those starting up businesses.

In urban environments, this model
often plays a role in job retention. The
organization fights plant shutdowns
and advocates the interests of poor
neighbourhoods in zoning and mu-
nicipal planning issues.

A First Nation example of this model
is theEskasoniEnterpriseCentreofCape
Breton, Nova Scotia (EEC). EEC com-
bines training in literacy, life skills, and
technicalskillswith jobplacement. Italso
runs an entrepreneur training course
and, for course graduates, an incubator
for their young businesses. All these in-
itiatives are run out of one division of the
EEC. (Interestingly, the EEC has another
division within which they are develop-
ing an investment program.)

An urban example of this model is
the community development corpo-
ration in southwest Montreal known
as RESO. Its agenda includes life skills
and employment training, and small
business and worker co-op develop-
ment. RESO also represents the inter-

ests of poor neighbourhoods in a
number of circles responsible for land
use, employment, and economic de-
velopment. Lastly, RESO works hard
at building and maintaining coalitions
of community organizations, business,
local government, and trade unions to
ensure  that jobs are retained in the
southwest neighbourhoods.

PLANNING & ADVISORY
SERVICES MODEL

This model is typical of many Tribal
Councils, Community Futures Com-
mittees,  and government-supported
economic development commissions.

It undertakes liaison, co-ordination,
information brokering, and the provi-
sion of advice and expertise in sup-
port of a variety of economic actors:
principally entrepreneurs, develop-
ment corporations, and local govern-
ments.

PLANNING & ADVISORY SERVICES MODELEMPLOYMENT DEVELOPMENT MODEL

Strategic Options: Tailoring Your Approach
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Meanwhile, back at Whaler’s Cove . . .
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HOW DO WE CHOOSE?

Now comes the most difficult part
of the strategic planning process:
making a commitment to one strate-
gic option and leaving the rest to
other organizations. There is no tech-
nical way to determine the “best” way
to undertake economic development.
It is a matter of judgment. But the
decision must be firm. The process
involves the following steps:

1. List the choices.

In light of a) the activities of other
organizations, b) the opportunities in
the community and/or region, c) the
availability of resources, and d) the val-
ues and desires expressed in the vision,
the  planning team outlines the  op-
tion(s) it wishes to consider or adapt.

2. Select for evaluation.

If several options are listed, review
them in order to reduce the list to 2-3.

3. Examination of the options.

For each of the selections, a small
group prepares a brief (1-2 page) re-
port answering the following:

❏ Which facts from the environ-
mental assessment would affect
this option?

❏ Which strengths will this option
build on?

❏ Which opportunities could it take
advantage of?

❏ What assumptions are we making
about how we would overcome
weaknesses or constraints?

❏ What are the long-term implica-
tions of taking this approach?
What will we have achieved if we
carry it out successfully?

❏ In choosing one option, which are
we choosing not to do?

4. Choose.

Each strategic option and analysis is
presented to the whole planning
team. The team decides which is most
likely to bring home the greatest
benefits.

The Nisga’a: Determining a Strategy

As outlined earlier, we Nisga’a made a lot of headway towards choosing
our strategy while drafting and revising our mission. That process

made us take a closer look at what was really happening in the economy
around us and within our own communities. We chose the basic strategy
of growth/equity for our development corporation, Nisga’a Economic En-
terprises (NEEC). We want to generate wealth and Nisga’a influence
through direct ownership in business ventures. However, we did decide
to take on some training functions related directly to business investing as
well.

We already had some of the components of other models in place. We are
members of TRICORP, an Aboriginal Capital Corporation involved in
extending credit to businesses in an area involving the Haida, the Tsim-
shian, the Gitskan-Wet’suwe’ten, and ourselves. This is an important
vehicle for dealing with some of the debt needs of our individually- and
community-owned businesses.

We also have a staff associate working with the Tribal Council whose job
it is to plan and co-ordinate training programs that involve Nisga’a people.
Our development corporation will be working closely with this person to
ensure the quality of programs which are training people to become
employees and managers of NEEC businesses.❏

Nisga’a planners blended several models and organizations into an economic
development strategy for their homeland. The NEEC will concentrate on
generating equity from business investment, and, to a lesser extent, will

assist the training of future employees and managers.

Strategic Options: Tailoring Your Approach
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UPDATING THE MISSION
STATEMENT

Having chosen a strategic option,
the planning team can now review
and finalize the mission statement.

First, confirm that the original draft
is clear about what is to be done and
for whom. Then, in one or two sen-
tences, outline how the organization
will carry out what it is supposed to do.

Look again at two of the mission
statements presented earlier (page 10)
and find the “how” statements.

1. The mission of the Dorcet Lake De-
velopment Corporation (DLDC) is
to identify and invest in key busi-
ness opportunities in order to be-
come a stakeholder/owner within
each sector of that northern region’s
economy. Establishing the DLDC
as an owner will establish a long-
term economic base for the Dorcet
Lake First Nation.

Investment decisions will be
based on three priorities: genera-
tion of profits for DLDC, creation
of management development op-
portunities, and creation of per-
manent jobs accessible to Dorcet
Lake Band members.

DLDC’s major strategy for accom-
plishing its mission will be the
joint venture.

How?

❏ Dorcet Lake intends to invest in
joint ventures which help to build
its economic base.

2. The mission of Reddana Ventures,
an Indian-owned and -controlled,
institution, is to become a dy-
namic, self-sufficient financial in-
stitution that helps the
communities of the Greater Lakes
Tribal Council (GLTC) become
more economically self-reliant.

The primary focus of Reddana
Ventures is the provision of devel-
opment financing—primarily
commercial loans, bonding, loan
guarantees, and a micro-enter-
prise lending program—and qual-
ity business counselling and
training to native entrepreneurs
and businesses in the GLTC region.

This mission will be carried out in
a manner which a) values the pres-
ervation of the  natural  environ-
ment, b) respects traditional
cultural and social values, and c)
emphasizes developing people as
the key resource for building suc-
cessful businesses.

How?

❏ Reddana Ventures is using a com-
bination of  loans, bonding, loan
guarantees, micro-enterprise
lending, and business counselling

and training to contribute to com-
munity self-reliance.

Once the “how” question is an-
swered, the completed mission state-
ment can be circulated to tell other
community members and organiza-
tions what this organization will be
doing. Should an existing organiza-
tion revise its mission, it is crucial that
the constituency understands the
change and its probable implications.

This is not an invitation for others
to try to rewrite the mission  state-
ment. The initial consultation around
the mission conducted at thewhat and
whom stages should have led to any
major revisions that were needed.

However, sometimes the situation
analysis will lead to significant
changes in the draft mission. In this
case, there may be a need for more
attention to communicating and con-
sulting with the constituents. If the
community or governing bodies have
serious concerns about the suggested
approach, there may be a need to re-
visit the mission drafting process.

REFERENCES

* Development Corporation Basics: A Workbook
(Vancouver, B.C.: Westcoast Development
Group, 1991).
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C H A P T E R 6 Strategic Goals: Getting Your Priorities Straight

Thus far in the decision-making
process there has been a move-

ment from a broad community vision
to a specific mission. The mission
slices off some part of the vision and
specifically directs an organization to
do the job. Setting strategic goals is
the next major step.

Planning specialists have different
views as to how goals should be
stated. All agree that goals should de-
fine the priorities of the organization;
like rocket thrusters, they launch the
organization into its mission in the
great wide world.

There is less agreement about how
measurable goals  should be. Some
planners say goals should be stated in
terms of results to be achieved over a
3-5 year period. Others recommend
that each goal simply define the road
to be traveled, and that objectives de-
fine the specific targets along the way.

We tend to subscribe to the first
view. Clarity in the targets you set for
the coming five years will help you
make decisions for operational plan-
ning. You will also find it easier to
establish indicators that show to what
extent a goal has been reached. (For
an example of the other approach, see
the strategic plan of Eastend Commu-
nity Investments, Inc. in Appendix 6.)

WHAT IS A GOOD SET
OF STRATEGIC GOALS?

Strategic goals are the basis upon
which objectives, programs, and pro-
jects are defined and get a share of the
organization’s  resources. They link
the vision to the activities which are
supposed to achieve the vision.

In addition, strategic goals must:

❏ take into account the opportuni-
ties and constraints identified dur-
ing the situation analysis.

❏ be consistent with the organiza-
tion’s mission.

STRATEGIC PLANNING PROCESS

Strategic Goals: Getting
Your Priorities Straight

Like rocket thrusters, strategic goals
launch your organization into the world.
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❏ be consistent with the general di-
rection of the organization, as in-
dicated by the choice of strategic
model(s).

❏ complement the missions of any
other organizations which have a
role in achieving the vision.

❏ be consistent with the priorities of
the community.

The following are some of the ques-
tions around which goals can be for-
mulated for each of the four strategic
models. The core of each goal is really
a statement about what you intend to
have achieved at the end of five years.

GROWTH/EQUITY

For an investment strategy after
five years:

❏ Which areas or sectors will have
received investment priority?

❏ What size asset base will you have
needed to create?

❏ What pace of investment and re-
investment will you have sus-
tained?

❏ How many businesses will you
have developed?

❏ What level of self-sufficiency will
you have reached?

❏ How much will you have invested
in organization development in
order to meet these strategic
goals?

LOAN/TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE

For a loan/technical assistance
strategy over five years:

❏ What capital base will be in place?

❏ What is the value of loans that will
have been made?

❏ What will be the balance of the
loans extended to different sectors
of the economy?

❏ What loan/loss ratio is being tar-
geted for achievement?

Growth/Equity and Strategic Goals at Kitsaki

Setting goals for a growth/equity strategy was a major responsibility
of Bill Hatton at Kitsaki Development Corporation (see p. 33).

“At KDC we were faced with building an organization that could achieve
a net mass or volume of investment in a very short time.

I sat down before the Band Council in 1985. When I first came in, one
of their ventures, a trucking company, was already up in flames. A truck
company with $1.7 million of revenue had been falsely charged with
boosting fuel and was going bankrupt. That was a very charming first
day at work.

The first thing on the agenda was the bad business; the second part
was, ‘Well, what do you expect to do here in the next five years or so?’

I said, ‘The volume I expect to be around $30 million. I figure that’s what
we need.’ And the immediate response was, ‘Well you’re crazy. Don’t
talk like that. Nobody gets that kind of money together. You know, we
go get $50,000 here, $100,000 there. Right?’

Given the constraints we faced—limited time, limited staff,  limited
resources—the only thing that could generate for us the massive
development that we needed was a technology or style of venturing
called the joint venture. The Band up to that point had been involved
pretty much only in its own stuff—100% of the risk, 100% of the
exposure. It had done one joint venture—the truck company—but had
made an inappropriate choice of partners.

So I said, ‘Joint venture is the way we’re going to do this. And we’ll do
at least $30 million over five years.’ ‘That’s just grandiose,’ the others
replied. ‘Talk like that is just going to alienate the elders and you’re going
to annoy everybody else.’

But within three months we had turned the situation around. That was
part luck.  But  it was  also  joint ventures. In time, we put thirteen
businesses together and generated the targeted volume—and that’s
not even counting bingo, which is almost like printing money. But joint
ventures to my mind were the most effective way to leverage what we
had. We had to trade off some of the risk in return for some of the profits.
Many deals we walked into without even money, but we had posi-
tion—we had benefits we could sell.

We knew that in five years we had a lot to accomplish. KDC had to be
self-sufficient. Over and above that, we knew KDC had to generate from
profits the money it needed for re-investment. We needed enough
equity under our own control to leverage like hell. I knew we had to build
a board that knew the routines for this kind of decision-making down
pat. I also knew that it would take time and investment. We knew that
we wanted at least one ‘strategic’ investment in each of the major
sectors of the economy north of 54. And we reached every one of these
goals.

Over five years we did $43.7 million, but we couldn’t have done it if we
hadn’t leveraged it properly.” ❏
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❏ How much money will the loan
fund’s customers have been able
to leverage from other sources?

❏ What level of pre-venture, start-
up and aftercare support will be
available to clients?

❏ What level of organizational self-
sufficiency will have been
reached?

❏ How much will you have invested
in organization development in
order to meet these strategic
goals?

EMPLOYMENT DEVELOPMENT

This model is more difficult to
frame questions for. The range of pro-
gramming and service options is very
broad. However, the following ques-
tions could apply to a employment
development strategy over five years:

❏ How many people will have taken
and completed a community-
based life skills program?

❏ What percentage of life skills
graduates will have gone on to up-
grading, training, and/or employ-
ment?

❏ How many would-be entrepre-
neurs will have received training
and technical assistance?

❏ How many people will have been
trained for  which  sectors of the
labour market?

❏ What staff and resources will have
been made available to support
your human resource develop-
ment strategy?

PLANNING/RESEARCH/ADVISORY

Here, too, the wide range of possi-
bilities means that questions will re-
ally be determined by context.
However, to illustrate we have
framed a few for a hypothetical 5-year
strategy:

❏ On which areas of planning and
research will you have focused
your efforts?

❏ What sorts of advice will have
been made available, on which
subjects, and to whom?

❏ What data banks will have been
established and maintained to
support the research, planning,
and advisory functions?

❏ What staff and resources will have
been made available to support
your planning and advisory serv-
ices?

To bring these abstract questions to
life, refer to the brief case studies
found on this and the preceding page.

HOW DO YOU DEVELOP GOALS?

To progress from mission to strate-
gic goals is as challenging as it is im-
portant. Strategic goals, if  properly
defined, will make all the subsequent
work easier and more effective. If they
are set poorly, or not at all, what will
follow will be arbitrary, wasteful of
resources, and very frustrating.

The planning team should first re-
view the community’s vision, the or-
ganization’s mission, and the
situation analysis. Then the following
questions can be posed:

❏ How will we know we have made
progress?

❏ What  gaps  or needs can  be  ad-
dressed?

❏ What opportunities  are opening
up?

❏ What can we realistically achieve
in five years?

❏ What weaknesses need to be over-
come?

Using these questions and the list of
ideas from the previous section, the
team can brainstorm topics it thinks
should be covered by goal statements.
Again, don’t worry about language or
specifics at this point. Just identify the
range of topics.

If the list is very long, the team
should select 4-10 topics which are of
the utmost importance. Assign each
topic to an individual or small group.
Ask them to review the situation
analysis, and then draft a  goal for
their topic. They should write 2-3

Loans/Technical Assistance & Strategic Goals:
Dana Naye Ventures

Despite pressure to ditch its mission, Dana Naye Ventures, you may
recall (see p. 22), decided to make only minor revisions to its original

statement. The directors were determined that DNV should be an Indian-
controlled, self-sufficient lending and technical assistance organization
with a focus on small business development. The directors then went on
to set strategic goals which flowed directly from the mission and situation
analysis.

The strategic goals for the coming five years were as follows:

1. To increase DNV’s capital base from $4 million to $8 million.

2. To keep loan losses at 5% of total lending or less.

3. To establish and maintain a pre-venture training program, start-up
counselling, efficient loan review process, and aftercare program.

4. To be completely self-sufficient with respect to annual operating ex-
penses. ❏

Strategic Goals: Getting Your Priorities Straight
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The Nisga’a:
Setting the Strategic Goals

The Nisga’a Economic Enterprises
Corporation is working on setting

its 5-year strategic goals. Although
they are not yet complete, the gist of
them is as follows:

1. To invest in forestry, manufactur-
ing and tourism in a manner that
will make NEEC the owner of at
least one business within each of
these major sectors of the re-
gional economy. This business
will generate profits, management
influence, and jobs from which to
build Nisga’a influence in each in-
dustry.

2. To monitor and assess opportuni-
ties in the service,  mining, and
fisheries sectors for investment
purposes as a routine part of
NEEC operations.

3. To have revenues sufficient to
cover NEEC operating costs
within five years. (Projected costs
will be around $250,000/year.)

4. Within five years to build from prof-
its a pool at least $1 million for
investment purposes.

5. To have an active, competent
board with the capacity to make
informed decisions efficiently in all
aspects of NEEC investment and
training operations. Also, to have
the majority of Nisga’a staff suffi-
ciently trained to do the work nec-
essary to build an economic base.

We still have some homework to do
before finalizing these strategic goals.
But we are already using them as the
basis for some of our planning for the
next 12-18 months. Objectives and
action plans are being worked out
despite the fact we have not finalized our work. Time
doesn’t stand still. Sometimes it seems as if we are
getting a little bit ahead of ourselves from a “pure plan-
ning” point of view. However, we believe that we will be

in a very good position eighteen months from now to
pinpoint annual targets and accurately to assess our
progress.❏

Fisheries & services are two of the sectors the NEEC monitors for investment
opportunities. (Below, the New Aiyansh Co-op Store, expanded with the assistance

of NEEC as a member of the Aboriginal Capital Corporation TRICORP.)
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clear sentences that specify what the
organization can realistically achieve
in that respect. Don’t get wrapped up
in details about what the goal will
require or how it will be accom-
plished. This will be dealt with later,
as part of the operational plan.

Each draft  goal can  then  be pre-
sented to the whole group for review.
With each presentation the large
group should first be asked:

❏ Is the statement clear? Do you un-
derstand what it means?

❏ Does it cover the intended topic?

❏ Is it specific and realistic?

The draft goal can be revised until
everyone is able to answer “yes” to
those questions. Then evaluate it
again, with a tougher set of questions.
The following  test will  ensure that
each goal is specific, has been well-
considered, and is based on actual in-
formation and experience.

1. Is the goal consistent with the vi-
sion, the community’s future self-
image?

2. Is it consistent with the mission of
the organization?

3. Does it reflect the facts about inter-
nal and external factors which in-
fluence the organization’s
performance?

4. Does it describe an outcome which
can be measured to determine the
progress which has been made?

5. Is it clear which individuals, or-
ganizations, or activities will  be
affected by efforts to achieve this
goal?

Having made further revisions to
the draft goals, the team should look
at all the goals and ask:

❏ Has anything been missed? If so,
another goal statement may need
to be drafted.

❏ Are these all “strategic goals,” or
are some really objectives or action
plans in disguise? Any of the latter
may be dropped.

❏ Do the goals complement one
other? Do they together help to
establish a specific organizational
agenda in order to accomplish the
mission?

Finally, circulate a revised set of the
strategic goals in preparation for for-
mal approval by the appropriate gov-
erning body.

With the completion of the strategic
goals, the organization moves from
the “strategic” phase of the planning
process to the “operational” phase. It
is to this we now turn our attention.
Having set a strategic agenda, how do
we get the job done?

Whaler’s Cove: Setting Goals

Strategic Goals: Getting Your Priorities Straight
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C H A P T E R 7 Getting the Job Done: An Introduction to Operational Planning

Operational planning organizes
people, things, and money to

complete the job assigned by the stra-
tegic goals.

Briefly, an operational plan defines
objectives; designs (or re-designs) the
organization required to meet the ob-
jectives; identifies what needs to  be
done to reach each objective (action
planning); estimates  the dollars  re-
quired to get the job done (budgeting);
and establishes indicators that show
when objectives have been reached.

SETTING GOOD OBJECTIVES

Operational planning is a cyclical
process. Objectives are usually set for
1-2  year periods. They provide the
focal points around which to organize
and deploy resources. It is possible to
assess progress by comparing your
results with your objectives, as well as
the intended strategic goals.

Lots of organizations talk about set-
ting objectives. Few organizations
know how to set good objectives. To
assess the usefulness of the objectives
which your organization has estab-
lished, ask yourself whether or not they

Getting the Job Done:
An Introduction to
Operational Planning

STRATEGIC PLANNING PROCESS

Whaler’s Cove: Operational Planning
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meet the RASMMTAC test. Each let-
ters in the acronym RASMMTAC rep-
resents a characteristic of a well-set
objective. (See Table 3, above.)

For any  one strategic goal, there
may be more than one objective in a
given year. For example, let’s look at
some objectives that might flow from
the following strategic goal:

“To establish a major presence
in the tourism sector with a fo-
cus on creating a destination
resort and a series of linked
businesses in the recreational,
cultural, and adventure tour-
ism market segments.”

There  could be several objectives
related to this goal in the first year of
an operational plan. Let’s assume
they have already done a prefeasibil-
ity study on the destination resort.
Here are some possible objectives.

1. To complete a feasibility study on
the destination resort within 10
months.

2. To identify possible adventure
and cultural tourism products for
operation in the vicinity of the
neighbouring national park by the
end of month 4.

3. To identify people from the com-
munity with serious interest in

possible tourism products by the
end of month 6.

4. To select three products for feasi-
bility analysis and business plan-
ning by the end of month 7.

5. To train the development corpora-
tion board and staff on the analysis
of feasibility studies and business
plans in month 6.

Often objectives are set by the staff
of an organization. Those with  the
most knowledge and expertise in a
particular area are delegated the task
of coming up with a draft set of objec-
tives for each strategic goal.

A group process can be helpful if
you have sufficient numbers on your
planning team. Have the whole team
examine one strategic goal at a time,
or divide into groups and assign a
different goal to each. After reading
the goal, the group should review the
situation analysis and identify the fac-
tors  which will  influence  efforts to
reach this goal.

Having reviewed the situation, the
group specifies actions that will ad-
vance the organization towards the
goal in question. Without worrying
about specific wording, or about how
these things should be done, list 3-10
possible actions. Take each one and
draft an objective statement that
clearly identifies an achievable result.

The group now reviews the whole
list of objectives:

❏ Does each objective meet the crite-
ria set out in the RASMMTAC
test?

❏ Do they together cover the rele-
vant constraints or opportuni-
ties identified in the situation
analysis?

❏ Is each an important achievement
in its own right, or are some repeti-
tive? Do any contain details which
really belong in an action plan?

❏ If we achieve these, will we have
made progress towards our strate-
gic goal?

Table 3: RASMMTAC

R Realistic Well-set objectives take reality into account.

A Attainable Well-set objectives do not reflect fantasies about
what we wish we could get done. They are
achievable given our understanding of the
opportunities and constraints of our environment.

S Specific Well-set objectives are not general or vague.
They clearly state exactly what is to be achieved.

M Measurable Well-set objectives can be evaluated easily. You
should be able to tell whether or not it has been
reached and demonstrate it with evidence.

M Meaningful Well-set objectives are meaningful in relation to
the mission and strategic goals of the
organization. They flow from the mission and
goals as well as from your assessment of the
environment.

T
A

Time of
Achievement

Well-set objectives are set within a clear time
frame. They have deadlines. Otherwise, how can
one allocate time and resources to make sure
they are met?

C Co-ordinated Well-set objectives are logically linked to each
other and the goals in order to guide the
organization in implementation.

Getting the Job Done: An Introduction to Operational Planning
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Having modified their work ac-
cordingly, the group finally presents
their goal and objectives to the whole
planning team for approval and in-
clusion in the strategic plan.

ACTION PLANNING

Action planning simply means
identifying the tasks and steps neces-
sary to achieve each objective. It de-
termines what must be done, the date
by which it will be done, and who
shall be responsible for doing the
work. It also identifies any required
technical assistance and who will be

hired. When technical assistance is as
yet unknown, the need to determine
sources of assistance should be built
into the action plan.

Good action planning offers an or-
ganization many important benefits.

1. There are often many ways to
reach a given objective. Action
planning forces the CED planner
to look at alternatives. This is a
creative process.

2. Action  planning helps  build or-
ganizational capacity by clarifying
how all an organization’s re-
sources (people, money, equip-
ment, contacts, etc.) can be put to

work. It helps organizations to
move beyond ad hoc measures
and “fire-fighting.” It also is a
good basis for maintaining ac-
countability between staff, and be-
tween staff and board. Good
action planning is a crash course
in plan implementation and
monitoring for all members of an
organization.

3. By specifying steps and tasks,
budgeting becomes easier and
more accurate.

BUDGETING

Not many organizations have
ready access to large pools of cash.
They often have to work long and
hard to secure what scant re-
sources they have. This fact rein-
forces the importance of well-set
objectives and good action plan-
ning. With scarce resources and
big challenges, the investment in
all this planning really begins to
make sense when it comes to the
nitty-gritty job of budgeting.

Budgeting is the financial reflection
of all the decisions made in the setting
of strategic goals, objectives, and ac-
tion planning. It is often said that a
budget reflects an organization’s val-
ues, beliefs, analysis, and priorities in
cold hard numbers.

Budgeting requires a) being clear
about what is to be done (the action
plan), and then b) doing the research
which will ensure reliable estimates
of cost.

It also requires knowing the
sources of possible revenue. Who is
going to pay the bills for each aspect
of the work? Moreover, how can the
CEDO use the money it controls to
leverage other funds? There is  no
substitute for knowing the details of
funding programs and the people
who run them.

If your strategic planning is to bear fruit, each step has to grow from the one preceding,
so that all express the people’s desires and intentions for the future.

C H A P T E R 7
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DEVELOPMENT INDICATORS

Development indicators are meas-
uring sticks. They are statistics which
enable you to track the progress
you’ve made towards strategic goals
and objectives. They are a very useful
source of management information.
They can also be very helpful in the
evaluation of projects and activities.

The following is an example of de-
velopment indicators, and how they
relate to a strategic goal and its objec-
tives. The community of Mechako
Narrows is the basis for the example.
(For more about Mechako Narrows,
see Appendix 5.) The strategic goal
and objectives cited here concern the
political and organizational develop-
ment associated with self-govern-
ment.*

Strategic Goal

To establish within five years a
Mechako Narrows government sys-
tem of policies, planning, decision-
making, and management, rooted in
the community and focused on build-
ing overall community self-reliance.

Strategic Goal Indicators

1. A well-functioning system of
planning, decision-making, and
management governed by a 5-
year strategic plan.

2. Annual  operational plans which
a) assess the past year’s perform-
ance in relation to strategic goals,
and b) define measurable objec-
tives, clear action plans, and oper-
ating budgets for the coming year.

The objectives relating to this stra-
tegic goal are as follows, along with
their appropriate indicators.

Objectives

1. To assess in detail the perform-
ance of Mechako Narrows govern-
ment programs and services in

relation to community needs and
opportunities within one year.

Indicators for Objective 1

❏ Documentation of community
strengths and weaknesses within
each of the major spheres of com-
munity life: political and organ-
izational, economic, social, and
cultural.

❏ Written assessment of the per-
formance of all programs and
services in relation to community
needs/opportunities.

2. To develop a plan within eighteen
months for changing organiza-
tional policies and practices to
support the Mechako Narrows
government’s mission: to reduce
dependency and strengthen com-
munity self-reliance.

Indicator for Objective 2

❏ An organization development
plan that is understood and
agreed upon by all levels of the
Mechako Narrows government.

3. To implement the plan for organ-
izational change over the follow-
ing 3 years.

Indicator for Objective 3

❏ Existence of annual plans which
allocate resources and define pri-
orities for organizational change
at each level of the Mechako Nar-
rows government.

It is recommended that indicators
be defined once strategic goals and
objectives have been finalized. For
further guidance, please refer to the
training literature cited at the end of
this chapter.**

USING THE OPERATIONAL PLAN

There are several important and
practical uses to which an operational
plan can and should be put.

1. Doing an annual operational plan
is a method of ensuring account-
ability and avoiding unnecessary
conflict. The annual plan should
be subject to the review and ap-
proval of the organization’s board
and/or Band Council. This en-
sures  board confidence,  reduces
the risk of board/staff conflict,
and builds organizational coher-
ence and confidence.

A Development Indicator is an anticipated, measurable outcome . . .

. . . which will show how close you are to achieving a goal.

Getting the Job Done: An Introduction to Operational Planning
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2. An operational plan is a frame-
work against which staff can
make decisions regarding priori-
ties, time allocation, and expen-
ditures. It also helps the whole
staff know what each other is do-
ing as well as what their individ-
ual responsibilities and deadlines
are. In short, it clarifies expecta-
tions, facilitates communication,
and assists creative problem-
solving when changes must be
made.

3. An operational plan is a manage-
ment tool for senior staff and deci-
sion-makers.   We live in an
uncertain world. Opportunities
emerge that were not expected.
People die. Murphy’s
Law—"whatever  can go wrong,
will go wrong"—is based on grim

experience. A well-considered op-
erational plan enables manage-
ment to respond efficiently to the
unexpected. The probable impact
of the sudden development can be
determined quickly and with
some accuracy. If crystal clear, the
upcoming priorities and responsi-
bilities of a sick staff member can
be readily assigned to someone
else.

4. An operational plan specifies re-
sults and how they can be meas-
ured. It thus helps people assess
the impact of an action. This im-
pact will influence the coming
year’s objectives. In other words,
the operational plan is essential to
determining progress toward the
organization’s mission and strate-
gic goals.

If the situation of the organization
changes significantly, revisions to the
strategic goals may be required. In
any case, strategic goals should be re-
viewed annually and after 3-4 years.
More intensive analysis of the organi-
zation’s accomplishments and envi-
ronment should also be undertaken
regularly. This information is some-
times useful for action planning and
specific program decisions. It may
also affect annual objectives.

DESIGNING AND STRUCTURING
THE ORGANIZATION

If it is a new organization you are
planning to create, you will eventu-
ally arrive at a point at which the de-
sign of the organization becomes an
important issue. This point usually
falls somewhere between the setting
of strategic goals and the defining of
objectives.

For organizations that are already
in place this will also become a con-
cern. In these instances, the pressure
for change will already have been
building up, releasing new energy
(and anxieties) into the organization.
Clarification of where you are going
and what the journey will demand
can have profound implications.
Hard decisions may become un-
avoidable, like letting staff go or
drafting new policy.

The mission and strategic goals
form the framework for  all opera-
tional and organizational decisions,
including those about structure. So
decision-makers should ask them-
selves, “Does the way in which we are
organized suit our strategic goals?”
Or to put it another way: “Does our
form follow our function?”

“Form follows function” is a key
principle in designing any organiza-
tion. For example, you do not organ-
ize a meeting of fifteen people and
then rent a motel unit for the venue.
Likewise, different roles in imple-
mentation of a strategic plan require

The Nisga’a: Operational Planning

The objectives we are developing for NEEC are going to be the basis
for our annual plan. As we pointed out in our comments about strategic

goals, we are running hard on a number of fronts: getting things done;
re-organizing our board; getting our first joint venture up and running. We
know that the annual objectives are going to be very important to how we
proceed with day-to-day business.

We are going to be setting objectives that define our priorities for venture
start-ups and investment. For example, in the next year we are concen-
trating on the forestry sector and a number of forest-related businesses:
getting licenses that will extend our current joint venture; a large manufac-
turing joint venture; and a custom furniture manufacturer that derives a lot
of its inspiration from Nisga’a culture.

We are also going to do a lot of organizational development work. We will
restructure the board, finalize our venture selection criteria, and hire a
general manager for NEEC.

We will specify when each objective will be accomplished. For each one
we’ll also create an action plan which says who is going to do what by
when, to make sure everything gets done.

Lastly, for our strategic goals and objectives and related activities we will
name good, measurable development indicators. This will provide us with
a good basis for monitoring, evaluating, and reporting our progress as time
goes on.

We feel pretty good for twelve months of work. In our view, strategic
planning is worth the investment. ❏
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different organizational structures
and skills. (Turn again to page 40, the
Strategic Options Chart, for more ex-
amples.)

It is beyond the scope of this book
to get into the  details  of organiza-
tional design. However, we will draw
the readers’ attention to several areas
that require attention.

1. The make-up, role, and structure
of the board.

What role is the board to play? Is it
going to be primarily concerned with
policy and general planning? Is it go-
ing to get involved in administrative
detail? Or is it primarily advisory in
its function?

This includes identifying the offi-
cers responsible, as well as the roles
and responsibilities of board commit-
tees,  their size  and  composition.  A
mechanism should also be set up
which will enable the board to over-
see and integrate the organization’s
various data, reports, and  relation-
ships.

2. Designing staff functions

Staff functions usually fall into two
categories: maintenance functions
(e.g. bookkeeping) and task functions

(e.g. executive director or loan offi-
cer). Should there be distinct staff
units or divisions? For example, Cape
Breton’s Eskasoni Enterprises has a
human resource development  divi-
sion and an investment division.

3. Staff structures

Through what means are staff to
relate to each other? What are the ac-
countability  and  reporting relation-
ships?   How   are reports to be
submitted to the board?

4. Management Information System

What information  is  required for
board review and at what intervals?
The same question is also relevant to
the senior manager(s).

5. Job Descriptions and Personnel
Policies

What are the job descriptions for all
staff? What is the basis for the em-
ployment contracts? What other per-
sonnel  policy  is required to  recruit
and/or maintain required staff? What
are to be the compensation guide-
lines? What performance assessment
procedures are to be followed?

6. Policy Development

Depending on the mission and
functions of the organization, there
will be policy development required.
Some of  the policies required by a
growth/equity approach will con-
cern venture development criteria,
the business development process,
and who is responsible for making
which decisions.

This is not necessarily part of the
organization’s initial structuring. But
it is important to be clear at the outset
about which policies need developing
and by whom. If the organization
mentioned in the preceding para-
graph was just taking shape, those
policy decisions would require prior-
ity attention in the first few months.

REFERENCES

* Adapted from Training Manual on the Develop-
ment Indicators Guidebook: A Facilitator Man-
ual, Development  Indicators Project Steering
Committee (Ottawa: Government of Canada, In-
dian and Northern Affairs, Economic Develop-
ment, 1992).

** See Paul Mico, Developing your Community-
Based Organization (Oakland, Ca.: Third Party
Publishing, 1981).
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A P P E N D I X 1 Nisga’a Training & Planning in CED

Integration of CED Training & Planning
in British Columbia’s Nass River Valley

by Mike Lewis

Reprinted from the October, 1991 (Vol. 2, No. 4) issue of Making
Waves: A Newsletter for CED Practitioners in Canada, pp.
4-7, a publication of the Centre for Community Enterprise.

For the last five years the Nisga’a Tribal Council (NTC),
located in northwestern B.C.’s Nass Valley, have been

increasingly active in economic development. The NTC’s
4 member Bands have each formed a development corpo-
ration, and in 1989 the Tribal Council itself established a
regional corporation, Nisga’a Economic Enterprises Cor-
poration (NEEC).

To date, much of the activity within the region involved
the provision of training and advisory services to busi-
nesses owned by Bands or Band members. The NTC cor-
poration has had several discussions with potential joint
venture partners, but as of mid-1991 had yet to close a deal.

In addition to venture development, the NTC has under-
taken some important research and planning. In 1987 they
completed a study which defined training priorities in detail.
The study concluded that “the highest level of need is in the
organizational management and in the professional and tech-
nical categories of natural resource management.” This work
led to a more strategic approach to the leveraging and man-
agement of training programs. The NTC now has a full-time
training co-ordinator and a sustained effort is being made to
train people for the regional job market.

In May 1990, another piece of research led to a long-term
economic plan for the Nisga’a territory. This work outlined
a number of opportunities in various sectors. More impor-
tant, it indicated the need to invest in the tribe’s capacity to
manage the economic development process.

Up until that time, economic  development  had pro-
ceeded in fits and starts. While the Band corporations were

more or less active, their effectiveness was limited. Staff
were handicapped by a lack of formal training or experi-
ence. The NEEC itself remained little more than a shell. A
lack of clarity in its mandate, functions, and role as a tribal
level corporation had kept the NEEC from making any real
progress. In addition, land claim negotiations were stretch-
ing the capacity of community and tribal leadership. How
could they hope to make effective use of the additional
resources secured after a settlement?

It was clearly time to give direction to a serious, sustained
regional economic development effort. In light of the local
record (and the situation of Canada as a whole), com-
mented the NEEC’s president Kevin McKay, “it was man-
datory   to co-ordinate   regional   activities at   all
levels—including the political—so duplication and misdi-
rection is reduced.” Although the Bands’ jurisdictions had
to be respected, all their development efforts would be
“doomed to failure” without the proper organization.

In late 1990, Matt Moore, a Nisga’a economist and the
NTC’s economic development co-ordinator, started to look
in earnest for a strategy which would train key politicians,
board members, and economic development staff.

Matt had four problems he had to address: 1) how to get
the leadership’s attention in order to elevate the priority of
economic development; 2)  how to structure a  training
process that would build local organizational capacity; 3)
how to get the NEEC to undertake the policy development
so necessary to transforming a paper corporation to a real,
living institution; and last but not least, 4) how to finance
the whole process.

The balance of this article outlines the Nisga’a CED train-
ing program in the hope it may assist other communities
facing similar difficulties and opportunities.
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THE TRAINING STRATEGY

Using existing resources under the control of the NTC
and the communities, Matt engaged Westcoast Develop-
ment Group of Vancouver, B.C. Working in collaboration
with the Tribal Council, Westcoast was to develop a train-
ing program which would meet the needs of the commu-
nity corporations and the NEEC.

Two basic goals were set for the overall program: 1) to
build knowledge and skills related to the pursuit of CED
in the Nisga’a territory; and 2) to develop the strategic plan
for the NEEC.

What emerged by late 1990 was a program design involv-
ing a series of 6 incremental workshops held approxi-
mately 6 weeks apart (see details on the pages following).
Each workshop was to launch the participants on tasks
which had to be completed before the next workshop took
place. The participants’ “assignments” would also be fed
to the trainer/consultants and become part of the next
workshop’s subject matter.

Each workshop  would thus build on  the knowledge
gained and the decisions made during the one previous.
The result was to be a training process directly linked to
the actual development planning agenda of the Nisga’a.
The NTC submitted a proposal to the Skills Shortage Pro-
gram of CEIC to finance the training program.

In addition to designing the overall training, NTC hired
Westcoast to conduct an preliminary training session fo-
cusing on the politics of economics. In February, a 2-day
event brought together  Band Councillors, NTC repre-
sentatives, and aspiring entrepreneurs for an illuminating
introduction to the “hot seat” (to use McKay’s words) of
economic decision-making at the Band and tribal level.

Simulation exercises from the Westcoast workbook De-
velopment Corporation Basics brought home to participants
the importance and complexity of issues in economic de-
velopment. Business persons gained “a better appreciation
of the pressure-cooker situations faced by politicians.”

Politicians, for their part, returned from the workshop
determined to increase the priority of economic develop-
ment on the very busy Nisga’a agenda. To their relief, they
realized that the role of a development corporation could
be affirmed without compromising the ultimate authority
of a community’s elected representatives. All in all, says
More,  the initial workshop was of pivotal importance,
“priming” community leadership for the training program
and CED process.

An outline of the whole training program follows. Note
that “objectives” specify what participants should be able
to do to demonstrate that the goals have been achieved.

WORKSHOP 1 (May 1991, 3 Days)

COMMUNITY ASSESSMENT &
SHORT-TERM DEVELOPMENT PLANNING

Participants

EDOs, trainees, and board members from the com-
munity development corporations.

Goals

1. To increase knowledge, skills, and effectiveness of com-
munity-based economic leadership in community
analysis and short-term CED planning (operations
planning).

2. To lay solid foundations at the community level for the
long-term process of economic development.

Objectives

By the end of the workshop, participants should be able to:

1. Identify the strengths and weaknesses of their commu-
nities’ capacity to undertake CED planning.

2. Describe the steps in the CED planning process.

3. Locate their community in the CED planning process
(which steps have been done and which have not) and
the priorities they need to consider in their planning
program.

4. Demonstrate an understanding of how to define priori-
ties, set objectives, action plan, and budget for a 12-18
month operational plan for their communities’ respec-
tive economic development programs.

Workshop 1’s process was supported by two Westcoast
texts: The Development Wheel: A Workbook to Guide Commu-
nity Analysis and Development Planning, and Development
Corporation Basics. The books were an important source of
guidance to the participants between sessions.

Between workshops 1 and 2, corporate staff  in  each
community were to complete a draft of their operational
plan with the assistance of the Tribal Council. The draft
plans were fed directly into the NEEC strategic planning
process which was the intended focus of workshops 2 and
3. By first helping the communities clarify their respective
priorities, strengths, and weaknesses, the NEEC and the
NTC would be in a much better position to consider their
role in relation to community interests.

A P P E N D I X 1
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WORKSHOP 2 (June 1991, 3 Days)

REGIONAL STRATEGIC PLANNING

Participants

EDOs, trainees, and board members from the NEEC
and community corporations.

Goals

1. To develop a draft mission for the NEEC and outline its
strategic goals for the coming 5 years.

2. To introduce tools and knowledge helpful in the plan-
ning and decision-making associated with establishing
development corporations at the community and Tribal
Councillevels.

3. To introduce tools and knowledge about policy and
organizational issues basic to community development
corporations: mandate, the relationship with Band gov-
ernment, and the role and functions of the development
corporation.

Objectives

By the end of the workshop, participants should be able to:

1. Define the central goals of CED.

2. Identify alternative options for structuring economic
development at the community and tribal level.

3. Define the development corporation: what it is and
what it is not.

4. Describe the factors to be considered when making the
decision to establish a development corporation.

5. Identify the planning to be done and the decisions to be
made before a development corporation is formally
established.

6. Define key environmental factors, internal and external
to the NTC, that must be taken into account in estab-
lishing the mission and strategic goals of a development
corporation.

7. Describe and discuss the draft mission of the NEEC.

The workshop defined two possible missions for the
NEEC. It could be an owner and key player in the regional
economy; or it could act as an advisor and provider of
technical assistance to Band and private businesses. By the
end of the workshop it was clear that a lot of thought still
had to be devoted to the corporation’s mission. Partici-
pants no longer wondered why the NEEC had been inef-
fective—no one had ever clarified what this paper
company was to do and be.

The workshop also identified current opportunities be-
ing pursued at the community level and possibilities which
existed at the tribal level. Frank debates ensued about such
key issues as profit versus jobs; reinvestment versus distri-
bution of profits; and joint ventures versus wholly-owned
subsidiaries.

Following Workshop 2 community participants contin-
ued to work on their operational plans and initiate discus-
sions regarding the alternative mission of the NEEC.

WORKSHOP 3 (August 1991, 3 Days)

ORGANIZATIONAL DESIGN & POLICY DEVELOPMENT

Participants

EDOs, trainees, and board members from the com-
munity corporations.

Goals

1. To draft key recommendations relating to the design
and central policy of the NEEC.

2. To help Bands identify the work they need to do in
order to resolve issues relating to the mandate, role,
functions, and structure of their respective develop-
ment corporations.

Objectives

By the end of the workshop, participants should be able to:

1. Propose an ownership and legal structure for the NEEC.

2. Explain the board member selection procedure, and
their terms and responsibilities.

3. Define the basic reporting and monitoring system that
will ensure accountability to the mandate/mission of
the NEEC.

4. Define the essential skills of the NEEC’s general manager.

5. Demonstrate an understanding of key issues in the
establishment of a development corporation: the rela-
tionship of profits and jobs; profit distribution versus
reinvestment; staff recruitment (local versus outside);
the relationship between the NEEC and community
corporations; and joint ventures versus wholly-owned
subsidiaries.

6. Define the policies that will guide the NEEC in each of
the areas defined in objective #5.

Since Workshop 2 did not finalize a mission statement,
Workshop 3 had to assume the task. This the participants
did, in addition to defining several crucial policy areas: a
protocol with respect to the relation between NEEC invest-
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ments and community investments; a basic hiring policy
for NEEC companies; and how social and environmental
considerations would effect NEEC decision-making.

The NEEC mission recommended to the NTC General
Executive Board is as follows:

The mission of Nisga’a Economic Enterprises (NEEC) is
to identify, organize, negotiate and invest in profitable
business ventures and strategic projects as a means of
generating wealth and building an strong economic base
for the Nisga’a Nation. In order of priority, NEEC invest-
ment activity will seek to generate profits, access opportu-
nities to develop Nisga’a managers, and create training and
job opportunities. Geographically, the first priority will be
investments within the Nisga’a homeland. Investments
outside the Nisga’a homeland are possible but are a second
priority.

NEEC will also organize and ensure the effective imple-
mentation of skills training and technical/management
training to maximize the benefits to Nisga’a people of
NEEC ventures and the carrying out of an overall Nisga’a
economic strategy.

This mission along with  the basic  policies are going
forward to the Nisga’a General Executive Board for deci-
sion in September. When approved they will make up a
clear and strong mandate for the NEEC.

In addition, the workshop prepared several recommen-
dations related to the structure of the NEEC. Ownership,
the board selection process, transfer of staff, and budget
were all resolved. Several issues related to financing the
corporation, board member job descriptions, legal re-struc-
turing and how to deal with traditional land use rights
affected by NEEC ventures were outlined for further study
and work.

Lastly, the workshop did some significant “power-map-
ping” of the Nisga’a region. The key regional economic and
political forces with which NEEC must contend were out-
lined. The implications of this situation for the NEEC’s
strategic goals were also discussed.

WORKSHOP 4 (October 1991, 5 Days)

VENTURE DEVELOPMENT BASICS

Participants

A much broader spectrum of community members
have been encouraged to attend the first days of the
workshop: people who are thinking about starting
an independent business; current or potential man-
agers of community enterprises; and current or po-
tential members of economic development
committees, or boards of community enter-

prises/development corporations who have limited
experience in business. All NTC board members will
attend. The last two days will mainly involve eco-
nomic development staff, or other staff who advise
community members considering or starting busi-
nesses.

Goal

To introduce the basic tools and knowledge neces-
sary to implement an effective venture development
process.

Objectives

By the end of the workshop, participants should be able to:

1. Describe the major steps in the venture development
process.

2. Explain the main advantages and disadvantages of get-
ting into business and the main methods for entry into
business.

3. Identify the key  entrepreneurial characteristics that
support business success.

4. Understand and apply venture selection criteria.

5. Explain venture selection criteria to be submitted as a
NEEC policy recommendation.

6. Identify and explain the steps in business planning,
including data collection and analysis, strategic deci-
sion-making, and forecasting.

7. Outline the structure, relationship, and content of bal-
ance sheets, profit and loss statements, and cash flows.

8. Explain in basic terms computer spreadsheet models
and their application in business planning.

This workshop will again be supported by the workbook
Venture Development Basics. Follow-up activities to the
workshop will likely include the following:

1. Technical assistance and support for any business plan-
ning which the workshop generates.

2. Preparation of the NEEC venture selection criteria for
review and decision by the General Executive Council.
This will be one of the last of the basic policy decisions
related to the formation phase of the corporation.

3. Communities may need to develop or revise venture
selection criteria for community corporations.

A P P E N D I X 1
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WORKSHOP 5 (October 1991, 3 Days)

BOARD DEVELOPMENT

Participants

The audience for this workshop may be broader but
the decisions taken, if any, will be made by the duly
constituted board of the Nisga’a Economic Enter-
prises Corporation.

Goals

1. To ensure board members understand and review all
decisions and work to date.

2. To define and begin to address key issues and tasks
related to getting the NEEC up and running.

Objectives

By the end of the workshop, participants should be able to:

1. Identify the key policy and organizational issues that
must be addressed in the first 12-18 months of the
NEEC.

2. Describe decisions taken related to NEEC priorities.

3. Describe the skills required in a NEEC general man-
ager/chief executive officer.

4. Describe the resource constraints faced by the corpora-
tion, and options for securing resources.

5. Define the basic decision-making process in a NEEC
business development process.

6. Define the priorities  for staff time over  the next 3
months.

This workshop will be supported by the documentation
generated by the process to date and by the Development
Corporation Basics workbook. The work required will be
considerable. At this point it is expected that implementa-
tion of board decisions will require the full attention of the
NTC staff person. This will continue to be the case until a
general manager is hired, if not beyond. Further details are
impossible at this time.

WORKSHOP 6 (December 1991, 4 days)

NEGOTIATING, STRUCTURING,
AND MANAGING JOINT VENTURES

Goal

To introduce participants by means of a structured,
experiential learning process to the tools and knowl-

edge necessary for negotiating and structuring a
joint venture agreement between Indian and outside
partners.

Objectives

By the end of the workshop, participants should be able to:

1. Define what a joint venture is and what it is not.

2. Describe and explain the key components of a share-
holders’ agreement.

3. Name the basic factors to take into account in the course
of a partner assessment.

4. Explain the basic principles and methods for negotiat-
ing and closing a joint venture agreement.

The Nisga’a are situated in an opportunity-rich environ-
ment. One major joint venture is now under negotiation, so
some of the objectives outlined for this workshop were al-
ready addressed in Workshop 3. However, given the impor-
tance of joint ventures as a strategy for addressing
management constraints and financing requirements, this
workshop will proceed in a manner that maximizes the par-
ticipation of the leadership of the NTC and communities.

FINANCING THE TRAINING

Putting together the financing for such a process is not
easy, as Matt Moore discovered. He used some of the funds
available through INAC as seed money. He then negoti-
ated with CEIC to make use of the Skill Shortages Program
as the major funding source.

The key features of the funding rationale are as follows:

1. The overriding objective of the training program is the
enhancement of the skills of existing EDOs within the
Nass area, and the training of additional EDOs, assis-
tants, and support staff.

2. The program would provide direct planning and capac-
ity-building benefits to the participating corporations.

3. The program was a  cost-effective and time-efficient
method for training EDOs, board members, and sup-
port staff.

Each development corporation was asked to identify
three people (excluding board members) who would take
the training. All trainees required grade 12 equivalency. All
together, the NTC put together an $82,000 budget which
covered costs as well as trainer/consultant fees.

Nisga’a Training & Planning in CED
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THE ACCREDITATION LINK

Early in the design of the training program, NTC officials
requested that accreditation be explored so that participants
could receive credits towards a post-secondary diploma.

Subsequently, discussions took place between Westcoast
and Nicola Valley Institute of Technology (NVIT), a post-
secondary institution offering a 2-year diploma in CED.
NVIT organizes its courses into 20 modules, some of which
Westcoast helped develop in the past few years.

A preliminary agreement has been reached which will
allow participants to challenge courses offered by NVIT,
specifically, “Community Analysis and Development
Planning,” “Venture Development (Level One),” and “De-
velopment Corporations.” The trainees will be required to
do assignments, some of which are structured into the
work required by Westcoast, and to write exams.

This is an important innovation which may see broader ap-
plication if the Nisga’a training model is replicated elsewhere.

IN CONCLUSION

Investment in training must be viewed as integral to
developing the capacity for effective economic develop-

ment. To ignore it is tantamount to supporting malpractice.
However, resources are scarce. Multiplying the benefits of
training investments by means of a direct linkage to the real
agendas of communities and regions is both cost-effective
and respectful of everyone’s scarce time, talent, and re-
sources.

As More points out, the program raises “real issues that
people can identify with right now” and introduces tools
which are put to work directly. In addition, participants
know that their homework is not hypothetical; it is in fact
the basis for recommendations to be submitted for the
consideration of elected representatives. The same process
also serves to break the ice between people, committees,
and constituencies  who formerly  were strangers. “The
value of these workshops,” says McKay, “is really im-
mense in terms of the benefits which participants bring
back to their communities.”

The Nisga’a approach is an innovative application of this
strategy and is worthy of close examination by those con-
cerned with the wise and effective use of limited training
resources.✎

Mike Lewis is managing director of Westcoast Development
Group and the editor of Making Waves.
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A P P E N D I X 2 Visioning Process

A Visioning Process

by Frank Green

There are many ways to assist communities and groups
to envision the future they want. The following is a

method Westcoast Development Group has used success-
fully in workshops and longer term strategic planning
efforts. This process assumes that visioning is understood
to be part of a larger, strategic planning process. Use of this
process outside such a context is inappropriate and ill-ad-
vised.

ASKING THE RIGHT QUESTION

Like many tasks, the success of the visioning process will
depend in part on how clearly and incisively you present
it to people. There is no single way to do it, because the
scope of the task will vary from constituency to constitu-
ency. If a vision for the whole community is sought, the
process will likely include all of the components outlined
in Chapter 2. In this case, the task could be worded in this
way:

“Create a vision of what you want our community
look and feel like twenty-five years from now. What
are the key features of our community’s political,
economic, social, and cultural life?”

By contrast, if a vision is sought for an organization like
Dana Naye Ventures (see page 22), you might pose this
question:

“Create a vision of what you want Dana Naye Ven-
tures to look like twenty years from now. How do
you envision its role(s), size, key functions, constitu-
ency(ies), etc. at that time?”

In either case, it is very important to encourage partici-
pants to address the question without reference to the
present or to reality “as it is.” Allow people to freely use
their imaginations and express what they think could or

should be. This creates a situation in which the common
values and broad priorities of participants can emerge. It
also begins to shape the community’s or organization’s
commitment to a long-term process of change.

SMALL GROUP WORK

Small groups  encourage full participation. If several
communities are represented at a workshop, group partici-
pants with other members of their home community or
with people from communities which are politically or
geographically aligned. Groups of 4 to 8 are okay.

If the process involves a large number of people from the
same community, use groups of a similar size. In this case,
one way to group people is by family.

Each group can work on all aspects of the vision, or on
one particular part (e.g. the political and organizational
portion).

Groups will need a minimum of twenty minutes and
sometimes as long as 1.5 hours to work out their vision. We
recommend that they record on newsprint its key features
in pictures, symbols, and words. Plenty of newsprint and
different coloured markers should be available.

GENERAL DISCUSSION

When the groups have finished, each one presents its
vision to the rest of the participants. After each presenta-
tion, allow questions for purposes of clarification, but avoid
getting into debates at this point.

When all the presentations are done, first ask the whole
group if there are any major differences between the vi-
sions they have just been told about. If there are, name the
differences and invite people to comment on the possible
implications of these differences. To encourage openness
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at this point, it is important to emphasize that there is no
such thing as right or wrong in visioning.

Second, ask participants to name and summarize the
features which all these visions have in common. Write
down their responses, and identify the values and princi-
ples these similarities reflect. Record this, too, on newsprint
and then post it all along with the groups’ vision work.

IDENTIFYING OBSTACLES AND CONSTRAINTS

Following the visioning process, move directly to iden-
tify, in a preliminary way, the things which impede the
progress of the community or organization towards its
vision. Explain that, to make the vision a reality, we have
to be completely frank about where we are starting from.
To fool ourselves about the starting place merely erodes
our chances of reaching the vision.

In the same groups, people can spend time listing key
constraints and obstacles on newsprint. It is very important
that groups categorize their lists as “internal” or “exter-
nal.” Obstacles internal to the community or organization
might include low education levels among members, sig-

nificant alcohol abuse, or incompetent management. Exter-
nal obstacles might include hostile power structures or
various kinds of dependency on outsiders. Lastly, have
each group identify the strengths or assets the community
or organization has to build on.

Each group then presents its material to the whole gath-
ering, explaining and elaborating upon their newsprint
notes as necessary. The floor should then be opened for a
general discussion.

FOLLOWING UP

The data that comes out of a visioning process and the
constraint definition is very important. True, it is general.
It does not reflect precise analysis. Nevertheless, it reflects
what people consider important and what people perceive
to be problems. We recommend that you turn the results
into a report, including the pictures. It will be of use to
planners and decision-makers throughout  the  strategic
planning process. It will also be an important reference
document at future community meetings.

A P P E N D I X 2
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A P P E N D I X 3 Mission Drafting Process

A Mission Drafting Process

A Mission Drafting Process

The following is an excerpt from Development Corpora-
tion Basics: A Workbook (Vancouver, B.C.: Westcoast,

1991), pp. 52-54. Although it directly addresses First Na-
tions who are planning to establish a development corpo-
ration, CED practitioners will find it readily applicable to
other constituencies and organizations.

1. The Band Government announces a special meeting
open to persons identified as interested and having
some experience in economic development. Try to in-
clude at least one key person from each main family
group in the community, for a total of 5 to 15, in addition
to the chief and key councillors.

The meeting should be held at a time that is convenient
for everyone. To ensure maximum attendance, check in
advance to see whether daytime or evenings, weekends
or weekdays are the best meeting times for those en-
couraged to attend.

Stress the importance of this gathering in your written
notice and in follow-up conversations with the invited.
Let them know that the intention is to set the direction
of the development corporation, and that their input to
this process would be valued. (Offer people a lift to the
meeting if you think that will encourage attendance.)

2. Select a meeting space that is accessible and comfort-
able. There should be enough wallspace to provide
plenty of room for everyone to post a sheet of news-
print. Make sure you have plenty of magic markers and
masking tape.

3. At the start of the meeting, the chair takes charge and
reviews the task ahead. The chair might say, for exam-
ple,  “We hope to  leave this meeting with a simple
statement that puts forth what we want to accomplish
through this development corporation. What we write
and discuss will be of direct importance to the draft to
be submitted to the First Nation government and to the
community at a later date.”

The chair then asks each person to consider what s/he
believes is the purpose of a development corporation in
this community. Ask people to think about the princi-
ples that strike them as crucial. Take some time for
questions. Then ask everyone to choose a section of the
newsprint posted along the walls and to write on it what
they have been thinking over.

Encourage them to disregard for the moment the usual
concerns of style and grammar. “Right now,” the chair
should explain, “we are searching for content. We want
your own words, nothing more. Write whatever comes
to mind. Don’t censor yourselves. Put as many thoughts
as you like on paper.”

Allow twenty minutes or more, if necessary, for the
group to complete this task. Then give everyone the
chance to read his or her own statements aloud, just as
they were written. Again, discourage any editing or
censoring.

4. The chair, using the blackboard or newsprint, now re-
cords the most frequently mentioned sentiments. Eve-
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ryone in the room helps the chair to arrive at these
conclusions.

Ask the group to pick out the common phrases and even
the uncommon phrases which speak to everyone pre-
sent. The chair’s role here is crucial and requires intelli-
gence, insight, and intuition. Each phrase is “tested” on
the audience. Does it convey concepts which the whole
group perceives to be central to the corporation’s pur-
pose?

Having listed the words, expressions, and sentences
that everyone finds important, the chair asks for a col-
lective effort to complete the following sentence: “The
mission of the development corporation is to
__________ .” Again, don’t fuss over grammar and style
at this point. Look for concepts.

5. Review the work that has been done and ask for discus-
sion of the statement thus far. Use the following ques-
tions to stimulate responses:

❏ Does the statement reflect the values and beliefs that
will sustain your efforts?

❏ Are the focus and basic functions of the development
corporation clear?

❏ Is it clear who is to be served by the DC?

❏ Is it apparent, in general terms, how the organization
intends to carry out its functions?

❏ Is the statement clear and concise?

❏ Is the statement realistic?

It is unlikely that all these questions will receive a posi-
tive response after just one meeting. That is okay. The
desired outcome of the meeting is to have a working set of
principles and a sense of unity upon which the work can
be continued and concluded. The final product should
reflect the major principles which, in the eyes of the major-
ity, represent the heart of the new organization.

A P P E N D I X 3
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A P P E N D I X 4 Nisga’a Economic Enterprises Corporation

Towards a Strategic Plan:
Nisga’a Economic Enterprises

Corporation (NEEC)

This appendix is provided to give the reader some further insight
into the process of decision-making undertaken by the Nisga’a.
It is an interim document, a summary of key decisions that had
been taken in the first six months on workshops and planning.
The policy recommendations originate from extensive discussion
and should be useful to Tribal Councils working through similar
policy  questions. There is also a summary of some regional
economic analysis.

What follows are notes and documentation of deci-
sions which together represent the basis upon which

a strategic plan for NEEC will be finalized. The notes are
designed for easy revision and update.

MISSION

Below is set out the recommended mission statement for
NEEC. It must be approved by the General Council. It has
been subject to considerable work by people attending the
workshops, including some members of the current board
of NEEC.

The mission of Nisga’a Economic Enterprises
(NEEC) is to identify, organize, negotiate and invest
in profitable business ventures and strategic projects
as a means of generating wealth and building an
strong  economic  base for the Nisga’a Nation. In
order of priority, NEEC investment activity will seek
to generate profits, access opportunities to develop
Nisga’a managers, and create training and job op-
portunities. Geographically, the first priority will be
investments within the Nisga’a homeland. Invest-
ments outside the Nisga’a homeland are possible
but are a second priority.

NEEC will also organize and ensure the effective
implementation of skills training and techni-
cal/management training to maximize the benefits
to Nisga’a people of NEEC ventures and the carry-
ing out of an overall Nisga’a economic strategy.

POLICY ISSUES & RECOMMENDATIONS
RELATED TO MISSION & MANDATE

Four key questions were posed in order to have work-
shop participants formulate recommendations regarding
other elements of policy relevant to getting NEEC up and
running. They are outlined below. Following are a series of
policy recommendations. The idea is that the General
Council will consider these recommendations as part of the
formal mandating decisions of the NEEC by the Nisga’a
communities.

1. Is Nisga’a focus of investment to be exclusively within
the Nisga’a homeland? Or is it merely a priority for
investment? The answers to this question led to a revi-
sion of the mission which is presented above.

2. Should there be a restriction on NEEC investments in
order to assure community interests that NEEC is not
going to become their competitor?

3. Should the Mandate include a policy on access to jobs
and training? Yes or No? If Yes, what should it be?

4. Should the Mandate include a statement related to en-
vironmental, cultural and/or social values and their
role in the decision-making process?
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POLICY RECOMMENDATION 1

Protocol with Respect to Relations between
NEEC Investments and Community Investments

1. Within the Nisga’a homeland, NEEC is mandated by its
shareholders to identify, organize, negotiate, and invest
in any single contract or investment in excess of
$500,000/year subject to the following conditions:

1.1. NEEC will not compete with Band businesses
focused on meeting the demand of local mem-
bers for goods and services;

1.2. If NEEC does not wish to pursue any contract or
investment in excess of $500,000/year. The com-
munity in whose traditional area the develop-
ment occurs has  the  first right to pursue the
opportunity.

1.2.1. The first right to any contract under
$500,000/year will go to the community in
whose traditional territory the development oc-
curs.

1.2.2. The limit of $500,000 will be reviewed annually
by the shareholders and community corpora-
tions. The factors which will guide the review
and revision process will be:

1.2.2.1 The impact of inflation.

1.2.2.2 The plans of the community corporations (or
Band Governments) within which the follow-
ing information is contained:

❏ identification of priority projects.

❏ results (if available) of feasibility analy-
ses and business plans.

❏ assessment of the availability of the nec-
essary financial, technical, and manage-
ment resources necessary to implement
priority projects.

1.2.2.3 The business plans of NEEC and related com-
panies

POLICY RECOMMENDATION 2

Hiring Policy

1. Jobs with NEEC companies will be secured on the basis
of qualifications and maintained on the basis of per-
formance.

2. Priority for access to job entry positions and related
training with NEEC companies will be established on
the following basis:

2.1. Nisga’a living in the community in whose terri-
tory the development or business occurs;

2.2. Other Nisga’a citizens from other communities;

2.3. Other Indian people living in Nisga’a communi-
ties;

2.4. Other Indian people;

2.5. Other residents of the Yukon and northeast B.C.

3. As Nisga’a become qualified for jobs, non-Nisga’a will
be moved out of the positions in question.

POLICY RECOMMENDATION 3

Social and Environmental Factors

1. If a venture is deemed to be contrary to the environ-
mental, social or cultural interests of the community in
whose territory the investment is to take place, NEEC
will not invest. However, the community in question
cannot withhold consent unreasonably, that is,
bonafide reasons must be presented.

2. NEEC will manage its investments to minimize poten-
tial environmental and social impacts.

RECOMMENDATIONS RELATED
TO THE STRUCTURE OF NEEC

The three recommendations outlined above are to be
seen as part of the mandate. The workshops have several
other policy recommendations that have to do with the
structuring of NEEC. They are set out below.

1. The owners are to act in their decisions on behalf of the
Nisga’a Nation, not as representatives of their respec-
tive communities.

2. The selection process for the board is to consist of 3
nominations from each of the owners. The nominations
will be evaluated on the basis of criteria yet to be deter-
mined, (but which will include such things as knowl-
edge, business experience, capacity to make NEEC a
priority, etc). The final selections will be made by the
General Executive Council.

3. There is an immediate staffing need. It is recommended
that the economic development advisory position, cur-
rently housed in the NTC, be transferred to the NEEC
(value of approximately $60,000/annum). It is further
recommended that Matt Moore fill the staff role and
that the role be defined for an interim period as soon as
possible.
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OTHER ISSUES

In addition, the workshops have identified other policy
issues requiring further thought.

1. Ownership: Currently NEEC is to be owned equally by
each of the 4 Nisga’a communities (Gitlakdamiz, Git-
winksihlkw, Lakalzap, and Gingolx). However, the
NTC has been providing most of the services and dol-
lars to date. There is an issue as to whether the NTC
should also have a equal share of the ownership. In
other words, each community would have 20% and the
NTC would have 20%.

2. Financing: If the NEEC is to be successful in building a
Nisga’a economic base it will require a budget of ap-
proximately $230,000/year for between 5 and 10 years.
The core functions must be supported for this length of
time or profits will be inappropriately used for support-
ing core functions rather than re-investment. It is not
possible to build an economic base without reinvest-
ment at both the venture level and the NEEC level.

Ownership is a way of sharing acceptance of obligations
and risk as well as access to benefits. Financing is obliga-
tion that will fall to the Bands and the Tribal Council. All
economic development money from INAC NTC flows
through to the Bands in the NTC area. Each Band must
review its budgets and consider a long-term commitment
of funds. The NTC receives funds to fund an advisory
position as well as other general administrative funds.
Decisions will have to be made regarding the level of
support that will be forthcoming for NEEC. An example
of apossiblerevenuebudget isputhere just fordiscussion.
This is not a recommended budget:

NTC Ec Devt Advisory Position transfer $60,000
25% of each Bands Flow Through ($320,000) 80,000
Other NTC Administration Funds 90,000

3. Job Descriptions: Job descriptions for board members
and Matt Moore (should his position be transferred)
need to be developed as soon as practical.

4. Legal: The legal structure may need review with respect
to whether it maintains a for-profit status or is changed
to a non-profit.

5. Traditional Land Use: There is currently no policy or
procedures to address the issue of traditional land use
rights (e.g. trapping) as it relates to potential impacts
from economic development activity.

KEY POINTS RELATED TO STRATEGIC CONTEXT

The workshops have begun to define some key factors
within the NTC’s “development context” that must be

contended with in the NEEC strategic plan. They are sum-
marized below.

Bands

The Bands appear to be at the edge of their current
capacity to absorb new project activity. EDO staffing has
suffered recent turnovers. Access to Band Councils for
decisions has been limited because of other priorities and
overextended leadership.

Money

Capital from  the public sector is currently scarce. In
particular, the Aboriginal Business Development Program
has only $6 million for the balance of this fiscal year. There
is pressure on  it and other agencies to reallocate their
budgets to other parts of government. There is also within
INAC a tendency developing to stray from a CED capac-
ity-building approach and instead to emphasize  large-
scale projects. Thus there is pressure to allocate funds to
the Resource Access program.

Private Sector

Financing of projects is going to have to rely more on the
private sector. This has implications for project targeting.
That is, ventures that have potential for attracting private
sector partners would appear to be dictated. It also means
that banks and other sources such as insurance companies
and pension funds may have to be approached. It may also
be necessary to go out of province to groups such as Peace
Hills Trust and the Inuvialiut Development Corporation
which lend money for profitable ventures.

This means that venture work-ups and planning will
have to be of a scope that can meet standard commercial
criteria. Also, NEEC has not established any banking rela-
tionships. This is an area which will have to be addressed.

TRICORP

TRICORP will need to be targeted for a more strategic
approach to financing. This is relevant in three areas.

❏ They will likely be a key actor in front end financing.
Bridge financing, subordinated debt, and, where neces-
sary, working out arrangements where debt can be used
as equity.

❏ They should also be encouraged to set up a micro-en-
terprise financing program under the Calmeadow pro-
gram.

❏ In addition, TRICORP currently has no systematic ap-
proach to pre-venture training and technical assistance
provision. Given the mission recommended for NEEC,

Nisga’a Economic Enterprises Corporation
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TRICORP must be helped to increase its capacity to
service entrepreneurs in the Nisga’a area.

Forestry

NTC has some dialogue with the major license holders
in the Nisga’a territory. However, the current perception
of the main players is that of an old boys network who do
not really take Nisga’a ownership and development aspi-
rations seriously.

There are large numbers of sub-contractors operating in
the industry.

Mining

Although there is growing exploration activity in Nisga’a
territory and some active mines, the Nisga’a have no eco-
nomic development strategy in relation to this sector.

Tourism

There is increasing tourist traffic including sportsmen
and rubber tire traffic. However, there is no strategy nor
infrastructure in this sector.

Relations with the Province

The NTC has reasonable communication with Parks,
Forestry, and Mines.

Land Claims

The land claims negotiations require considerable time
and resources. Leadership is under constant pressure and
is overextended. This reality must be taken into account in
the operating style of NEEC, in particular, its reporting and
communications strategy.

A P P E N D I X 4
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A P P E N D I X 5 Mechako Narrows Case Study

Mechako Narrows Case Study

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF MECHAKO NARROWS

Mechako Narrows is in northwest Ontario, about 35
miles by road from Lewiston, a small city of 18,000.

The community is strategically located at a transportation
junction bounded on the west by a beautiful region of lakes
and rivers, and on the northeast by a region of active
mining exploration and forestry.

The population of the region by age is as follows:

Under 15 5,564
15-34 7,834
35-54 4,986
Over 55 2,906

41% of people over 15 years of age have less than a high
school certificate. 23% have a trade certificate or diploma.
8% have some university education.

The reserve is about 2,500 acres in size and situated just
west of the junction, where the  Mechako River  enters
Mechako Lake, the beginning of a route of waterways
extending some 150 miles in a loop.

The reserve lands include about 1300 acres of marketable
timber according to a recent timber cruise. They also con-
tain a relatively large but undeveloped aggregate/gravel
deposit.

REGIONAL ECONOMIC ACTIVITY

Exploration activity in the mining sector (mainly for
lead/zinc and gold) is picking up after a slump. One new
mine, a $100 million lead/zinc operation, is slated to
open in approximately 18 months. Current mining pro-
duction in the entire region is around $125 million annu-
ally. It provides some $30 million in wages for almost 1000
people.

Forestry in the area is focused on supplying the Lewiston
sawmill  and  pulp and  paper mill.  Forest management
practices have been a matter of controversy and a new joint
federal/provincial program has recently been announced
to improve forest management, especially planting and
spacing. Competition for timber is high. Forest industry
businesses produce shipments worth $300 million annu-
ally and provide wages of some $60 million for over 2000
employees.

The tourism sector is based on outdoor recreation, espe-
cially sports fishing, for which the area is renowned. The
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natural beauty of the region is also leading to a diversifica-
tion of tourism products. Tourism expenditures are cur-
rently estimated at over $20 million annually.

Lewiston is a centre for a number of government offices
that service the region. CEIC, Indian Affairs, and a range
of provincial programs operate out of this city. There is also
a community college.

The regional labour force (aged 15-65 years) is estimated
at 13,820, of whom 7,550 are employed. Unemployment for
the region is estimated at 16% of the active labour force.
Employment earnings amount to some $230 million annu-
ally. Employment by sector is as follows:

SECTOR OF ECONOMY JOBS %

Logging and Forestry 650 9%
Lumber and Pulp Mills 1050 14%
Mining and related activities 950 13%
Construction/Transport 850 11%
Wholesale/Retail 1200 16%
Government/Social Service 1100 14%
Accommodation/Services 900 12%
Other 850 11%
TOTAL 7550 100%

SOCIAL FACTORS

Population

The on-reserve population is 1100. 560 Band members
live off reserve. Of these, more than 200 reside in Lewiston.
The increase in population between 1985 and 1990 was
very high due to Bill C-31. The main increase has been due
to the off-reserve population. The number of members
wanting to move into Mechako Narrows has placed in-
creasing pressure on the Band government.

The population is relatively young. 41% are under 20.
Fully 69% of the population is under 34 years of age.

The working age population (15-65) on reserve is 726.

Welfare and Employment

An average of 120 adults on reserve receive welfare. This
represents 615 people when dependents are included, or
56% of the on-reserve population.

Employment is dominated by the Band Government.
The devolution of services and programs has resulted in 76
people being employed full time, and 60 others part time
or seasonally. Included in these jobs is the Band construc-
tion sector, which employs up 22 members seasonally.

Other employment opportunities range across several
sectors: forestry, tourism, transportation, retail, and per-
sonal services. This makes up an additional 45 full time jobs
and 95 part time or seasonal jobs.

116 people (16% of the working age population) are
employed full time. 155 (21% of the working age popula-
tion) work part time or seasonally.

Education

The education level of the working age population living
on-reserve is relatively low. 269 persons have less than a
grade 9 education. However, the trend is shifting, in part
because of the high priority given education by the Council
over the last 15 years. In 1990, 309 members were registered
at one level or another in school.

Kindergarten 24
Elementary & Junior High 163
High School 80
College/Technical 20
University 22

Social Problems

Like many communities, Mechako Narrows is struggling
with the consequences of alcohol and drug abuse. In the
late ‘70s the problems were severe. There were a number
of deaths due to gasoline sniffing among young people,
and other alcohol-related deaths across all age groups.
Efforts in the education and social service  fields  have
helped, but in the last 3 years a number young people,
particularly among those that have dropped out of school,
have been sniffing solvent. There has also been an increase
in  the number  of  alcohol-related  deaths among young
people. Lastly, there have been five suicides in the last two
years. Again, most of the victims were 15-25 years of age.
The community is worried.

Among those  on welfare, and many  others  who are
seasonally unemployed, there is a professed desire for
full-time employment. However, many do not have the
self-confidence, training, or  employment experience to
qualify for many of the new jobs projected for the coming
years.

Housing

There are 149 houses on reserve. Crowding is a real
problem for many. Over the last five years the Band gov-
ernment has become involved in CMHC social housing. 35
houses have been built  under this program. However,
there is still a long waiting list for housing and much of the
older housing stock is definitely in need of upgrading or
renovation.

Capital plans for the next five years project that at least
the same number of houses will be built, although the
Council would like to raise the target to 50+ units. 35
houses would have a projected cost of $2.75 million.
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In the last five years the Mechako Narrows Housing
Department has increased the labour input of the member-
ship in housing construction. Creative approaches to con-
tracting have created carpentry apprenticeships. There are
now two Mechako Narrows members who are journeymen
and three more enrolled as apprentices. In the past, sub-
trades have been mainly contracted to outsiders.

Physical Infrastructure

Costs of servicing housing units with electricity, water,
etc. are creating pressure on the Mechako Narrows Hous-
ing Department to move from a rural acreage type of
development to a subdivision style. A subdivision is being
planned to accommodate new housing over the next five
years. Water and sewer are to be part of the servicing plan.
This subdivision will be in the proximity of the “old town”
residential cluster and commercial zone.

In addition, water and sewer will be extended to the “old
town.” There is room for growth in this neighbourhood.
The  Council  believes  it can  be further developed  as a
commercial hub for the Mechako Narrows population.

In conjunction with these improvements to infrastruc-
ture, plans for a primary sewage treatment plant are being
drafted.

Lastly, the Council has is in the latter stages of packaging
the financing for a new office complex to house Mechako
Narrows government operations.

The total costs of these developments over the next five
years is estimated at $5 million.

POLITICAL AND ORGANIZATIONAL FACTORS

First Nation Government

Mechako Narrows has been relatively stable politically
over the last fifteen years. However, the leadership has
been very narrowly based and appears to be entering a
period of instability. A chief who exercised strong leader-
ship in most major areas of Mechako Narrows develop-
ment in the past fifteen years (having won the last eight
elections), was killed in a car accident six months ago.

Council members have concerns about political stability,
given the absence of any obvious replacement. The 2-year
electoral system is seen as feeding the potential for political
instability. While the majority of councillors seem to agree
about moving out of a 2-year system, there are different
views about the direction change should take: an elected
system with longer, staggered terms? or a more traditional
form of government based on the clan system? The latter
view is favoured by a small, but very active group.

Despite these differences, it is generally agreed that
whatever system is adopted, it should be governed by a
constitution supported by the membership as a whole.

Generally, political participation on the part of the com-
munity has been weak for some time. Some councillors see
the building of a constitution as a way to increase partici-
pation.

❏ Band assemblies are rare. Primarily, they have been
called when the chief wanted to consult people about
politically-sensitive issues.

❏ Community participation in committees has been
weak. This is in part due to the leadership style of the
previous chief, who dominated virtually all decision-
making.

Mechako Narrows has a staff that has proven itself very
adept at taking over and running a wide variety of pro-
grams. In addition to controlling nearly all the INAC pro-
gram dollars, it has recently assumed responsibility for
child welfare. When the late chief died, they were in the
midst of negotiations  to take  over control of National
Health and Welfare programs.

The Band is seen by external agencies as progressive and
capable. Accountability for program administration is con-
sistent.

Despite this record however, a debate is growing among
the staff and some councillors. Some are questioning
whether Band control of program dollars  has brought
about any real change. In particular, people are debating
whether the Band administration is contributing to greater
self-reliance, or is merely becoming a new facilitator of old
dependencies. A small but articulate group of staff and
councillors is suggesting that the Band government is
driven by program dollars, rather than by a development
strategy. Their view is that a change in perspective and
approach is needed if Mechako Narrows is to seriously
prepare for self-government.

Land Claim Issue is Hot

One political issue with a long history is a major land
claim Mechako Narrows has been pressing with the federal
government. In the last three years, the claim has emerged
as a focal point for political action and intensive lobbying.
A resolution is not yet in sight, but the new provincial
government has indicated a willingness to talk. Provincial
co-operation is needed because of Toronto’s legislative
authority over resources, lands, and licenses of interest to
Mechako Narrows, particularly those associated with for-
ests and recreation or tourism. This issue has been a source
of increasing uncertainty among some of the outside com-
panies interested in the same resource base.

Mechako Narrows Case Study
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Affiliations with other Aboriginal Organizations

Mechako Narrows is a member of a the 14 Nation
Wabasca Tribal Council. WTC provides advisory services
related to finance, local government, capital and housing,
social development, and economic development. It also is
a collective voice for dealing with concerns and political
issues the First Nations hold in common. The federal con-
stitution, self-government, and matters relating to land
claims and traditional rights have been the top priority
issues. From the perspective of Mechako Narrows, WTC’s
performance has been uneven. In particular, there is a view
that the advisory staff are too office-bound and unrespon-
sive to community priorities.

They are also part of the Wabasca Finance Corporation,
which was capitalized at a level of $3 million by the Abo-
riginal Business Development Program as an Aboriginal
Capital Corporation. WFC provides debt financing to en-
trepreneurs and community-owned businesses. Perform-
ance to date has been reasonable, but there is a weakness
apparent in its business counselling and aftercare services.

ECONOMIC FACTORS

Opportunities

Mechako Narrows is situated in a region which is quite
rich in economic opportunities.

The forestry sector is relatively stable. The supply of
wood and the processing sector are well-linked, as evi-
denced by the mills in Lewiston. However, the Band has
benefited little from this sector, apart from some harvesting
jobs and a couple of members who commute daily to work
in the sawmill.

The Band has been very public with some of its criticisms
of forest management practices in the region. The newly
signed federal-provincial Forest Management Agreement
may create opportunities for tree-planting and -spacing
contractors.

It has also been very public about its interest in securing
forest tenure as part of the resolution of its land claim. This
is a matter of some concern to established operators. How-
ever, there have been some recent indications that some
companies may be interested in dancing with Mechako
Narrows rather than fighting them. Joint venture ideas are
beginning to come before the Council for discussion. One
company has suggested that it would be willing to provide
management  and technical expertise to a joint venture
contract logging operation. The idea would be to log Band
timber and other licenses the Band can acquire. The same
company is also apparently willing to provide Band mem-
bers with some apprenticeship training positions in its
logging and sawmill operations.

The tourism sector is growing. Present participation by
the Band is limited to seasonal jobs and a couple of mem-
bers who operate rustic fish camps catering to sports fish-
ermen. The location of Mechako Narrows at the gateway
to the 150 mile Mechako Loop has significant potential in
light of current trends in wilderness and adventure tour-
ism. Also, considering the proximity to Lewiston, there
may be a regional market for a rural-recreational confer-
ence centre catering to small gatherings (20-80 people).

The mining potential of the northeast holds great prom-
ise. It is a heavily mineralized region which most industry
analysts suggest will become increasingly important as a
supplier of industrial and precious metals.

For  environmental  and  land claim  reasons, Mechako
Narrows has been very active politically in opposing min-
ing activity in the past. Blockades have even been set up
around exploration activity on traditional lands. Sub-
sequent to the blockades, preliminary discussions were
arranged between the Band and the company planning the
lead/zinc project, a $100 million dollar mine projected to
have a life of 25-30 years.

The Band  has  stated  that it  wants  its environmental
concerns satisfied. If the project goes ahead, the Band is also
interested in jobs and possible contracting opportunities.
The company is proving to be open to these demands and
is interested in sitting down to discuss an agreement.

It is projected that the mine will create 85 direct jobs.
There are also $60 million in contract opportunities related
to construction and operation of the mine. The company
has said it would be willing to provide training for Band
members interested in mining work. It has encouraged the
Band and other local businesses to bid on contracted serv-
ices for freight and ore transport, mill construction subcon-
tracts, catering and service contracts, and the supply of
mine timbers.

Organizational Capacity for Economic Development

Economic development efforts over the last fifteen years
have been sporadic. The only Band-owned business is a
grocery store. It is reasonably successful, employing six
people and making a small annual profit. The Band did get
involved six years ago in a small sawmilling operation that
employed nine individuals. Due to problems with man-
agement, wood supply, and working capital, it went out of
business. It left behind some angry creditors and Band
members who questioned whether the Band should be in
business at all.

The economic development department consists of an
economic development officer (EDO) and, recently, his
trainee/assistant. It has devoted most of its effort over the
last four years to helping Band members establish busi-
nesses. Twelve small businesses have been launched over
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the last five years. Eight are still in operation. They include
two taxi companies, an arcade and pool room, two equip-
ment contractors (backhoe and grader), a café, a drywall
business, and a fish camp operator. These businesses em-
ploy a total of fourteen people.

Within the last 18 months, the EDO secured resources to
get an overview of regional opportunities completed, as
well as a general assessment of how the Band might pre-
pare itself to take advantage of them.

In conjunction with an outside consultant, the opportu-
nities were identified. The study also suggested that the
Band needed a more systematic strategy if it wanted to take
advantage of greater opportunities in the mining, tourism,
and forestry sectors. Joint ventures were suggested as a
possible strategy to address lack of capital and manage-
ment experience. The study also pointed out the need for
a distinct, Band-owned organization, empowered to plan
and structure ventures in these sectors.

In the last six months a development corporation has
been incorporated. Its board of directors includes some
members of the Band Council and some members at large.
However, little has happened to date. There has been no
organizational planning or policy work done other than
what the board refers to as ”a preliminary statement of
goals.”

Preliminary Statement of Goals:
Mechako Developments Inc.

1. To build greater self-reliance within the Mechako Nar-
rows First Nation.

2. To assist individuals who have the desire and initiative
to create new businesses that will create local jobs.

3. To train people for jobs related to the local and regional
economy.

4. To invest in ventures that will create jobs and training
opportunities for Mechako Narrows members.

5. To plan and co-ordinate the utilization of resources that
come from a settlement of the Mechako Narrows land
claim.

As well, some work has been done to organize meetings
with  the company planning  the lead/zinc mine and a

couple of forestry companies which have displayed an
interest in joint ventures. There is considerable pressure to
figure out how to proceed in the lead/zinc project, and to
a lesser extent, to organize for forestry contracting oppor-
tunities expected in the wake of the Forest Management
Agreement. As well, some people are urging that the Band
take advantage of the forest companies’ desire to deal.
Could the Band not take this opportunity to become a
player in the harvesting side of that sector?

The EDO is qualified to manage and co-ordinate substan-
tial business development. Nevertheless, negotiating deals
such as those implied by the mining and forestry projects
surpasses his experience. Another constraint is time. He is
working on a mini-mall concept, organizing and adminis-
tering a training program for truck drivers, and assisting
three entrepreneurs who need to finance their small busi-
ness ideas.

CULTURAL AND SPIRITUAL FACTORS

Less than 15% of the community members under fifteen
years of age speak the traditional language at home.

Participation in the cultural traditions of singing, danc-
ing, and feasting are showing some early signs of revival.
Several people have participated in an alcohol treatment
program that re-builds native identity and pride. These
individuals have returned to the community and sought
out elders and others who can teach them about commu-
nity traditions. A dance group was formed last year for the
first time in 25 years. Some of the leading members of this
group are among those advocating a return to a more
traditional form of self-government.

The community has been split by adherence to different
denominations. There are seven different Christian group-
ings within the community. Two traditional Catholic and
United Church congregations have declined. Some funda-
mentalist groups now have more members.

Traditional economic activities persist,  although they
have declined considerably over the last twenty years.
Fishing and hunting are still practiced by several families
on the reserve and country food is enjoyed by most mem-
bers of the community. There are only four trappers, all of
them over 45.

Mechako Narrows Case Study
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September 15, 1986

The Board of Directors
Eastside Community Investments, Inc.

Eastside Community lnvestments (ECI) has enjoyed
strong leadership and has become financially sound dur-
ing the first nine years of the corporation’s existence. The
strong leadership was successfully proposed and received
various grants which have resulted in a number of accom-
plishments, such as housing rehabilitation, the conversion
of Whittier school to apartments, development of land and
building in the Rural/I-70 Industrial Park, and creation of
Circle Ventures, Inc., a small business investment corpora-
tion. Through well-planned financial management, these
accomplishments have, at the same time, resulted in a
financially strong community development corporation.

Many of the projects have been completed with all or
substantially all of the funding through various federal,
state,  and  city grants.  As we  look  to the future, these
sources of funding for projects will be reduced. As a result
of this reduction, new sources of funding will need to be
developed if ECI is to continue its outstanding and varied
accomplishments.

While the sources of future project funding will be differ-
ent and may seem not as secure as in the past, we are
presented the opportunity to be more creative in both
developing projects and overall focus of ECI. At the same
time we must be more creative in obtaining funding.

The long-range plan for ECI has been developed with the
past in mind, with its strong leadership, financial sound-
ness, and varied accomplishments, and the future in front
of us, with its changes in funding and freedom of project
development. This plan has not been developed in a vac-
uum. This plan has been prepared based on input from the
Board of Directors and staff of ECI. The plan should be
dynamic and changing, just as the environment in which
ECI operates is dynamic and changing. Accordingly, this
plan should be used as a guide and not as rules carved in
stone. And, this plan should be reviewed and modified
periodically. At the same time, this plan does represent the
direction which we believe ECI should proceed into the
future and provides guidance to both the Board and staff
to evaluate potential projects and will provide a measure-
ment of our success.

With thanks to the members of the board of Directors and
staff who have all helped in the development of this plan.

Stephen R. Head, Chairperson
Long Range Planning Committee

FIVE YEAR PLAN SUMMARY

Goal 1: To improve the quality of housing
Objectives

❏ Develop 150 units of quality housing.

❏ Assist 500 families through self help initiatives.

❏ Generate 150 opportunities for home ownership in
quality housing.

Goal 2: To create and retain jobs which can be secured by
community residents
Objectives

❏ Redevelop 25 blighted and underutilized acres into the
Rural/I-70 Industrial Park.

❏ Formalize job access network between 100 area busi-
nesses and 15 community institutions.

❏ Support and help create ties between community, edu-
cational institutions and the employment needs of 200
area businesses.

❏ Study creation of a daycare facility.

Goal 3: To encourage the development of new business
and the retention of existing businesses
Objectives

❏ Create 75,000 sq. ft. of quality industrial space.

❏ Generate investments by Circle Ventures in near east-
side businesses.

❏ Create a technical assistance bank for existing busi-
nesses, start-up, and emerging businesses.

Goal 4: To encourage commercial revitalization &
diversity of retail opportunities for shopping
Objectives

❏ Assist in the physical improvement of twenty-five com-
mercial properties.

❏ Encourage establishment of five new businesses along
commercial corridors.

❏ Evaluate commercial/industrial brokerage for HCJ
Corporation.

Goal 5: To create a diverse base of financial support for
Eastside Community Investments
Objectives

❏ Annually evaluate revenue sources and budget.

❏ Endeavor to limit any single source from comprising
more than 30% of administrative revenues.

❏ Raise 50% of administrative revenue from the commu-
nity within five years.
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Goal 6: Enhance the ability of the board to govern and the
staff to manage the affair of the corporation
Objectives

❏ Enact annual board development and training.

❏ Identify and support strategic development areas for
staff development.

Goal 7: To assure the capital needs of the community are met
Objectives

❏ Study the feasibility of capitalizing and operating a
financial institution.

❏ Work with Indianapolis lending community on agree-
ments for lending.

MISSION STATEMENT

Eastside Community Investments, Inc., founded in 1976,
is a community-based development corporation serving
the near eastside of Indianapolis. ECI’s Purpose is to create
jobs, improve the quality of housing, upgrade commercial
areas, and to generate lasting improvements for the com-
munity.

It is the mission of ECI to help enable residents to revi-
talize their neighborhood, encourage residents to partici-
pate in self-help ventures, serve as a catalyst to direct
capital to development of the community, and to create
partnerships with public and private institutions which
will make possible a higher quality of life for community
residents.

THE NEIGHBORHOOD TODAY

Eastside Community Investments, Inc. (ECI) was
founded in 1976 by the Near Eastside Community Organi-
zation to improve economic development, combat deterio-
ration, and to promote the interests of the community in
the near eastside of Indianapolis, Indiana.

The community, the Highland-Brookside neighborhood,
is a viable residential community or about 28,400 people.
The population is housed in approximately 11,000 housing
units, which comprise by far the greatest proportion of
land use in the community. The principal housing types
are single-family and double-detached frame structures.
The  size of the housing  units varies, however, from a
modest 2-3  bedroom unit to several 4 and 6 bedroom
estate-type structures located in Woodruff Place.

The first recorded plot in the neighborhood was dated
June 1863 and was located in the southwestern corner on
Highland-Brookside. By the early l9OOs, approximately
75% of the land West of Rural and 20% of the area east of
Rural was developed. By 1930, approximately 90% of

Highland-Brookside was fully developed and occupied.
Approximately 71% of the housing stock in the neighbor-
hood was built prior to 1939, indicating a very high per-
centage of housing in need of continuous maintenance and
improvement.

Of the over 11,000 housing units, 47% are owner occupied
and nearly 530 are renter occupied. There is a relatively high
degree of stability in the community since more than 500 of
the familieshadlivedintheneareastsidelonger than10years.
However,manyfamilies,particularly thosewho areyounger,
tend to move with relative frequency within the neighbor-
hood. They also tend to be renters. Stability is prevalent
among residents 45 years and older—92% of them have lived
in the community ten years or longer.

In 1980, the population of Highland-Brookside was
28,438, which continued a downward trend that acceler-
ated from l960 to the present. Highland-Brookside has
followed the general trend in the center city during the past
40 years. The population has decreased from a high in 1950
of 41,856 to the current level.

The household median income is roughly $13,740, or only
two-thirds of the County’s median income. Moreover, 75% of
near eastside families earn less than the County’s median
income level. Forty-one percent of the poverty population
were children under 18 years of age and 46% of those families
were female-headed households. Forty-five percent of the
16-19 year olds were not high school graduates, nor in school,
presumably dropouts.

The following summarizes critical issues facing the com-
munity:

❏ The unemployment rate in the near eastside has been
consistently higher than the City of Indianapolis and
State and national rates.

❏ The community’s population mix is gradually chang-
ing. Nearly 10% of the population is black with a con-
tinuing influx of lower-income black families who are
predominantly renters. Blacks have a higher unemploy-
ment rate than whites in the community.

❏ Only 43% of the community’s residents are high school
graduates, indicating the potential for an underskilled
labor force.

❏ Approximately one-fourth of the community are below
the poverty line with over 40% of the poverty children
under 18 years of age. Of the 1,446 families below the
poverty level, 46% had a female householder with no
husband present. The poverty rate for white persons
was 22.7% and for black persons, was 43.7%.

❏ The age of the housing stock, lack of significant appre-
ciation in housing value, relatively low rents, and other
factors indicate that personal reinvestment in the hous-
ing stock is limited.
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ECI TODAY

Eastside Community Investments, Inc. has tried to fight
the  persistence of  this economic distress, believing the
creating jobs available to near eastside residents is at the
heart of improving the quality of live for the entire com-
munity. ECI has emphasized the partnership approach in
restoring the community, as well as a reliance upon local
institutions, neighborhood businesses, and residents.
These underlying operating themes of self-help and re-
source development have resulted in ECI’s economic de-
velopment strategy of promoting business development
and housing rehabilitation.

ECI’s housing strategy emphasizes rehabilitation and self-
help efforts. ECI uses its capital to purchase homes for reha-
bilitation and then resale, using profits to purchase more
homes. More than 135 homes have been purchased, rehabili-
tated and sold since the inception or the program in 1978.

ECI’s self-help program includes a series of workshops
designed to teach community residents about basic home
repairs. Complementing the educational effort are the Paint-
Up/Fix-up Program and the Weatherization Program. Virtu-
ally one out of every 20 homes in ECI’s special Impact Area
has been painted under the former program. The Weatheri-
zation Program has helped to repair 150 homes with insula-
tion, weather-stripping, caulking, and attic vents.

One ECI housing project converted the Whittier School
into a twenty-four unit low-income housing facility, the
Whittier Place Apartments. The school, which had been
abandoned and boarded up since 1979, was of historic
importance in the community, as its three buildings were
listed with the National Register Historic Places. Through
a wide range of resources, including national, state, and local
public programs, and a variety of private investment and
assistance, the Whittier School project became a reality.

The other side of the core of ECI’s economic development
strategy focuses on business development. This is accom-
plished through the construction of an industrial park, the
utilization of a business development center, and a small
business investment corporation (SBIC), Circle Ventures,
Inc., capitalized at $1 million. This ECI’s focus is to make
equity investments with businesses that provide new job
opportunities for the near eastside residents. ECI owns 90%
of the stock of Circle Ventures.

In partnership with the City of Indianapolis ECI created
Rural/I-70 Industrial Park, which includes a business de-
velopment center. The principal behind the center is to
offer shared services, facilities, and technical assistance in
order to boost a business through its early years of devel-
opment. Since the industrial park opened, 325 permanent
jobs have been created by businesses which have started
there and 100 jobs have been retained.

GOALS AND OBJECTIVES

GOAL 1:TO IMPROVE THE QUALITY OF HOUSING

Where is the Neighborhood Today?

The neighborhood is dominated by single family houses,
doubles, and duplexes. Despite small unit configurations,
nearly 53% of all units are renter occupied. Many of these
houses are owned by investors who do not live in this area.
The poor condition of the housing also ties into other
factors of the community, one being that 34% of all house-
holds in the community have incomes of less than $7,500 a
year. Given the size or the houses, coupled with low in-
comes, the result is a high degree of mobility.

There is a need to (i) increase owner occupancy to assist
in the stabilization or the neighborhood; (ii) improve the
overall quality of housing; (iii) make quality housing which
is affordable available to community residents; and (iv)
increase the energy efficiency of all the units in the neigh-
borhood.

Objective 1

To plan and develop the construction or rehabilitation 0f
150 housing units to serve low-income families and the
elderly.

Where is ECI today?

ECI has completed the conversion of a school building
into a 24-unit apartment building which serves low and
moderate income families. ECI has contracted for architec-
tural plans and drawings toward development of a 15-unit
apartment building to be known as parish place and a 22
unit multi-use building (the Brookside Building) which
houses the Near Eastside Multi-Service Center.

How we will get there:

❏ Develop the pooled Income Trust concept for equity
investment.

❏ Complete Parish Place (15 units) and the Brookside
Building (22 units).

❏ Identify buildings to rehabilitate.

❏ Rehabilitate, finance, syndicate, and manage 150 units
to serve low-income families.

Objective 2

Assist low and moderate income families through self-
help initiatives.

a. Paint and fix up 175 houses.

b. Weatherize 250 houses.
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c. Attract 250 people to attend home improvement work-
shops.

d. Evaluate a building materials recycling center.

Where is ECI Today?

ECI has assisted in the painting and fixing up of 650
houses and in the weatherization of 150 houses. Approxi-
mately 100 people have attended ECI home improvement
workshops. ECI and the Young Life Program of Indianapo-
lis have had preliminary discussions about youth training
and recycling center to be located on the near eastside. The
VISTA Program has done research on like activities in other
parts of the country and, given a sense of direction and
good management, the concept would appear to be one
which could be developed into a viable concept to serve
near eastside residents.

How we will get there:

❏ Develop alternative sources of support for on-going
self-help programs.

❏ Incorporate volunteer help in the assistance of elderly
and handicapped residents.

❏ Determine the  costs  and feasibility of developing  a
materials recycling center.

❏ If feasible, pursue development of a center to employ
area youth and provide a low-cost source for building
materials.

Objective 3

Generate 150 opportunities for owner occupancy by ac-
quiring, rehabilitating, and selling 150 homes which are
mechanically and structurally sound.

a. Fifty homes are to be boarded up and vacant.

b. Fifty homes are to be for conversion of rent to owners.

Where Is ECI Today?

Eastside Community Investments has purchased, reha-
bilitated, and sold 140 houses which were formerly
boarded up and vacant. ECI has restricted its sales to owner
occupants.

How we will get there:

❏ Work with the Department of Housing and Urban De-
velopment to purchase 75 houses.

❏ Purchase homes from investor owners and work to-
ward converting seventy-five renters to owner occu-
pants.

GOAL 2: TO ADDRESS ONE CAUSE OF POVERTY BY CRE-
ATING AND RETAINING JOBS WHICH CAN BE
SECURED BY COMMUNITY RESIDENTS.

Where is the Neighborhood Today?

The near eastside of Indianapolis typically has an unem-
ployment rate which is twice that of the city. There is a high
incidence of female-headed households with nearly two-
thirds of those households living below the U.S. poverty
standard. There is a lower than average percentage of
residents possessing high school degrees and a high inci-
dence of dropouts from high school among our young
people. Over the past five years we have suffered greatly
from the loss of major manufacturers such as Insley and
Schwitzer, losing approximately 3,000 jobs—many of
which were relatively high-wage manufacturing jobs. It is
a neighborhood which to the larger community is probably
perceived as a place of dying business and not a place for
new business revival.

Objective 1

Redevelop blighted and underutilized acreage into in-
dustrial land expanding the Rural/I-70 Industrial Park.

a. Acquire an additional 25 acres.

b. Attract industry creating jobs compatible with the skills
of community residents.

c. Create 300 new jobs in the expanded park and retain
another 100 existing jobs, not less than 25% of the jobs
are to be filled by neighborhood residents.

d. Periodically meet with business leaders to discuss hir-
ing and employment needs.

Where is ECI Today?

The Rural/I-70 Industrial Park has created 310 new jobs
while retaining 100 others. Twenty and one half of the 25
acre committed to development or are under development.
Proposals have been submitted and are being reviewed by
the Economic Development Administration and the Of-
fices of Community Services regarding the third phase of
the industrial park which will be east of Phase I. ECI owns
another 27 parcels west of Phase II of the industrial park.

How we will get there:

❏ Pursue funding for Phase III, east of Phase I of the
Industrial Park.

❏ Work with the Martindale-Brightwood neighborhood
association in the planning, design, and development
of subsequent phases.

❏ Identify funding for Phase IV of the Industrial Park.
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Objective 2

Formalize job opportunities network between busi-
nesses of the near eastside, including the industrial park,
and community institutions.

Where is ECI Today?

Over the past two years ECI has bridged job opportuni-
ties between area businesses and the community churches,
schools, and block clubs on a periodic basic. This was
particularly useful in the case of the establishment of
McDonald’s on the near eastside.

How we will get there:

❏ Contact agency directors  and local pastors  making
them aware of ECI, its projects, and programs.

❏ Monthly updates for neighborhood institutions about
business activity, and for businesses about the activity
of community institutions.

❏ Profile eastside businesses, their industry, trends in the
industry, and the business’ needs.

Objective 3

Conclude the feasibility of establishment of daycare cen-
ter(s).

a. Consider feasibility of locating in the Rural/I-70 Indus-
trial Park.

b. Consider other and perhaps multiple operations in the
neighborhood.

c. Consider ownership and development on a co-opera-
tive basis through local businesses.

d. Develop a financing plan.

Where is ECI Today?

ECI controls approximately 4 1/2 acres assembled and
developable in the Rural/I-70 Industrial Park. ECI is in
contact with businesses in and around the industrial park.
ECI has discussed the concept of a cooperative daycare
with the National Consumer Cooperative Bank who may
fund such a venture, given demonstration on feasibility.

How we will get there:

❏ Conduct a market feasibility study.

❏ Seek information from the City Division of Planning,
regarding feasibility from downtown facility.

❏ Evaluate sites and locations throughout the community.

❏ Involve area businesses, churches and the Tech High
School Continuing Education Program in the planning
and development planning.

❏ If determined to be feasible, develop or assist in the
development of daycare centers.

GOAL 3: TO ENCOURAGE THE DEVELOPMENT OF
NEW BUSINESSES & THE RETENTION OF EXISTING
BUSINESSES

Where is the Neighborhood Today?

The neighborhood has suffered from loss of major cor-
porations. Its smaller and medium-sized companies, par-
ticularly those which are locally owned, seem to be faring
well. Encouraging new business development and retain-
ing existing business will help engender job stability and
in the long term expand the jobs base in the community.

Objective 1

Promote Circle Ventures among businesses of the east-
side.

a. Invest or lend $250,000 in capital to businesses of the
near eastside.

b. Provide loan guarantees of up to $250,000 for small
loans which involve expansion opportunities for area
businesses.

c. Work with our commercial lenders to combine com-
mercial loans with Circle Venture guarantees for invest-
ment in small businesses.

Where is ECI Today?

We have capitalized Circle Ventures at $1 million dollars.
It has made three investments totaling $292,750. None of
the three investments have been to businesses which are
currently located on the near eastside of Indianapolis. Over
the past year the Board of Circle Ventures has been ex-
panded in order to include local business persons.

How we will get there:

❏ Support and help formalize the establishment of an
eastside business allocation.

❏ Conduct regular meeting of the business association.

❏ Conduct seminars semi-annually with Raffensperger-
Hughes and area businesses to discuss seed capital and
venture capital.

Objective 2

Develop 75,000 sq. ft. of industrial space to attract busi-
ness to the near eastside.

a. Identify and target businesses to be sought for the near
eastside.

b. Promote and market the near eastside advantages to
identified and targeted industries.

c. Establish 15 new businesses in newly developed space.

d. Incubate 15 other new business opportunities to growth
and success.
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Where is ECI Today?

We have developed 18,600 sq. ft. multi-tenant industrial
building of which the business development center com-
prises 7,200 sq. ft. of the development. As of June 1, 1986,
the building houses nine businesses, and is 81% leased. The
Business Development Center offers shared services and
shared facilities to help businesses develop and grow.

How we will get there:

❏ Market the opportunity and services of the Business
Development center.

❏ Meet regularly with the directors and officers of Mid-
dlewest Ventures to promote the business center to
candidates for seed capital.

❏ Identify buildings which could be bought and locations
for the development of new buildings.

❏ Build or rehabilitate 75,000 sq. ft. of multi-tenant indus-
trial space.

❏ Finance and find investment partners for the develop-
ment space.

❏ Lease-up and manage the space.

Objective 3

Create a technical assistance bank to assist businesses cur-
rently located or considering locating in the near eastside.

a. Formalize relationships between existing institutions,
attorneys, accountants, lenders, etc.

b. Evaluate potential working relationship with Indiana
University School of Business to provide technical as-
sistance and experience graduate students  through
First Indianapolis Business Center,

c. Offer assistance opportunities to area businesses and
entrepreneurs.

Where is ECI Today?

ECI has established contacts with area businesses and
has helped in the informal creation of a business associa-
tion. ECI has also established contacts in the larger commu-
nity among attorneys, accountants, banks, and others who
could be participants in this effort.

How we will get there:

❏ Meet with the Indiana University School of Business.

❏ Establish internships with MBA students who can assist
existing businesses with plans for expansion and write
business plans for start-ups.

❏ Conduct seminars in the neighborhood on starting a
business and issues associated with expansion.

❏ Target women and low-income residents to be sup-
ported in development of business plans.

GOAL 4: TO ENCOURAGE COMMERCIAL REVITALIZATION
AND DIVERSITY OF RETAIL OPPORTUNITIES FOR
SHOPPING WITHIN THE COMMUNITY

Where is the Neighborhood Today?

One of the limiting factors to commercial revitalization
and to the creation of diverse retail base has been the
community’s household incomes. Despite the limitations
on household income, the near eastside benefits from high
density. Therefore in spite of low-income limitations, the
density on the near eastside does in some ways compensate
for lack of income as it relates to a viable market area. Many
current retail establishments are secondhand merchandise
stores.

Objective 1

To assist in the physical improvement of 25 commercial
properties.

a. Support NESCO and others in zoning matters which
concern residential integrity.

b. Make physical improvements along commercial areas,
Michigan, New York, and Tenth Streets.

c. Encourage the city to initiate a master plan for East
Washington Street.

Where is ECI Today?

In its early years ECI was active in making facade im-
provements through commercial revitalization programs
especially along East Tenth Street. ECI has assisted busi-
nesses on Washington Street, Market street, New York
Street, but particularly focused its activities on East Tenth
Street. To that end 20 commercial establishments have been
assisted.

How we will get there:I

❏ Hold discussions with area businesses and property
owners on East Tenth Street regarding plans for Tenth
Street.

❏ Develop an implementation schedule for Tenth Street
improvements.

❏ Include representatives of the Department of Transpor-
tation, Department of Metropolitan Development, and
Parks & Recreation discussions.

Objective 2

To encourage establishment of new businesses along
existing commercial corridors.

Where is ECI Today?

ECI has information concerning the neighborhood mar-
ket which it can make available to new business ventures.
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How we will get there:

❏ Update market data, put in printed form for presenta-
tion.

❏ Make market information regarding neighborhood
available to realtors and businesses.

Objective 3

Consider development and training in commercial and
industrial brokerage and sales for the staff of HCJ.

Where is ECI Today?

ECI is licensed as a real estate company through the laws
of Indiana. ECI is currently performing the functions of
listing and selling real estate and property management.

How we will get there:

❏ Study commercial/industrial brokerage as a business
opportunity.

❏ Evaluate staff training needs.

❏ Consider  additional capital  requirements to  achieve
commercial industrial brokerage.

GOAL 5: TO CREATE A DIVERSE BASE OF FINANCIAL
SUPPORT FOR EASTSIDE COMMUNITY INVESTMENTS

Where is our neighborhood today?

The neighborhood lacks sufficient corporate or individ-
ual wealth to realistically support the operations of its
community development corporation. It is therefore nec-
essary to raise monies for projects and to develop revenue
sources in many different areas to support the operations
of ECI.

Objective 1

To move toward the end of community self-sufficiency
in support of Eastside Community Investments.

a. Annually evaluate revenue sources and budget with
the intention of limiting any one source or funds to less
than 355 of ECI’s total administrative budget.

b. Revive 50% of our annual budget from the near eastside
community, its residents, businesses, institutions, and
ECI operations.

Where is ECI Today?

In 1982 ECI was approximately 90% supported via gov-
ernment grants from federal and city sources in order to
support its administrative operations. The 1986 budget
shows federal and city support of administrative opera-
tions having dropped to 16%. ECI has moved to diversify
its funding base and needs to continue annually to set

targets of diversity to keep itself from being overly depend-
ent upon any one funding source.

How we will get there:

❏ Annually establish goals for fundraising, goals within
sectors (i.e., individuals, area businesses, corporations,
etc.).

❏ Continue to produce an Annual Report and not less
than two updates annually in support of fundraising
efforts.

❏ Establish an Advisory Board, aside from ECI Board
members to assist in fundraising efforts.

GOAL 6: ENHANCE THE ABILITY OF THE BOARD TO GOV-
ERN AND THE STAFF TO MANAGE THE AFFAIRS OF THE
CORPORATION

Where is ECI Today?

ECI has, over the past two years, committed resources to
board development and training. Staff has also partici-
pated at all levels in workshops and training designed to
improve their effectiveness.

How we will get there:

❏ Annually the Executive Committee will evaluate areas
on Board training and development needs and schedule
training as appropriate.

❏ Mentors will be assigned to all new Board members.

❏ Histories of the organization will be given to all new
board members.

GOAL 7: TO ASSURE THE CAPITAL NEEDS OF THE
COMMUNITY ARE BEING MET

Where is the Neighborhood Today?

There are approximately 200 small businesses within the
near eastside. Many of those businesses do not have access
to traditional capital markets via banks. In America there
is a movement, due to deregulation, for larger institutions
to acquire or merge with existing, often smaller, banks and
savings and loan institutions. It is estimated that there will
be a third fewer banks in this country within the next five
years.

Our current lending situation is characterized by banks
which are reluctant to make commercial loans of less than
$50,000 because transaction costs render that size of loan
unprofitable in their view. At the same time, mortgage
lenders are hesitant to make loans less than $20-25,000 for
the same reason. Obtaining monies for rehabilitation of a
home at the time of acquisition is also a relatively rare
occurrence.
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Objective 1

To study feasibility of capitalizing and creating a finan-
cial institution which would be based and operated on the
near eastside of Indianapolis, and would have a controlling
interest held by ECI.

Where is ECI Today?

ECI has done preliminary legal research toward formu-
lation of lending institution and has considered the status
and history of South Shore Bank in Chicago.

How we will get there:

❏ Create an Ad Hoc committee of the Board of Directors
to study the problem and make a recommendation to
the Board.

Objective 2

Work with the Indianapolis lending community.

a. Work with the three institutions which have operations
in our neighborhood to assure their continued presence.

b. Generate partnerships with lenders to assure the capital
needs of businesses and residents are being met.

How we will get there:

❏ Hold discussions with lenders regarding small business
needs, real estate needs, and real estate development
needs in the community.

❏ Pursue lending agreements with institutions.

T I M E L I N E S F O R A C T I O N

Goal 1 To improve the quality of housing 1986* 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991

Objectives

1. Plan and develop the construction or rehabilitation of
150 units of housing.

35 50 65

2. Assist 500 low- and moderate-income families
through self-help initiatives:

a. Paint and fix up 175 houses. 25 40 40 40 30

b. Weatherize 250 houses. 50 50 50 50 50

c. 250 attend home improvement workshops. 50 50 50 50 50

d. Evaluate a building materials recycling center. Study Decision

3. Generate 150 opportunities for home ownership in
quality housing:

25 25 33 33 34

a. Convert 75 renters into owners.

b. Re-use 75 units which were boarded up and
vacant.

* All dates refer to April 1 - March 31 fiscal year
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Goal 2 To create and retain jobs which can be
secured by community residents

1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991

Objectives

1. Redevelop blighted and underutilized acreage into
usable industrial land expanding the Rural/I-70
Industrial Park.

a. Acquire an additional 25 acres. 15 acres developed 10 acres developed

b. Att ract industry which creates jobs
compatible community residents’ skills.

c. Create 300 new jobs in the expanded park,
retain 100 existing jobs.

2. Formalize job opportunities network between
businesses of the near eastside, including the
Industrial park and community institutions.

a. Initiate monthly communication.

b. Profile Eastside businesses.

3. Conclude the feasibility for the establishment of
daycare center(s).

a. Consider feasibility.

b. Develop a financing plan. Decision

Goal 3
To  encourage the development of new
businesses and the retention of existing
businesses

Objectives

1. Promote Circle Ventures

a. Lender invest $250,000 among businesses
of the near eastside.

$25,000 50,000 50,000 50,000 75,000

b. Provide loan guarantees for area businesses. $50,000 50,000 50,000 50,000 50,000

c. Work with commercial lenders, enabling
business expansion.

2 Lenders 4 Lenders

2. Develop 75,000 sq.ft. of industrial space to attract
business to the near eastside, including completion
of the business development center.

completed

$18,600
20,000 20,000 17,500 17,500

a. Establish 15 businesses.

b. Incubate 15 new start-up businesses.

3. Create a technical assistance bank which will assist 25
businesses located at locating on the near eastside.

Establish
TA Bank

6 6 6 7

Eastside Community Investments Strategic Plan
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Goal 4
Encourage commercial revitalization and
diversity of retail opportunities for
shopping within the community

1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991

Objectives

1. Assist in the physical improvement of 25 commercial
properties.

3 4 5 5 6

2. Encourage the establishment of new businesses
along existing commercial corridors.

a. Update market information.

b. Make market information available to realtors
and businesses.

3. Consider expansion for HCJ into commercial and
industrial brokerage.

Decision

Goal 5 Create a diverse base of financial support
for Eastside Community Investments

Objectives

1. Move toward community self-sufficiency.

a. Annually establish goals for corporate and
individual contributions.

$75,000 100,000 100,000 120,000 135,000

b. Produce an annual report and two updates
each year.

Goal 6
Enhance the ability of the Board to govern
and the ability of the staff to manage the
affairs of the corporation

Objectives

1. Annually evaluate board and staff training needs.

2. Develop mentoring program for all new Board members.

3. Develop and update a history of the organization to
be given to all new board members.

Goal 7 Assure that the capital needs of the
community are being met

Objectives

1. Feasibility study for establishment of a financial
institution which would be based and operated on the
near eastside.

Decision

2. Work with the Indianapolis lending community to
create agreements for their continued presence and
active lending in the community.

A P P E N D I X 6
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A P P E N D I X 7 The Development Wheel and Strategic Planning

The Development Wheel
and Strategic Planning

Several years ago the experience of CED practitioners in
many depressed North American communities gave

rise to the Development Wheel. The Wheel is an analytical
tool. It can help you figure out where your CED organiza-
tion (CEDO) is in the development process. It can help you
set priorities for planning and action. It can also serve as a
guide to comprehensive, sustained CED planning, encom-
passing organizational development, venture develop-
ment, community participation, networking, and technical
assistance strategies.

CED insists that economic development empower peo-
ple and increase local self-reliance. CED planning therefore
focuses not on business development, but on the building
of institutions—the organizational capacity—to do busi-
ness development. In the words of Kitsaki’s Bill Hatton, “If
business development is the wrench, then economic devel-
opment is the machine that makes the wrench.” That is the
kind of planning summarized and illustrated by the Devel-
opment Wheel.

Strategic planning is implied throughout the Develop-
ment Wheel framework, particularly in the pre-planning
and organizational development components. Sections
particularly relevant to strategic planning have been high-
lighted here for easy reference.

As you read the material, you will notice that the CED
planning process has four phases:

PHASE ONE: PRELIMINARY DATA COLLECTION &
PREPARATION FOR CED PLANNING

PHASE TWO: BUILDING THE BASE FOR CED

PHASE THREE: FOCUSING THE OPPORTUNITIES

PHASE FOUR: DETAILED PLANNING & MOBILIZING
RESOURCES

For further information about the Wheel, refer to

The Development Wheel: A Guide to Community Analysis and
Development Planning (Westcoast, 1990)

Development Corporation Basics: A Workbook (Westcoast, 1991)

The Development Wheel
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ORGANIZATIONAL PREREQUISITES
FOR CED PLANNING

PHASE ONE: Preliminary Data Collection & Preparing for
CED Planning

To plan and implement CED effectively, there are several
organizational prerequisites. Where they are not present
they will constrain the ability of a CEDO to engage effec-
tively in economic development and, more often than not,
if not addressed, will lead to costly failures. Basic organiza-
tional prerequisites include:

❏ A record of stability and effectiveness in the CEDO as a
decision-making body and some demonstration of ca-
pacity to implement decisions.

❏ Basic financial systems capable of managing budgets
and producing the necessary reports and financial state-
ments needed for decision-makers.

❏ The presence of basic planning and development skills
and the provision of the time and resources necessary
to support the planning process.

❏ CEDO decision-makers willing to set aside sufficient
time to become familiar with development issues and
to acquire the skills needed to resolve them. Willingness
to attend meetings and training sessions.

❏ The commitment of CEDO decision-makers to integrate
planning with the decision-making process.

❏ A willingness to allow the necessary time for economic
development efforts to mature and produce results.

❏ A willingness to consider using outside businesses and
financial resources within the  scope  of the  CEDO’s
economic development strategy.

❏ A willingness to invest in the long-term development
of business management and entrepreneurial skills
within the CEDO’s constituency.

❏ A willingness and ability to remain continuously in-
volved in the development, support, and regulation of
the CEDO’s economic development efforts.

Some of these resources may well not be in place at the
very outset of planning. The key question is: what re-
sources are available to the CEDO, and under what terms,
in order that it may address these gaps?

Is your organization
ready to get serious
about CED?

A P P E N D I X 7
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PRE-PLANNING FOR ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

PHASE ONE: Preliminary Data Collection & Preparing for CED

Pre-Planning for Economic Development requires the
community to consider (1) the relationship of economic
development to community goals and desired quality of
life (in effect, a basic philosophy of economic develop-
ment), (2) how to proceed with economic development
planning, and (3) the gathering of basic information
needed for planning within a CED framework. It includes
the following types of activity:

❏ Preliminary examination of issues related to who
should be in charge of economic development at the
community level.

❏ The formulation of general statements about the rela-
tionship of economic development to CEDO and com-
munity goals and desired quality of life.

❏ Formulation of suggestions as to the role the CEDO
might play in economic development.

❏ Development of an economic development planning
strategy, including work plans and clarification of
who  is  going  to take on  what functions, how the
CEDO decision-makers will consider the products of
the planning process, and definition of a general plan-
ning time frame.

❏ Assessment of land, physical, and capital resources
and preliminary identification of opportunities that
link to the community’s resource base.

❏ Analysis of the community’s human resources.

❏ An overview of CED strategy options.

The community meetings required under this compo-
nent are key opportunities to advance CED in other re-
spects. Community discussion of the philosophy and
direction of economic development, the possible roles
which the CEDO could play, and broad strategy options
will serve to build constituency participation and lay the
foundations of a strategic network.

This level of planning is an important means by which a
basic consensus can be forged. It provides opportunities to
broaden constituency participation, to raise issues, and to
clarify values. It helps define the parameters of what is
possible in the short and long term. It identifies, from a
strategic vantage point, what sectors of opportunity are
most promising and begins to define the constraints and
challenges that will have to be addressed in developing the
human resource base. In short, it provides the overview
needed to make decisions that foster an economic develop-
ment process that can work for the community as a whole.

What do you need to
know and decide to
plan for CED?

The Development Wheel and Strategic Planning
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ORGANIZATIONAL DEVELOPMENT

This component is often given little attention in economic
development. The small business perspective that domi-
nates many economic development programs often ne-
glects to foster and manage a development environment
capable of supporting small businesses. Organizational
development within the CED process includes:

PHASE TWO: Building the Base for CED

❏ Introductory training in economic development plan-
ning for CEDO members, board, and key staff.

❏ Assessment of current organizational resources for
economic development: management capacity and
systems, financial policies and procedures, short- and
long-term organizational goals, CEDO priorities, allo-
cation of money, staff, space, other resources.

❏ Completion of a work plan to govern economic devel-
opment planning and integrate it with the broader work
load of staff and board. This work plan specifies and
allocates staff, time, and money for the planning proc-
ess, including personnel responsible for its day-to-day
management and any technical assistance required.

❏ Establishment of a system to monitor the economic
development planning process.

❏ Formulation of CED policy, including the definition
of mission, goals, roles of CEDO in the development
process, and venture selection criteria.

❏ Formulation of an organizational development plan.
This may include board and staff training, study of
organizational structures, what work needs to be done,
by whom, and at what cost as well as technical assistance.

PHASE THREE: Focusing the Opportunities

❏ planning structural changes to the CEDO in order to
accommodate venture development: decision-making
procedures, management selection criteria, and the
separation of political and managerial authority.

❏ Training CEDO board in the evaluation of feasibility
studies.

PHASE FOUR: Detailed Planning & Mobilizing Resources

❏ Training CEDO board in development and evaluation
of business plans, financial packaging, the monitoring
of ventures, and management recruitment.

❏ Establishing the legal structures of ventures selected for
implementation.

❏ Selection of venture manager and staff.

❏ Establishment of venture monitoring system and evalu-
ation of ventures within overall economic strategy.

Building an
organization which
can advance CED

A P P E N D I X 7
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VENTURE DEVELOPMENT

Venture development refers to the process by which the
CEDO progressively identifies and decides which busi-
nesses are to be the focus of its planning effort. The com-
ponent comprises several steps which together constitute
a systematic decision-making process. They are:

PHASE TWO: Building the Base for CED

❏ Completion of a work plan which defines time, staff,
resources, procedure, and (if necessary) technical assis-
tance to engage in the venture development process
effectively.

❏ Analysis of community cash flow: how money flows
into the community and where it leaks out.

❏ Research into venture opportunities available locally.

❏ Initial selection of venture options based on venture
selection criteria (the First Cut).

❏ Pre-feasibility study of venture options designated by
First Cut selection.

❏ Second Cut selection of the 2-3 most promising ven-
tures, based on results of pre-feasibility analysis of ven-
ture options.

❏ Preliminary development of financial and business
support for ventures from public and private sectors
and community membership.

PHASE THREE: Focusing the Opportunities

❏ Feasibility studies on two or three options which focus
on the product, market, competition, organization,
management and potential support from community
membership and the public and private sectors.

❏ Selection of one or more ventures for which a detailed
business plan will be completed and submitted to pos-
sible sources of financing.

PHASE FOUR: Detailed Planning & Mobilizing Resources

❏ Business plan preparation for selected venture(s).

❏ Identification of possible sources of financing.

❏ Securing financing.

❏ Planning and preparation for start-up.

❏ Venture start-up.

Building promising
opportunities into
sound businesses

The Development Wheel and Strategic Planning
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COMMUNITYPARTICIPATION&STRATEGICNETWORKING

This component is concerned with two things: develop-
ing the support and participation of the CEDO’s constitu-
ency in the planning process; and establishing a network
of relationships in the public and private sectors that can
be brought to bear in support of the CEDO’s economic
development strategy. Some aspects of this component are
closely linked to the pre-planning process, particularly the
points relating to community participation.

PHASE TWO: Building the Base for CED

❏ Formulation by the CEDO of a strategy of participation
and communication to engage community members in
the CED planning process and win the interest and
support of key members of the public and private sec-
tor. An essential part of this strategy will be communi-
cations media (e.g.. meetings, newsletters, TV/radio
coverage) to keep people informed about the progress
of the CED planning and implementation. Necessary
technical assistance should also be specified.

❏ community meetings and discussions to solicit ideas for
ventures.

❏ Building relationships with key agencies and actors
in the public and private sectors.

❏ Development of knowledge and skills in accessing
sources of financing for CED and establishing rela-
tionships with key department staffs.

❏ Community meetings to review and approve key poli-
cies concerning mission, goals, strategies, CEDO roles
in economic development, venture selection criteria.

❏ Initiate and maintain communication which builds lo-
cal commitment to CED (e.g. to explain the results of
the venture selection process process).

PHASE THREE: Focusing the Opportunities

❏ Outreach to the community and others about specific
ventures. This process also serves to test and develop
support for ideas, and identify possible partners for
each venture.

PHASE FOUR: Detailed Planning & Mobilizing Resources

❏ Meetings with the community and key public and pri-
vate sector interests to develop full-scale support for
selected ventures.

❏ Possible establishment of a CED advisory board for the
CEDO.

To meet these needs in a systematic manner and on an
ongoing basis, core financial support for community-based
management and co-ordination of the development proc-
ess is often required.

Casting the net for key
CED supporters

A P P E N D I X 7
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PROVISION OF APPROPRIATE TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE

Technical assistance refers to the accessibility and quality
of outside resources (e.g.. consultants, advisors, trainers)
that can be utilized to assist the CED process. Key points
in the process where technical assistance is often crucial are
listed below.

PHASE TWO: Building the Base for CED

❏ Introductory training in CED planning.

❏ Assessment of CEDO organizational capacity and basic
management systems.

❏ Assistance in work planning for economic develop-
ment and integration of development planning into the
overall CEDO functions.

❏ Assistance in establishing key policies such as goals,
roles of CEDO, mandating of community economic
development organizations, venture selection criteria,
etc.

❏ Technical advice on first and second stage venture se-
lection cuts.

PHASE THREE: Focusing the Opportunities

❏ Feasibility studies.

❏ Organizational development planning for venture de-
velopment and implementation.

❏ Training re: feasibility studies, business plans and
monitoring the planning and the venture implementa-
tion process.

PHASE FOUR: Detailed Planning & Mobilizing Resources

❏ Business planning.

❏ Financial packaging.

❏ Legal issues.

❏ Establishment of monitoring systems and training in
the operation, maintenance and use in venture related
decision-making.

❏ Post start-up for trouble-shooting and problem-solving
purposes.

In instances where communities do not have any signifi-
cant experience in economic development, the absence of
technical assistance can be a serious obstacle to success.
Similarly, technical assistance may be crucial when entre-
preneurs have an idea, but lack the training or experience
to do the analysis and planning which will translate a
concept into a reality. Key to assessing the appropriateness
of technical assistance is whether it is structured to transfer
skills to the person or community concerned. An example
of inappropriate technical assistance is where an outside
agent does most  of the  work  without  the  client  being
directly engaged in the research and planning tasks asso-
ciated with economic and/or venture development.

Using the know-how
of outsiders to
strengthen local
self-reliance

The Development Wheel and Strategic Planning
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BUILDING ORGANIZATIONAL CAPACITY—THE HUB OF THE DEVELOPMENT WHEEL

The six components of the Development Wheel each
contribute to the ability and willingness of community
members to initiate projects, programs, and businesses, to
organize these ventures, and to keep them running. Over
time, the community accumulates an ever greater pool of
leaders and followers with organizational talent, as well as
hard skills. Persons who

❏ know how to divide up responsibilities.

❏ work smoothly with one another and outsiders.

❏ make good decisions rapidly, carry them out efficiently,
and monitor them afterwards.

This body of talent, skill, and experience is known as a
community’s organizational capacity. It is a once the key
product and the driving force behind the community’s
economic development.

The chart on the next page shows how the Development
Wheel “flattens out” into a systematic, phased approach to
CED planning.
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A P P E N D I X 8 Reference Materials

Additional Planning Resources

Acompanion to this publication has been completed to
help people learn to apply the principles and tech-

niques of strategic planning to community economic de-
velopment. Strategic Planning for the CED Practitioner
Workshop: Facilitators Manual supplies trainers with the
lesson plans, learning activities, and resources (including
overhead masters and a case study) they need to deliver a
3-day event involving 8 to 50 people.

For further information on the theory and practice of
strategic planning, the following titles are recommended.

Barry, Bryan W. Strategic Planning Workbook for Non-Profit
Organizations. Amherst H. Wilder Foundation, 1987.

Bryson, John M. Strategic Planning for Public and Non-Profit
Organizations. San Francisco, Ca.: Jossey-Bass Inc., 1988.

Douglas, David, ed. Community Economic Development and
Strategic Planning. (Overview and Topic Courses.) Uni-
versity School of Rural Planning and Development,
University of Guelph, Guelph, On., 1992.

Hustedde, Ron, Shaffer, Ron, and Pulver, Glen. Community
Economic Analysis. Ames, Indiana: Iowa State Univer-
sity, 1984.

McKnight, John L., and Kretzmann, John. Mapping Commu-
nity Capacity. Evanston, Ill.: Centre for Urban Affairs &
Policy Research, Northwestern University.

Pfeiffer, J. William, Goodstein, Leonard D., and Noland,
Timothy M. Shaping Strategic Planning. Glenview, Ill.:
Scott Foresman & Co., 1989.

Westcoast Development Group & the B.C./Yukon Com-
munity Futures Association. (The) Community Futures
Workbook: Training for Community Economic Development
& Strategic Planning.

Other CED Titles from Westcoast and
the Centre for Community Enterprise

The following publications relating to CED are all avail-
able from Westcoast Development Group, 163 West Hast-
ings, Suite 337, Vancouver, B.C. V6B 1H5 Tel. (604)
685-5058 Fax (604) 685-5363. Titles marked with an asterisk
(*) are also published in French, and are available through
IFDEC, 420 St-Paul est, Montreal, QC H2Y 1H4 Tel. (514)
281-2081 Fax (514) 849-7147.

An Annotated Bibliography of CED Resources. 1991 Edition.

*Fontan, Jean-Marc. A Critical Review of Canadian, American,
& European Community Economic Development Literature.

Green, Frank, and Lewis, Mike. Venture Development Basics:
A Workbook.

Green, Frank, and Lewis, Mike. Venture Development Basics:
Facilitators Manual.

*Lewis, Mike. The Development Wheel: A Workbook to Guide
Community  Analysis & Development  Planning. Native
Edition.

Lewis, Mike. The Development Wheel Workshop: Facilitators
Manual. Revised Edition.

*Lewis, Mike, Green, Frank, and Hatton, Bill. Development
Corporation Basics: A Workbook. Native Edition.

Lewis, Mike, and Green, Frank. Development Corporation
Basics: Facilitators Manual.

Lewis, Mike, and Hatton, Bill. Negotiating, Structuring, &
Managing Joint Ventures.
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